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ABSTRACT 

Reconsidering Paul's Use of Creation Language in Romans 8: Employing A Corpus
Driven Model of Systemic Functional Monosemy 

Gregory P. Fewster 
McMaster Divinity College 
Hamilton, Ontario 
Master of Arts (Christian Studies), 2012 

A majority of modem scholars understand Paul's use of creation language 

(uicns) in Rom 8: 18-23 as part of a commentary on the state of sub-human creation. or 

nature-an understanding that is still disputed in some quarters. This position serves as a 

point of departure for an inquiry into the state of lexical study in New Testament 

scholarship. In light of contemporary approaches. this thesis articulates a theory of 

monosemy-a minimalistic semantic theory cast in the framework of Systemic 

Functional Linguistics. This theory is fundamentally corpus-driven with a special focus 

upon metaphorical extension. The model is applied to Paul's use of creation-language 

through a robust corpus analysis and an investigation into K'ricrls's role in textual and 

ideational functions within the paragraph. I argue that K'ricns plays a role in the cohesive 

structure of Rom 8:18-23 and-contra the majority of interpreters-functions as a 

nominalized ideational metaphor for the human body. 
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Chapter One 

CREATION LANGUAGE IN ROMANS 8: A SURVEY OF INTERPRETATION AND METHOD 

A survey of many modern commentaries on Paurs letter to the Romans reveals an 

historical diversity in the interpretation of the sense of K1"i(Jt~ (creation, creature) in Rom 

8: 19-23. While scholarly consensus seems to have been reached in recent years, there 

are enough dissenting voices to warrant the re-evaluation of the issue. The word K1"im~ 

appears four times in the passage, thus recommending it as a worthwhile locus of study. 

Accurate determination of this word's meaning has notable ramifications for the 

interpretation of the passage in its immediate context, the larger argument of Romans, 

and Pauline theology including Pauline doctrines of new creation, soteriology, 

cosmology, and eschatology. In light of these concerns, this chapter will survey the 

historical trends of interpretation before moving into a more comprehensive assessment 

of recent research. An important consideration of this chapter and of the thesis as a 

whole is that the question of creation language in Romans 8 serves as a microcosm of 

the practice of word studies in biblical Greek. This chapter will address the 

methodologies used to approach this question and how these practices relate to the 

burgeoning field of linguistic criticism. Are the scholarly attempts at word studies 

linguistically informed and are these linguistic theories appropriate for biblical scholars 

to be adapting? The goal of this thesis, therefore, is to provide a model for lexical 

analysis that can be effectively applied to Paul's use of KTtm<; in Rom 8: 18-23. 
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1. Interpretations of Creation language in Rom 8: 18-23 

1.1. Among the Fathers and Reformers 

Ancient commentary on Romans 8 reveals a diversity of opinion as to the sense of 

Kticnc;. The witness of lrenaeus appears somewhat divided and it is occasionally unclear 

whether he has the entire created order or humanity in view. Early on in book 5 of his 

Against Heresies, Irenaeus describes the redemption and return of creation to its early 

pristine state, prior to a brief quotation from Rom 8:19ff.l According to Michaels, 

Irenaeus's use of the Latin term conditio is an unambiguous reference to "'the material 

creation as a whole. ,,2 In a later chapter, however, amidst another reference to Romans 

8, Irenaeus seems to stray from his original use of conditio, altering his terminology to 

the Latin creatura, perhaps indicating a more anthropological focus. 3 Despite this 

ambiguity, DJ. Bingham suggests that Irenaeus had a dual anthropological and 

cosmological focus-'"anthropology prqvides the foundation for understanding 

cosmology.,,4 Regardless of where Irenaeus truly stood, this interpretive tension 

provides a caricature for the subsequent history of interpretation of creation language in 

Romans 8. Besides a minority of alternatives, there seem to be two main interpretive 

streams with respect to Ktimc;. The anthropological view prefers to take Kttmc; as a 

reference to humanity, while the cosmological view prefers to see a reference to the 

cosmos. 

I Irenaeus, "Against Heresies V," 561. 
:: Michaels, "Redemption of Our Body," 113. 
3 See Irenaeus, "Against Heresies V," 567. Note Michaels' reference to this phenomenon in Michaels, 

""Redemption of Our Body," 113-14. 
-l Bingham, ""Irenaeus Reads Romans 8," 128. 
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Augustine is frequently cited as an early proponent of the anthropological 

perspective. 5 A quotation from his unfinished commentary on Romans seems to indicate 

as much. even to the extent that a cosmological reading should be considered heretical. 

We should not think that this implies a sorrowing and sighing of trees and 
vegetables and stones and other suchlike creatures-for this is the error of the 
Manichees-nor should we think that the holy angels are subject to futility. nor 
that they will be freed from the slavery of death, since they are entirely without 
death. Rather and without false interpretation we take "every creature" to mean 
man itself.6 

The reference here to angels may be an implicit critique of Origen' s interpretation. In 

book seven of his commentary on Romans, Origen states explicitly that the creation 

should be read as "rational creation.,,7 Even so, Origen's position is certainly not an 

anthropological one and thus it seems as though angels are in his view here. 8 

Championing the cosmological view is the 4th Century preacher and exegete John 

Chrysostom. He considers Paul's use of creation language to fall in line with the 

prophetic practice of personification, performing the function of emphasis. 9 Chrysostom 

is not alone in this interpretation (especially if Irenaells takes a cosmological stance) and 

as such Cranfield is willing to reference other ancient witnesses in Ambrosiaster, Cyril, 

and Euthymius. 1O 

The cosmological-anthropological distinctions are carried down even into the 

time of the Reformation. John Calvin is very explicit with respect to his cosmological 

5 See esp. Cranfield, Romans, 1: 411; Michaels, "Redemption of Our Body," 114; Whitehouse, The 
Redemption of the Body, 11,53; Zyro, '"Neue Erorterung," 664, who reference Augustine as such. 

G The translation is taken from Augustine, Romans, 22-23. Augustine continues in this manner, 
admitting that creatures may range from angels to beasts, however his assertion remains that human-kind 
is the ultimate creature (24-25). 

7 Origen, '"Commentary on the the Epistle to the Romans 7.4," 68. 
8 Cranfield cites him as the main proponent ofthe angelic view (Cranfield, Romans, I: 411). 
q Chrysostom, Homilies on Acts and Romans, 444. Chrysostom's suggested personification is a 

perspective that is widely held among modem commentators as will be seen below. 
10 Cranfield, Romans, 1: 411. 
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stance. Apparently following Chrysostom, Calvin views personification as an important 

literary technique here and understands the sense of KTicn~ as non-rational creation. It 

seems incomprehensible for nature to possess characteristics such as hope, or volition 

and thus such references are deemed as personification. I 1 On the other hand, Martin 

Luther seems to hold to a more anthropological position. Luther's articulation is far 

more implicit than Calvin's, though he accomplishes his goals through the use of the 

term creatllre rather than creation. 12 It is notable that Luther understands most exegetes 

to interpret the creation as ·'man.',13 Despite his anthropological stance, however, Luther 

is far more concerned with Paul's description of creation than with the word's sense in 

the passage, and accordingly spends little time articulating or defending his position. 

1.2. Kriazr; in Anthropological and Cosmological PerspectiveJ.! 

The cosmological-anthropological distinction has continued to hold sway in discussions 

of creation language in the recent past. John Bolt's 1995 article in Calvin Theological 

Journal takes a step back in time to come up against a "twentieth-century neo-orthodox 

inspired anthropological-soteriological reading of the travail of creation:,15 Bolt's 

rejoinder to this seemingly well-established position espouses a cosmic reading that 

appears to have significant environmental implications as well. 16 Such an 

II Calvin. Romans and Thessalonians, 172-73. 
I' - Luther. Romans, 107-109. 
13 Luther. Romans. 108. Likely, Luther means the human race or humanity. 
I~ Keep in mind that such distinctions are firmly established in terms of soteriology. The question is 

whether it is human-centered or cosmos-centered soteriology. 
15 Bolt. "Relation Between Creation and Redemption," 35. His article views such a position as an 

historical aberration, pointing to many earlier writers who seem to have held a cosmological bent (see 
above). Anthropological views are well represented in Tenney's work on the resurrection. Though he is 
not explicit in his position, Tenney's only application of Rom 8: 19-22 is in the context of human bodily 
resurrection and never with respect to the cosmos (Tenney, Reality of the Resurrection, 172, 185; see also 
Michaels, '"Redemption of Our Body," 114, who notes this phenomenon as well). Tenney's ability to use 
the passage in this way without having to articulate or argue for a human-centered view speaks volumes. 

10 Bolt, "Relation Between Creation and Redemption," 35-36. The place of environmental readings of 
Romans 8 and KTim.; will be briefly explored below. 
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anthropological bent is an accurate identification; however, the state of play in the mid 

to late 20th Century is slightly more complicated. Notwithstanding the typical 

anthropological bent, KTiCHS is still occasionally regarded with the sense of nature. J. 

Ruemann and G. Lampe are two important proponents of the anthropological 

perspective who nuance their view, not through an alternative understanding of the word 

KTiCHs' but in how they see the humanity-cosmos interrelation. 17 In spite of the human-

centered focus of much of this writing, a cosmological agenda does play a part, 

evidenced in J. Gibb's monograph Creation and Redemption. This Pauline theology of 

creation and redemption focuses especially on the lordship of Christ as a central Pauline 

theme. The lordship theme thus educates his view of Romans 8. For Gibbs, humanity is 

of concern; however, the cosmos is entwined with humanity's fate inasmuch as Christ's 

lordship extends beyond humanity.18 

1.3. Contemporary Consenslls in the KTi(m; Debate 

Since the writing of Gibbs et aL there have been two important developments in the 

conversation: (1) the old cosmological-anthropological distinctions have essentially 

been put asid~.19 and (2) scholarly consensus with respect to the sense of niCHs has all 

17 See Reumann, Creation, 91-99; Lampe, "Doctrine OfKT{<H~," 449-62. Reumann's brief work best 
illustrates this tension. Though he is convinced that Kn<H-; must refer to more than believers and include 
the inanimate world, his ultimate position avoids viewing this passage as a "cosmic daydream." Instead, 
Reumann views this as an "expression of anthropology and soteriology" (99). Lampe's redemptive
historical approach takes into consideration the Old Testament background to the notion of creation. 
which is deemed to be primarily anthropocentric. Lampe explicitly sub-ordinates "creation" to humankind 
yet writes that "the hope of re-creation of the body leads naturally to the idea of the re-creation of the 
natural order of which it forms a part" (455-56). See also Gerber, "Rom. viii. I Sff." 65, and more recently, 
Lambrecht, "Ecocentric or Anthropocentric?"IS5-S6; Moo, Romans, 517 n.50; Barrett, Romans, 165, 
who maintain this tenuous balance. 

18 See Gibbs, Creation and Redemption, 34-41. 
1Q Bolt's article (see above) remains an exception. 
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but been reached.2o Perhaps one of the more important contributions in these directions 

has been the publication of C.E.B. Cranfield's commentary on Romans. Cranfield's 

usual practice of surveying every available position on a topic was not abandoned in his 

comments on KTt01C;, which reveal two notable features. 21 First, Cranfield makes no 

explicit mention of polarized readings. Instead, his goal is to select the most exegetically 

responsible sense in light of a variety of previous suggestions.22 Second, he comes 

firmly down on the suggestion that KTl<nc; is "the sum-total of sub-human nature both 

animate and inanimate,',23 Both Cranfield's outline of available positions2
'! and his 

conclusion seem to have captured the minds of most authors up to the present to the 

extent that the acceptance ofKTl01C; as nature is almost a foregone conclusion.25 

20 A slight nuance appears in some articles that may prefer a cosmological reading ofthe text but 
suggest that there is an overarching theocentric emphasis in this passage, i.e., God is the one who made 
the creation and is in control of its fate. See, for example, Vollmer, "Theocentric Reading," 796-97. 

21 See Cranfield, Romans, I: 411, for his list including footnotes with reference to major proponents of 
these views. His approach, in contrast to the dichotomous approaches immediately preceding his, is in 
some ways a return to former methods. See for example Whitehouse, The Redemption o/the Body, II, 
who gives a list of typical interpretations along with their major proponents. Pp. 11-9 reveals a more 
robust articulation ofthese positions, though lacking the systematic disagreement present in Cranfield's 
commentary. Whitehouse's treatment evidences the rich diversity of opinion present at the time that 
Michaels (see below) encountered in his initial research (Michaels, "Redemption of Our Body," 92). It is 
notable therefore, that Cranfield's work marks the interpretive shift that has led to the contemporary 
consensus. 

22 In my view, this is quite remarkable considering that he writes only a few years after Gibbs and 
Reumann. 

23 Cranfield, Romans, I: 411-12. 
24 See similar approaches in Witherington, Romans, 222-23; Hahne, Corruption and Redemption. 176-

81; Dumbrell. Romans. 90-91; Morris, Romans, 320. 
25 Besides Cranfield, for those who actively argue in favour of this position see Bolt, "Relation Between 

Creation and Redemption," 39-41; Byrne. Romans, 254; Dumbrell, Romans, 91; Dunn, Romans 1-8. 
469-70; Fitzmyer. Romans, 505-7; Hahne, Corruption and Redemption, 176-81; Jackson, }I/ell' Creation, 
151-52; Jewett. "Corruption and Redemption," 34-36 Jewett. Romans, 511; Keesmaat, Paul and His 
StOt)', 102-110; Lenski. Romans, 532; Moo, Romans, 513-15; Moo, "Nature in the New Creation." 459-
63; Moo, "Romans 8 and Isaiah's Cosmic Covenant," 75-77; Morris. Romans, 320; Murray, Romans, 
301-303; Osborne. Romans, 208-209; Schreiner, Romans, 435; Witherington, Romans. 222-23. 

For those works that simply assume (to some degree or another) this position into their exegetical or 
theological framework see Barrett, Romans, 165--6; Batey, Romans. 112-13; Beker, "Vision of Hope." 
28-29; Braaten. "All Creation Groans." 131-32; Bullmore, "Christian Environmentalism," 159--61; Ked .. 
Romans. 210; Keener, Romans, III-I:?; Keesmaat, "Exodus and Intertextual Transformation," 43-47; 
Lambrecht, "Ecocentric or Anthropocentric?" 169-71; Lawson, "Hope of Creation." 559--61; Lee. Palll's 
Gospel in Romans, 406-407; Middleton, "New Heaven and New Earth." 89-90; Mounce, Romans. 184; 
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For the purpose of this review, I would like to pay special attention to two recent 

\-\-orks that have given serious treatment to issue of creation language in Romans 8: 

Harry Alan Hahne's 2006 monograph The CorrupNon and Redemption of Creation: 

Nature in Romans 8.19-22 and Jewish Apocalyptic Literature and T. Ryan Jackson's 

2010 monograph Nell' Creation in Paul's Letters?6 Hahne's work seeks to articulate a 

relationship between Pau)' s thought in Rom 8: 19-22 and the various patterns of 

corruption and redemption in Jewish apocalyptic literature. Hahne folIows standard 

historical-critical procedures-his research consisting of a detailed analysis of important 

background material (in this case apocalyptic literature) that may have influenced Paul's 

thought. This is folIowed by detailed exegesis of the passage in question, beginning with 

an assessment of the meaning of KTicn<; in the passage in question.27 Hahne's approach 

to this question is reminiscent of Cranfield, though he goes into slightly greater detail.28 

While Hahne's mastery of the Second Temple literature regarding the corruption and 

redemption of nature is impressive, the connection he draws between these apocalyptic 

writings and Paul seems tenuous at best. A direct link between the two sets of literature 

cannot be found, a point Hahne himself admits and attempts to explain away.29 It is 

Rimbach, "All Creation Groans," 382-84; Vollmer, "Theocentric Reading," 791-92, 94; Ware, "Paul's 
Hope and Ours," 130-33; Wright, "Romans," 596. 

26 Another recent work that addresses this issue is J. Hyun Lee's 2010 monograph Paul's Gospel in 
Romans. Despite its recent publication, its focus is on discourse analysis of the first half of Romans. His 
treatment of Romans 8 is relatively brief and his comments on the meaning of K'CtO'l~ are minimal. 

'-7 Up until this point, the meaning ofntO'ls in the context of Romans 8 (nature) seems to be assumed. 
This provides an interesting contrast to Nelson's 1969 Th.D. dissertation. which also provides a similar 
exegetical treatment while his discussion of the meaning of ~ KnO'ls immediately follows his history of 
interpretation (Nelson, "Groaning of Creation," 138-56). 

28 See below for a brief assessment of this approach. 
20 See Hahne, Corruption and Redemption, 225-26. This is an issue noted also by Lambrecht, 

"Ecocentric or Anthropocentric?" 176. 
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questionable whether such an elaborate reading of this text is warranted gIven the 

variability in apocalyptic views and the lack of formal links present in Romans 8 itself.30 

Jackson's monograph vie\vs Romans 8 in the broader context of a Pauline 

theology of new creation, especially in relation to explicit new creation passages in 

Galatians and 2 Corinthians. New Crectl;on ;n Paul's Letters revisits cosmological-

anthropological distinctions that still appear to maintain a hold in the Pauline "new 

creation" schemes. Jackson's conclusions diverge from this traditional dichotomy 

proposing an eschatological soteriology as the best way to understand the doctrine in 

Pauline thought. Unique to this genre of research, Jackson treats Romans 8 alongside 

explicit "new creation" texts as a third and important witness to this theme.3
! His 

treatment of KTi<n<; itself is brief and spans its occurrence in the entire book of Romans 

including Rom 1 :25, 8: 19-22, and 8:39.32 The conclusion of his chapter does not make 

any novel contribution to that discussion, but simply acquiesces to scholarly consensus 

of the word's meaning in Rom 8:19-22 as Jackson's concern is with the broader 

theological implications of the passage as a whole.33 Even so, Jackson's articulation of a 

balanced anthropological and cosmological soteriology can hardly be substantiated 

when the foundation for a cosmological emphasis is virtually assumed. 

Some major implications arise from this apparent consensus. The first and most 

obvious is its impact on Pauline theology-specifically with respect to Paul's 

soteriology and eschatology. With this consensus, an anthropological soteriology is no 

longer a viable option and redemptive concerns extend to the entire cosmos. In 

30 The two figures in Hahne, Corruption and Redemption, 227, illustrate well the diverse views 
regarding the corruption of nature and its redemption in apocalyptic Second Temple literature. 

31 Namely, Galatians 6 and 2 Corinthians 5 in which the unique phrase KalV~ Kti<ns appears. 
3c See Jackson, Sell' Creatiol1, 151-52. 
33 His discussion spans three short paragraphs. 
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eschatological terms, this also seems to imply an end-time cosmological reconstitution 

or renovation. 34 Of a more practical nature are the environmental sensitivities raised by 

many authors. For several years much of the hermeneutical work on Romans 8 

(notwithstanding commentaries) has had an ecological thrust. 35 While the specific 

conclusions of various articles have been diverse, there remains a very strong 

ideological/ecological biblical theology that drives and sustains these exegetical 

decisions.36 Again, this is not the place to pass judgment on these conclusions; however, 

it is important to be aware that certain linguistic and exegetical decisions have 

significant theological and pragmatic ramifications. 

3.\ See, for example, Wright, Resurrection, 224, 258. Renovation is an apt term in this context, although 
its usage does not seem to have caught on. See especially Bingham, "Irenaeus Reads Romans 8," 128. 

35 Jonathan Moo writes, "Romans 8.19-22 is quite possibly the text most frequently cited by those 
seeking to employ Christian Scripture for an environmental agenda" (Moo, "Romans 8 and Isaiah's 
Cosmic Covenant," 74). The two most recent publications in this respect are Byrne, "Ecological 
Reading," 83-93 (cf. his earlier work, Byrne, "Creation Groaning," 193-203; Byrne, Romans, 259) and 
Horrell. Hunt, and Southgate, Greening Palll, 63-86). The former article, though valuing environmental 
elements in the passage, provide much need balance and caution in importing modern environmental 
attitudes on Paul. The latter provides a brief state-of-play and narrative analysis of the passage 
culminating in some caution along the same lines as Byrne. Another recent and important article, Moo, 
"Nature in the New Creation," 449-88, responds to environmental concerns. This paper is explicitly 
biblical theological in nature attempting to bridge the gap between the biblical text and contemporary 
concerns. While not focused exclusively on Romans 8, it maintains an important position in the 
conversation. See also Bullmore, "Christian Environmentalism," 139--62, a practical theologian 
articulating what he deems to be the four central passages relating to Christian environmentalism, though 
with a particular focus on Christian stewardship; Rimbach, "All Creation Groans," 379-91, who provides 
a significant early commentary in the context of an Asian forum on the theology of nature; and Lawson, 
"Hope of Creation," 559-65, who is primarily pastoral in its attempt to re-invigorate a consciousness of 
the surrounding world, which re-interprets the "dominion" of the world that is firmly situated within 
Paul's discussion in Romans. 

36 In fact, much of this work derives from a theology of response. Lynn White's 1967 article, "The 
Historical Roots of our Ecological Crisis," points a direct finger at Western brands of Christianity that 
seem to promote an abusive relationship with the natural world (White, "Roots of Our Ecological Crisis," 
1203-1207). Her comments are paradigmatic of similar attitudes. Many Christian writers since then have 
openly made reference to this article as a significant catalyst in an environmentally positive Christian 
response (see Bullmore, "Christian Environmentalism," 141; Grizzle, Rothrock, and Barrett, 
"Evangelicals and Environmentalism," 4; Lawson, "Hope of Creation," 559; Moo, "Nature in the New 
Creation," 449: Volmer, "Theocentric Reading," 789-90,94-95; cf. Lambrecht. "Ecocentric or 
Anthropocentric?" 184-88 who engages four major works on this passage and evaluates how they 
negotiate potential ecological implications of the passage). An important dynamic to question, therefore, 
is the degree of ideological influence on exegetical and linguistic decisions. 
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1.4. Voices of Dissent and Viable Alternatives 

Even with much of the scholarly world taking the Kri<ns = nature view, some disparate 

voices arise. In the context of an exploration into feminine images in the Pauline corpus, 

Beverly Gaventa explores creation language in terms of its relationship to birthing 

metaphor in Romans 8. While her emphasis is ultimately on the implications of the 

birthing metaphor on a reading of the passage (and of Paul more broadly). her vie\\- of 

Kri<ns is emphatically different than the contemporary view. Rather, her position is that 

Kri<ns carries the sense of the entire created order par excellence-including within its 

scope humanity and subhuman creation.37 

Susan Eastman' s 2002 article In the Journal of Biblical Literature. though 

chiefly concerned with row ui&v rOD eWD (sons of God) in Rom 8: 19. gives brief 

attention to creation language, seeing these concepts as being especially inter-

connected.38 Her initial comments regarding Kri<ns seem to follow Kiisemann and 

Gaventa. suggesting that the exclusion of humanity in Paul's scheme is as much in error 

as the exclusion of nature. 39 Her statement here seems to be an oversimplification, 

however. Eastman wishes to rule out believers as part of Paul's KTi<ns and include 

unbelieving humanity along with nature. Even so. Eastman highlights the presence of 

unbelieving Israel as a very particular referent in this case in light of her comments 

regarding the background of the "sons of God"-the sonship language attributed to 

Israel in the Old Testament.40 

37 Gaventa, Our Alother, 53-54. This position is also held by Kasemann, who is actually very adamant 
against the nature view (Kasemann, Romans. 232-36), and Hultgren, who specifically makes references to 
both Kasemann and especially Gaventa (see Hultgren, Romans, 32 I). See also Johnson. Reading Romans, 
137; Gerber, "Rom. viii. I Sff." 64. 

38 See Eastman, "Whose Apocalypse?" 273-76, for her full discussion. 
30 Eastman, "Whose Apocalypse?" 274. 
~o Eastman, "Whose Apocalypse?" 276. 
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An intriguing perspective has been recently revisited in a short essay by J. 

Ramsey Michaels. Revisiting some exegetical work done early on in his career, 

Michaels links Rom 8: 19-22 along with other important passages dealing with bodily 

resurrection (2 Corinthians 5 and 1 Corinthians 15) positing that K!i0t~ is used in this 

passage as a metaphor for the body.4! It is reasonable to suggest that Michaels may be 

included in the traditional anthropological camp, though his position is slightly more 

nuanced. 

1.5 Conclusion 

The meaning of KTi0t~ In Rom 8: 19-22 remains a somewhat contentious issue In 

contemporary scholarship. Despite its near-consensus among most commentators and 

writers there are enough divergent voices to warrant continued study.42 However, this 

raises the question-will more studies of the same genre add a significant voice to the 

conversation? I suggest that more fundamental questions need to be asked vis-a-vis 

theories of words and word-meaning and how words contribute to the meaning of larger 

sections of text. Indeed, this has ramifications well beyond the scope of the "KTi0t~-

debate" in Romans 8. 

41 See Michaels, "Redemption of Our Body," 92-97, \04-114. Michaels owes a degree of credit to two 
works published in 1892 and 1902 by William Fitzhugh Whitehouse and William G. Williams 
respectively. Whitehouse explicitly states that his "main contention is that nlO"ls means nothing more or 
less than the human body, and that it is of its present sufferings and future redemption that the Apostle is 
speaking" (Whitehouse, The Redemption oJthe Body, 26, with his view defended on pp. 27-34). Williams 
notes the difficulty of understanding this word and the subsequent impact it has on the interpretation of 
the entre passage. Finally as he gives a brief overview of the passage's content. he too explicitly states that 
'1hat this word 'body' gives explicitly the lucid and sufficient. and only possible, explanation of the word 
'creature.' Ifthis explanation is correct, 'the creature' is simply the human body;" (Williams, Romans, 
253). Michaels has traced their work back to a German writer F.F. Zyro (see Zyro, "Neue Erklarung." 
403-416; Zyro, "Neue Erorterung," 645-66). 

~~ In fact, this is where Michaels ends his essay suggesting that the door should not be closed on this 
"interpretive question" (Michaels, "Redemption of Our Body," 114). To some degree, this thesis is a 
response to Michaels' challenge. 
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2. Evaluating Interpretive Methods: The Problem of Word Studies 

Since the publishing of James Barr's The Semantics of Biblical Language, the 

importance of linguistically sound lexical studies has been brought into sharp relief.~3 

The number of published works devoted to words and word meanings specifically 

relating to biblical exegesis has greatly increased in the wake of Barr's Semantics.~~ Do 

contemporary studies and commentaries that analyze Greek lexis-particularly KricnS-

make full use ofthese insights?~5 

2.1. Where is the Method? 

As noted above, Cranfield's commentary serves as a staple reference among later 

commentaries and articles concerned with Romans 8. As such, what appears to be his 

word-study method is often duplicated. This method (if can indeed be called as such) 

essentially consists of setting out potential glosses (usually based upon previous 

suggestions) and subsequently excluding various options based on exegetical decisions 

drawn subjectively from the immediate context or based on broader theological 

orientations.~6 Consider the following example taken from Witherington's commentary 

on Romans-chosen for its brevity-which imitates Cranfield's procedure: 

V. 19 has prompted major debate about the meaning of ktisis, 
"creation." Basically, there are eight possibilities: all humanity, 

43 Barr's work serves to critique the theologically driven approaches to lexical meaning present in the 
biblical theology movement, especially present in Kittel and Friedrich's Theological Dictionary ojthe 
Se11' Testament. See esp. Barr, Semantics, 206-262 for an extended critique of the DictionGl)'. 

~~ Although the number of such works is far from overwhelming and has diminished in the past 10 to 20 
years. 

45 For a detailed and sustained treatment of this issue with respect to select commentaries written post
James Barr, see Baxter's "In the Original Text it Says ... A Study of Hebrew and Greek Lexical Analyses 
in Commentaries." One of his main conclusions is that many commentaries are still riddled with lexical 
fallacies despite the resources available (Baxter, "'In the Original Text," 20). 

~b Granted, commentaries rarely have the time or space for fully-fledged lexical studies. Even so, the 
few monographs devoted to the subject are not encouraging. Oddly, the best example is Nelson's work 
from 1969, which attempts to locate the meaning ofKnat~ in light of the Liddell-Scott lexicon 
(representing Hellenistic usage) and LXX and New Testament usage (see Nelson, "'Groaning of Creation:' 
139-46). Even this treatment is brief, however. 



unbelieving humanity alone, believing humanity alone, angels alone, 
subhuman nature (both creature and creation), subhuman nature plus 
angels, unbelievers and nature, and subhuman nature plus humanity in 
general. V. 23 clearly enough contrasts believers with creation, and this 
seems to rule out inclusion of believers here. V. 20 seems to rule out 
non-believers as well, or even humanity in general, since at least Adam 
was not subject to such futility or suffering without a choice. So ktisis 
here probably refers to subhuman creation and nature. Paul does not 
appear to think that angels in general or in toto have been subjected to 
the sort of decay and futility spoken of here.47 

13 

Interestingly, these, and other such comments In similar commentaries, are 

included almost as a preamble to the actual exegesis. Evidently, the word's meaning 

must be established prior to any exegetical discussions, perhaps in order to streamline 

those sections. For many of these studies, no real linguistic or lexical theory is put forth; 

at best, Moo makes reference to the KrtcH<; entry in BDAG.48 Whether opting to reference 

BDAG or simply selecting one out of several potential meanings for K1tOl<;, these 

arguments reflect an extraordinary lack of linguistic sophistication. It is therefore 

difficult to make meaningful contributions in such a conversation that is essentially 

made up of subjective inferences based on context. 

Authors holding to the Krtcrl<; = nature position are not the only guilty parties. 

Indeed, those holding alternative views reflect similar methodological shortcomings. 

Eastman's article, though provocative, leans precariously close to performing 

-17 Witherington, Romans, 222-23. There are more options even than Witherington suggests. Cranfield 
has eight options as well but includes the whole creation (which includes humankind, nature, and the 
angels) and provides proponents of each view (Cranfield, Romans, 1: 411; see also Byrne, Romans, 255; 
Dumbrell, Romans, 90-91; Moo, Romans, 513-4; Morris, Romans, 320; Schreiner, Romans, 435). As 
noted above Hahne's treatment is much fuller (see Hahne, C orrllption and Redemption, 176-81). 
Witherington is very biased in his treatment of this issue. This is highlighted in the description of 
subhuman nature as consisting of ""both creature and creation." A better and more neutral description 
might be flora and fauna. Indeed Witherington breezes through the alternative interpretations in order to 
push the traditional viewpoint. 

-18 Moo. Romans, 513. To my mind this reveals a sort of "look it up in BDAG" mentality when dealing 
with lexical issues-a very prevalent practice amongst New Testament students (see Elliot. "Look it Up," 
48-53, who while honouring F.W. Danker for his work in the Bauer lexicon, notes this prevalent approach 
to lexicography). Interestingly, Moo is one commentator who fares particularly poorly in Baxter's study in 
terms of committing lexical fallacies (see Baxter, "In the Original Text," 115-18. 123, 125-26, 129-33). 
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theological lexicography with her highly nuanced and theological proposition.49 

Michaels, on the other hand, with his suggestion of a metaphorical sense to K!i:cn~, lacks 

any discussion of metaphor theory. Given that metaphor is so important to his thesis, the 

lack of any sort of theoretical underpinning is conspicuous. Evidently. for all sides there 

is need of linguistic sophistication in this conversation.5o 

2.2 Lexical Function? 

A curious feature of these studies is a preoccupation with the meaning of lexis in a very 

restricted sense. The primary role of a lexical item seems to be deemed one of semantic 

content and, as a result, it is simply the meaning of K!i:O't~ that is worth discussing. What 

is often ignored is how K!icn~ (or any other word for that matter) might perform 

additional functions in the pericope and larger discourse. Concerns such as the role of 

lexis in the organization of texts, or even in how lexis contributes to the social-relational 

aspect of language are at best secondary to traditional questions about semantics.5l Even 

then, the meaning of K!iO't~ is almost always an isolated discussion with little concern 

for how it functionally interacts with other nearby linguistic features. For example, 

many authors have noted the metaphorical capability of K!i:O't~ in Romans 8. especially 

in terms of personification;52 however, little has been done to systematically inquire into 

4'1 See Silva, Biblical Words. 29. His concern in this regard stems from the lexical fallacy illegitimate 
totality transfer, a notion stemming from James Barr (see Silva, Biblical Words, 25; and Barr, Semantics, 
218). These notions will be addressed in full in the subsequent chapter. 

50 To this point, even the language that I have used has been relatively "un-linguistic" in order to aptly 
represent the views surveyed in this review. The linguistic terminology used in subsequent chapters 
should indicate further the lack of sophistication present in the above material. That is not to say that 
modern linguistics is the "saviour" of biblical studies; however, it is to say that modern linguistic insights 
seem to add some necessary precision where words and word-meaning comes into play. 

51 I say traditional semantics because the linguistic model I will be adapting still asks semantic 
questions; however, its definition of semantics is much broader than traditional handbooks on biblical 
semantics would allow. 

5: For general references to KriO"1~ in terms of metaphor see Rimbach, "All Creation Groans." 386; 
Gaventa, Our Alother. 51-62; Keck, Romans, 211-12; Michaels, '"Redemption of Our Body," 1 08, among 
several others. 
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the overwhelming lexical metaphorical collusion present in the peri cope and how that 

affects the function of the individual metaphors.53 Furthermore, the four-fold occurrence 

of the lexeme and the accompanying implications regarding structure have not, as yet, 

been explored among commentators. 

2.3 Conclusion 

Moving forward, there seems to be a general need for linguistic precision with respect to 

the question of K'ri()t~'S meaning in Rom 8: 19-22 and more broadly perhaps in biblical 

word studies. The preoccupations of traditional semantics is of course a major concern 

in word study, yet a broadening of scope may be an important feature that will add 

exegetical payoff in these undertakings. It may be more helpful to ask how a lexical item 

contributes to the meaning of larger discourse by way of junction, with traditional 

questions about semantic content simply existing under that umbrella. 

3. Is There a Way Forward? 

3.1 Selecting an Approach 

If previous treatments of creation language in Romans 8 are lacking in sophistication 

and precision, what, then, is the way forward in this discussion? Two options present 

themselves. The first option is to augment and supplement these previous treatments 

with the standard lexicographical work available for New Testament scholars including 

that of James Barr, Moises Silva, J.P. Louw, and Eugene Nida. 54 However, as will be 

shown in the subsequent chapter, some of the theoretical elements of these works 

See Bullmore, "Christian Environmentalism," 161; Bolt, "Relation Between Creation and Redemption." 
39; Dunn. Romans 1-8,472; Cranfield, Romans, I: 412; Morris. Romans, 320; Mounce, Romans, 184, for 
specific references to personification. 

53 Exceptions exist of course. particularly seen in the work of Gaventa and Eastman. 
54 In addition to the already mentioned works of Barr and Silva, see especially Louw, Semantics; Nida, 

Componential Ana(vsis; Nida and Louw, Lexical Semantics; Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon. 
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contain some weakness as an accurate and applicable description of lexis and lexical 

function. The second, and preferred. option is to construct an alternative model for 

discerning lexical function that is sensitive to the present issue. Such a method may be 

specific enough to apply to the role of K'dm-; in Romans 8 while general enough to 

encourage application to other lexical concerns in New Testament studies. 

3.2 Procedure and Thesis 

This thesis, therefore, will be heavily methodological and theoretical. While keeping the 

concerns of Romans 8 in mind. the definite preoccupation of this piece will be towards 

the description and defense of a robust lexical semantic methodology. This methodology 

will be a three pronged model which will (a) recount and defend a generic theory of 

words, (b) be sustained through the analysis of data from a corpus, and (c) focus 

specifically on metaphor theory as it pertains to lexical function. Accordingly. I will 

explore Charles Ruhl's theory of monosemy (from cognitive linguistics) and adapt it 

through a Systemic Functional Linguistic (SFL) perspective. This model will 

incorporate the insights of corpus linguistics, filtered primarily through the work of 

Matthew Brook O'Donnell, John Sinclair, and Michael Hoey. Finally, I will explore a 

systemic functional theory of monosemy through its application to metaphorical 

extension primarily through the insights of SFL's grammatical metaphor theory. These 

elements of the lexical semantic model will provide a robust linguistic paradigm suitable 

for examining the function of KTim-; in Rom 8: 19-22 and its contribution to the meaning 

of the paragraph. Therefore, this work will demonstrate the utility of a systemic 

functional monosemous perspective in lexical semantic investigation, specifically with 

respect to the analysis of metaphor. Its applicability will be illustrated by moving 
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forward the discussion of lexical and metaphorical issues present in Romans 8 research 

by demonstrating: (1) the abstracted semantic value of Krt01S: [DEPENDENT EXISTENCE]; 

(2) the significance of the lexeme's repetition as it contributes to a cohesive 

communicative structure and functions as a central token in the coordination of adoption 

and redemption metaphors; and (3) the function of KTi01s in a lexicogrammatical 

metaphor of the human body (GcOIlU), which reconstrues the readers' experience of the 

body at a key point in the book of Romans. 
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Chapter Two 

SYSTEMIC FUNCTIONAL MONOSEMY: A THEORY OF LEXICAL MEANING AND FUNCTION 

The goal of this chapter is to articulate a basic theory of systemic functional monosemy 

that will provide a paradigm for approaching questions related to lexical semantics as 

opposed to other contemporary approaches and serve as a theoretical base for further 

methodological development in subsequent chapters. This model is ultimately meant to 

speak to the primary question of this thesis, namely the function of K'ricrl~ in Rom 8: 19-

22. In order to contextualize this discussion, this chapter will begin by introducing 

linguistic approaches to semantics via key terms and concepts including reference to 

polysemy, the dominating trend in lexical research. This will be followed by a survey of 

the development of Greek lexicography and lexical semantic theory in the sphere of 

biblical studies, providing further context for my model. With the linguistic state of play 

in place, I will proceed with a discussion of monosemy from its original cognitive 

linguistic context and as it comes into contact with Systemic Functional Linguistics 

(SFL) with a view to articulating a general but comprehensive theory of lexical 

meaning. 

The primary question being asked in this thesis is this-how does lexis 

contribute to textual meaning? This chapter will demonstrate that this is not a question 

confined to an author or reader vis-a-vis one's mental processes. Rather, this is 

fundamentally a question of social interaction. In that sense, the writer codes meaning 
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into a text with a view towards interpretation-both author and reader participate in a 

meaningful exchange through a particular medium. I will demonstrate that this 

meaningful exchange consists of more than traditional understandings of meaning or 

semantics (though this remains an important feature) but extends to questions of a more 

functional nature. From this perspective, it is not words that playa primary role in the 

making of meaning but the lexical and grammatical features interacting within a 

discourse. Lexical semantics remains an important analytical focus inasmuch as it seeks 

to evaluate the role that lex is plays in the larger question of meaning. 

1. Introducing Linguistic Semantics 

1.1. Terms and Concepts 

An important place to start in such a discussion is an overview of salient terms and 

definitions that will invariably occur frequently in the subsequent discussion. Some 

fundamental questions need to be asked as a result that set the stage for responsible and 

cogent articulation of a lexical semantic theory: (a) what is a word, and (b) what is 

meaning? Appropriate terms and definitions will fit well into these two fundamental 

queries. 

Though it is a common enough term, word can be a peculiar thing to define. l 

Without delving into differences between spoken and written languages, I will simply 

focus on the notion of word in a written language, insofar as the language under 

investigation-Hellenistic Greek-is entirely epigraphical. Some difficulties in Greek 

J For succinct introductions to this question that outline many of the difficulties therein, especially as it 
relates to various languages, see Halliday, "Lexicology," 1-5; Lyons, introduction. 68-70, 196; Crystal, 
Linguistics, 188-93. Crystal's article on "textspeak" brings this question into focus. Text messaging via 
mobile phones reveals the widespread manipulation ofthe "word," where letters are frequently dropped 
off (sometimes to the extent that a letter replaces an entire word) or words are forced together to form 
entire phrases (see Crystal, "Texting," 77-83). 
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lexical description do occur. An interesting phenomenon is that of the majuscule script 

and the documentary papyri which consist of continuous writing, devoid of any sort of 

spacing to distinguish between "words" and thus inhibiting a definition based on spacing 

between lexical items.2 Hellenistic Greek is also a heavily morphologically inflected 

language. Various morphemes therefore have different semantic value-both lexical and 

grammatical. While identical forms in English may have different grammatical value in 

a clause, this is (usually) not so in Greek. Is the nominative singular Kri<n<; a different 

word than the accusative singular Kricnv or the genitive singular KTim:;co<;, or are they the 

same word?3 If they are deemed to be the same word then is the noun KLi<n<; the same 

word as the adjective KTicrllU or the verb KTi1;co (there is certainly formal and to some 

degree functional relation)?4 In Greek and indeed other languages including English, 

lexical meaning and grammatical meaning are difficult to differentiate and thus a precise 

definition for "word" becomes difficult.5 

2 Space is a frequently used criterion in the establishment of a word (see for example Halliday, 
"Lexicology." 1; Teubert, "Language and Corpus," 85). Minuscule texts eventually superseded 
majuscules which did put space in between words. In this way, D.A. Cruse's characteristics ofa word are 
unhelpful. He suggests that a word is "the smallest element of a sentence which has positional mobility" 
and "are typically the largest unit that resist 'interruption' by the insertion of new material between their 
constituent parts" (Cruse. Lexical Semantics, 35-36; see also Cruse, Aleaning in Language. 85-87). 

3 Two of these forms appear in Rom 8: 19-22. making this an important consideration in the 
development and application of semantic theory. 

4 The same question can be asked for many Greek words. Another example might be the relationship 
between biKu\O~ (right, just), btKUlO<J1JVT\ (righteousness), and btKU\6w (to justify )-all very significant 
words in certain areas of New Testament studies. 

5 In his introduction to semantics, Riemer notes this exact phenomenon where a definition of word 
becomes precarious in the linguistic description of an inflected language such as ancient Greek. His 
definition of lexeme reflects this difficulty. Reimer therefore styles the lexeme as "the name of the abstract 
unit which unites all the morphological variants of a single word" (Riemer, Introducing Semantics. 16-
17). The difficulty in such a definition is its seeming dependence on a word's function (or meaning) rather 
than form. At that point lexical semantics is a somewhat circular exercise. Cruse similarly addresses this 
question. He outlines four basic goals oflexical semantics, the final goal being the relation of word 
meaning and its syntactical properties. His comments are not overly helpful as he simply identifies that it 
is an issue with a variety of perspectives (see Cruse, Meaning in Language, 92-93). 
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Meaning is an important, indeed fundamental, question In semantics.6 For the 

present purposes I will address this question in terms of word (or lexical) semantics. An 

important perspective is a referential view of lexis. From this perspective, the lexeme is 

viewed as a sign that can be reduced to two constituents: form and meaning. These are 

often framed in terms of the "sign" and the "signified.',7 This terminology has since 

developed into an articulate referential view in which every word "refers to" to a certain 

"referent.',g Reference engenders some linguistic problems when more abstract lexemes 

are concerned, such as a function word rather than a content word (if that is appropriate 

terminology), or for abstract concepts such as love or hope.9 For example, it would be 

difficult to say that a preposition has a referent. Even so, reference is an important 

theoretical notion when dealing with propositions and assertions. 10 

A second notable concept is that of sense .11 Sense is fundamentally concerned 

with relationships between linguistic elements and is therefore systemic. Words operate 

in paradigmatic and syntagmatic relations with other vocabulary items. I:! Traditional 

lexical semantics, however, views the paradigm as a set of choices made up of sense-

6 John Lyons, for example, in the first volume of his Semantics, entertains this question on the first page 
(Lyons, Semantics, I: 1-5). 

7 See Lyons, Semantics, I: 95; Lyons, Introduction, 403-4; and especially Saussure, Course, 65-78. This 
terminology properly occurs in discussions of semiotics, a field hotly debated between structuralist and 
post-structuralist thinkers. To some degree this conversation is moot in light of further developments in 
linguistic semantic theory. 

8 Lyons, Introduction, 404--405. Notably, Lyons would see this relationship is an indirect one and thus 
his perspective differs somewhat from referential theorists. Lyons defines reference as '"the relationship 
which holds between an expression and what that expression stands for on a particular occasion of its 
utterance" (Lyons, Semantics, I: 174). 

9 Function words and content words make up a traditional distinction that is outlined in Halliday, 
"Lexicology," 4; see also Cruse, Meaning in Language, 88. 

\0 See a ful! discussion on reference in Lyons, Semantics, I: 177-97; Gibson, Biblical Semantic Logic, 
48-59. Reference is therefore particularly important when analyzing nouns. 

II For an extended discussion of sense see Lyons, Semantics, I: 197-206. 
12 Lyons has a brief but effective discussion ofthese concepts in Lyons, Introduction, 428-29. 
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relations including concepts such as synonymy, antonymy, hyponymy, etc. \3 As will be 

seen below, frequent appeal is made to context in discussions of lexical sense; although, 

the vagueness of the term context is unhelpful in terms of precise linguistic investigation 

as it can encompass extra-linguistic elements (for example an historical or social 

scenario) just as easily as linguistic elements. Consequently, it is worthwhile to think of 

the syntagm in terms of co-text-the immediate linguistic environment. Notably, sense 

is essentially a paradigmatic property and not syntagmatic and is therefore not 

concerned with co-text. 14 

The final term for consideration is denotation. In Lyons' view denotation is an 

intermediate property between reference and sense. Denotation, like reference, is a 

property of pointing yet does so without need of placement within an utterance. 15 

Instead, it points to something by way of a relevant property of that something. 16 It is 

therefore useful to think of denotation as a generic property of a word insofar as it may 

not have a specific referent in mind (as it would if placed within an utterance), yet also 

specific insofar as it may be one of many alternate ways of pointing to something. 17 

Seen together, sense, reference, and denotation do an adequate job of holistically 

appreciating a lexeme's semantic content. 18 The relationship between these terms is 

13 See Lyons, Introduction, 443-69; Lyons, Semantics, I: 270-335; Porter, "New Testament 
Lexicography," 71-3; and Cruse, Lexical Semantics, 84-111, 136-290, for extended discussions of sense 
relations. While Lyons' treatment of semantics is diverse, Cruse essentially restricts his entire book to 
detailed discussions of lexical meaning in terms of sense relations. This has become a central way of 
conceiving of lexical meaning. 

14 This, therefore, allows Riemer to suggest that sense can be viewed (in simple terms) as a lexeme's 
general meaning (Riemer, Introducing Semantics, 17). 

15 See Lyons, Semantics, I: 207-208. 
16 See Lyons, Semantics, I: 215. 
17 See Riemer, Introducing Semantics, 19. 
18 Riemer, among others, also mentions the term connotation as a fourth category that appreciates 

"secondary factors" along the lines of a language user's accompanying associations (Riemer, Introducing 
Semantics, 19). While a valuable consideration, these would be more likely thought of as pragmatics in 
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complex and often difficult to distinguish (especially when different theorists use the 

terms differently).19 The question is whether lexical semantics is best done in these 

terms, or, are there more diverse, or holistic categories of meaning beyond "semantic 

contenf'? 

1.2. Cognitive Polysemy 

Moving away from the basic descriptive vocabulary of lexical semantics, I wish to 

engage in a discussion of one of the essential and seemingly fundamental paradigms in 

contemporary lexical semantics. The first consideration I should raise is the primary 

locus of this discussion, namely, cognitive linguistics. Cognitive linguistics-the 

dominant perspective in Western linguistics and home to the terminology discussed 

above-views language as a mental or cognitive phenomenon. In this view, words relate 

to one's conception of the world and so words are deemed to have essential conceptual 

or mental counterparts.20 A common way of expressing meaning in this paradigm is 

through the notion of polysemy.21 Polysemic theory, in its most fundamental form, 

traditional semantic discussion. This does raise the question, however, as to what should be included 
within semantic investigation. 

19 For example, Silva differentiates between sense and reference so that sense is the mental response to a 
sign while the reference is the extra-linguistic denotation (Silva, Biblical Words, 102). Silva 
acknowledges that Lyons makes a distinction between reference and denotation while he does not (105). 
Lyons' distinction (as articulated above) between sense and reference is clear enough: sense is a property 
relative to the language's vocabulary. while reference-while also relative-is a property of the interface 
between word and world (therefore extra-linguistic). Confusion can be seen, however, in the relationship 
between reference and denotation (a distinction that both Lyons and Reimer bring up, cf. Riemer, 
Introducing Semantics, 19; Lyons, Semantics, I: 206; Lyons, fntroduction, 424-25). Reference is utterance 
specific while denotation is not. 

20 See Cruse, Meaning in Language, 97-99, for a brief discussion ofthis conceptual approach. 
21 This seems to be a basic assumption both in general lexical semantics and also in lexical semantics 

focused on the biblical languages. For widespread assertions ofa polysemic bias in linguistics in general 
see Nerlich and Clarke, "Polysemy and Flexibility," 3-4; Cruse, Meaning in Language, 94; Riemer, 
Introducing Semantics, 160; Robert, "Words," 55; Cuyckens and Zawada, "Introduction," ix, and in 
biblical linguistics, see Louw, Semantics, 37,40; Black, Linguisticsfor Students, 125; Cotterell and 
Turner, Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation, 135-39. Polysemy is generally discussed in relation to 
homonymy. Homonymy tends to describe different words with the same form while polysemy describes a 
single word with multiple senses (see Lyons, Semantics, II: 550-69; Cruse, Meaning in Language, 107; 
Riemer, Introducing Semantics, 161-62). 
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proposes that words may have a single form but possess multiple senses. The way this is 

articulated in its specifics may vary from theorist to theorist.22 

For a lexeme to be considered polysemous, its senses must somehow relate to 

one another (otherwise homonymy would be a more appropriate designation). How 

these senses may relate is therefore a significant question.23 Cruse proposes several 

varieties of polysemy that hypothesize relationships between variant senses which are 

put forth to account for "contextual variation" in word meaning-broadly categorized as 

linear and non-linear relations.24 One of the most significant notions among lexical 

theorists is the notion of a prototype. Nerlich and Clarke refer to senses linked to "a 

prototype by a set of relational semantic principles which incorporate flexibility.',25 

Prototypes are conceptual features that represent the more common or central 

components of meaning as opposed to other more peripheral features-Wittgenstein' s 

notion of family resemblance seems to be central to this construct.26 Dividing the 

semantics of a lexeme into smaller components--called componential analysis-is 

another notable approach. 27 Various senses will therefore have a number of semantic 

components (designated within [ ]) in common with one another. Componential analysis 

may be useful, not only in analyzing polysemous senses, but also in the analysis of 

22 Though confined to the very specific study ofthe function of discourse particles, Fischer's first 
chapter describes that variety of approaches that can be taken in this area of study simply from a 
polysemous perspective, providing a good example of the diversity among polysemic theorists (see 
Fischer, From Cognitive Semantics, 3-12). 

23 Riemer notes the problem of such a simple criterion due to the fact that the mind is able to envisage 
semantic relationships in a very unconstrained way. In that regard there may be no need for homonymy 
(Riemer, Introducing Semantics, 162). Criteria are therefore necessary to provide some sort of constraint. 

24 The details of these relationships are not overly pertinent to the present discussion. See Cruse, 
j\,feaning in Language, 108-111, for his descriptions. 

25 Nerlich and Clarke, "Polysemy and Flexibility," 8. The significance of this assertion is that it appears 
to be a major assumption in their edited volume on polysemy and flexible meaning, signalling its wide 
acceptance. 

26 See Cruse, Meaning in Language, 129; Cruse, Lexical Semantics, 22 n.21. 
27 Lyons describes this as a very common method in linguistic semantics, at least in 1977 (Lyons, 

Semantics, I: 317). 
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hyponyms, or synonyms and antonyms in the articulation of a semantic field or 

domain.28 With respect to polysemy, the relation of components as a feature of "core" or 

"periphery" is debated.29 

Polysemic theory appears to be distancing itself from semantic maximalism 

towards a more minimalistic project. Rather than attaching a large component of 

inherent meaning to the lexeme itself, context begins to playa larger role in the making 

of meaning. Various senses are therefore context-determinate.3o The difficulty that arises 

in polysemic description relates in some fashion to a semantics-pragmatics dichotomy. 

Weigand suggests that pragmatics is becoming an increasingly relevant topic of 

discussion to the extent that her semantic description involves a pragmatic model of 

analysis.3l There is evident tension in lexical semantic description with respect to 

meaning located in the lexeme itself and the context of utterance. In fact, as Wolfgang 

Teubert points out, polysemic divisions of sense, especially as recorded in dictionaries 

and lexicons, do not seem to reflect how native speakers comprehend a particular word 

in a given text.32 The important question that must be asked, therefore, is whether 

polysemy is truly an accurate description of lexis. Are polysemous senses indeed to be 

attributed to the word.itself or are they better viewed as what might be called pragmatic 

variations? If the (linguistic) context is cause of variation then polysemy may not truly 

be an accurate means of identifying this phenomenon, as polysemy blurs the lines 

:8 See Lyons, Semantics, I: 317-35; Riemer, Introducing Semantics, 154-59, for description and critique 
of this perspective. Its place in biblical studies will be addressed below. 

29 For example. Fischer describes polysemy in terms of "abstract kernel meaning" that "relates to 
observable functional interpretations" (Fischer, From Cognitive Semantics, 4). On the other hand, biblical 
linguist J.P. Louw (as will be seen) relates senses in terms of peripheral meaning (Louw, Semantics, 33. 
40). 

30 See for example, Taylor, "Cognitive Models," 31. 
31 See Weigand, "Contrastive Lexical Semantics," 28. 
32 See Teubert, "Language and Corpus," 93. This comment is made even in spite of his allusions to the 

presence of polysemy in natural language. 
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between the word and its context of utterance. It seems appropriate to apply a theory that 

more succinctly articulates the place of lexis in an utterance with a more robust 

understanding of context. 

1.3. Conclusion 

The issues raised above reveal some open questions in lexical semantics that must be 

answered if a model for an appropriate analysis of creation language in Romans 8 is to 

be accomplished. Contemporary semantic theories appear to resonate primarily with a 

cognitive linguistic perspective and are largely concerned with the correspondence of 

conceptual categories with lexical items. Terminology such as sense, reference, and 

denotation reflects this goal. However, it is difficult to appropriate this cognitive model 

to the realm of meaningful social interaction.33 Indeed, this is noted even by cognitive 

linguists. For example, Fischer mentions in her discussion of discourse particles that 

contextual meaning varies according to "the speaker's aims regarding the hearer." Can 

discourse truly be restricted to cognition? Polysemy falls under this umbrella as well, as 

it seems to struggle in the attempt to delineate the relationship of a word's meaning in 

the context of utterance. What is required, then, is a theory of words that appreciates 

meaning as a function of a complete utterance (i.e., a discourse) that is framed in terms 

of social interaction. 

33 Fischer, From Cognitive Semantics, 271. From my perspective this is a candid remark from a 
cognitive linguist suggesting that meaning is a function of social interaction. At that point does cognitive 
linguistics become an insufficient paradigm from which to analyse this phenomenon? 
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2. Traditional Perspectives in Biblical Lexical Semantic!4 

2.1. The Gloss and Translational Approaches 

New Testament and biblical scholars have also theorized about lexical meaning, 

employing a number of approaches in this endeavour. The most elementary form of 

lexicography is illustrated in the use of the most basic bi- or multi-lingual dictionaries 

and lexicons. When indicating the meaning of a word in another language, its meaning 

is appropriated by a word in the native tongue. This approach has often been adopted by 

New Testament lexicographers, often with a view to Bible translation. Such an 

appropriation is called a gloss.35 The appeal of glossing is apparent as it makes the 

translation and interpretation of a text in a foreign language as easy as transposing its 

words and ideas into one's native language. However, there are obvious weaknesses in 

that glossing assumes (or at least promotes) a one-to-one relationship between language 

codes and fails to take into account the entire cultural ethos and linguistic particularities 

that is incorporated into the use of a language. Thus, the Greek language is no longer 

viewed as a language in and of itself but an alternative code of expressing English.36 

Translational traditions have greatly impacted New Testament Greek 

lexicography as certain glosses or translations of a given Greek word have had some 

staying power in modem Bible translations. For example, John Lee notes the unanimity 

of "fair weather" as an apt translation of cuoia in several English translations; from 

34 Probably the best historical survey of New Testament lexicography can be found in Lee, Nell' 
Testament Lexicography, 3-192. Several years have passed since its publication, though it would be 
inaccurate to call this work outdated. Though much briefer than Lee's treatment, see also Porter, 
"Linguistics and Lexicography," 21-27, for a further articulate state of play, including the impact of the 
Thesaurus Linguae Grecae (TLG) and corpus linguistics on New Testament lexicography. 

35 Lee, New Testament Lexicography, 15-16. 
36 Porter gives an interesting example with the English gloss "sin," often used to translate the Greek 

UIlUp'tiu and nupun'tOJllu (Porter, "New Testament Lexicography," 52-53). The same translational gloss 
may give the impression that UIlUp'tiu and nupun'tOJllu, in fact, mean the same thing. Evidently, reducing a 
lexeme's meaning to a gloss can cause more confusion than clarity. 
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Tyndale and the KJV to the NIV.37 Some further examples can substantiate Lee's 

observation. Most contemporary translations of Rom 3:23b gloss the phrase 

vO'n,pouvrat rij<; M~T]<; wu 8£013 along the lines of ''falling short of the glory of God:,38 

This translational choice finds its heritage in the King James tradition as earlier English 

translations such as the Geneva, Tyndale, and Wycliffe Bibles prefer a gloss along the 

lines of lacking or having need of Evidently the King James tradition has had 

significant influence upon subsequent attempts to accurately gloss VO''t'cPEo) in this 

passage.39 Another example, very relevant to the current discussion, is the translation of 

the phrase nuO'u il K't'iO'l<; in Rom 8:22. Modem English translations tend to render this 

phrase "all creation" or "the whole creation"-a rendering that, similar to the first 

example, appears to have begun within the King James tradition.4o On the other hand, 

several pre-KJV English versions have made different choices along the lines of "every 

creature.',41 This simple translational shift is a remarkable phenomenon that no doubt 

influences subsequent interpreters. 

The historic translators' influence is felt also in Greek-English lexicons. Lee 

notes: "it is clear that Arndt and Gingrich, though translating from the German of Bauer, 

were influenced by the English versions and used their equivalents whenever 

37 Lee, New Testament Lexicography, 31. 
38 See KJV (1611), NKJV, ERV, NL T, ESV, NASB, RSV, NRSV, CHSB, CEB, CEV, GWT, TNIV, 

ASV, YLT, DT, NET, and WENT. The implication is that rijr; 86~11r; WU 8€Ou is some standard that 
humanity has been unable to achieve-a notion made explicit by more paraphrastic versions such as the 
NLT, NIRV, and MSG. 

39 Thanks to Wally Cirafesi for pointing this example out to me. See an expanded discussion ofthis 
issue in Cirafesi, '''To Fall Short'?" forthcoming; also Enderlein, "To Fall Short?," 213-24, an article that 
makes a similar point even though its theoretical basis for such a conclusion is not as rigorous. 

40 See ESV, CEB, ASV, NAB, NASB, NKJV, NRSV, NLT, TNIV, HCSB. Translations that are more 
paraphrastic in their approach do not have this exact phrase, although it appears to be there in concept (see 
NCVorMSG). 

41 See Tyndale, Geneva, and Wycliffe Bibles. Some other, later translations not directly in the KJV 
tradition reflect this translation as well (see Douay-Rheims), 
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convenient.,·42 One can see how this has become a circular process in which an English 

gloss becomes entrenched in the mind of Greek students as the English translation and 

subsequent editions of Bauer's lexicon have become a mainstay in Greek-English 

lexicography.43 

2.2. Theological Lexicography 

Though the gloss remains an important and perhaps necessary feature of lexicography 

(especially in terms of translation), lexicographers have sought more robust and 

inclusive theories of words. A phenomenon of the biblical theology movement of the 

mid 1900' s, theological lexicography has and continues to hold significant sway in 

Greek and Hebrew word studies. This phenomenon is best represented in an emphasis 

on lexical etymology, relating Greek words to supposed Hebrew counterparts, as in G. 

Kittel and G. Friedrich's Theological Dictionary of the New Testament (TDNT). 

Barr describes a "normative strain" in the lexicography of his time (that still 

seems to be in vogue today) that "original" or "etymological" meaning should be a 

guide to a word's usage; "words are used properly when they coincide with their earliest 

form.,,44 Porter makes a helpful distinction between "true etymologies" and "folk 

etymologies." True etymology has use in historical lexicography and traces the meaning 

of a word over time. It seems that the etymological information available for the Greek 

language is mostly folk etymology, that is, fanciful accounts of a word's origins. Folk 

etymologies are dangerous as they have little actual bearing upon how a word originated 

42 Lee, New Testament Lexicography, 32. 
43 Though in its most recent manifestation it is the most significant example of a gloss-based lexicon, 

Bauer's lexicon appears to be more advanced than lexicons such as LSJ or Moulton-Milligan. Bauer's 
lexicon is far more context-sensitive, and does provide more examples oflexis in context (see below). 

44 Barr, Semantics, 107. Hill responds to Barr's critique with sensitivity to his concerns, though he 
advocates fairly heavily for its use regardless (Hill, Hebrew Meanings, 3-4). 
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and developed and therefore may enable the linguist to draw false conclusions in their 

analysis.45 Even so, etymological approaches place a priority on a diachronic 

perspective which opposes the synchronic perspective emphasized in modem 

linguistics.46 

Closely related to an etymological approach is the relationship between the 

Greek and Hebrew languages. The Greek of the New Testament holds a unique place 

inasmuch as this collection of literature (written in Greek) is closely related to a corpus 

of Hebrew works subsequently translated into Greek (the LXX). The New Testament 

frequently makes quotations from the Old Testament often based on a Greek translation 

of the original Hebrew.47 This has led some theorists to suggest that the meanings of 

many Greek words are best understood in terms of a Hebrew counterpart.48 While this 

perspective was most common amid the theological lexicography movement, remnants 

'11 . 49 Stl persIst. 

Theological lexicography may be best represented in the TDNT and perhaps 

more recently in Colin Brown's The New International Dictionary of New Testament 

45 Porter, "New Testament Lexicography," 57-58. Hill also warns against the poor use of etymology 
though advocates fairly heavily for its use regardless (Hill, Hebrew Meanings, 3-4). 

46 See Porter, "Studying Ancient Languages," 153; Lyons, Introduction, 45-50. The priority ofthe 
synchronic over diachronic was first pushed by the linguist Ferdinand de Saussure (see Saussure, Course, 
79-98). 

47 See Hays, Echoes, x-xi; Moyise, faul and Scripture, 8-12. 
48 See for example Hill, Hebrew Meanings, 1-22, for some basic theoretical and methodological 

assumptions ofthis perspective. Hill's work is in many ways a response to James Barr's critique of 
Kittel's TWNT (see below) that proposes a lexical semantic that may redeem some features of the that 
work. As for the nature ofthe Greek ofthe New Testament and its relationship to the Hebrew Bible, LXX, 
and Koine Greek, it will be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter. See also Crouch, "Greek 
Word Studies," 227-28 as an example of one who cites Hill and seems to adopt a similar position, 
applying it to a basic rubric for Greek word study. 

49 A notable example is the 3rd edition of J. Dobson's beginning Greek textbook. Revised and edited 
from its original publication in 1988, Dobson notes in the preface that "often a word or passage in the 
New Testament that is perplexing becomes clear when it is translated back into Hebrew" (Dobson, Learn 
Nell' Testament Greek, ix, 297-306). 
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Theology (NIDNTT).5o As the names of the works suggest, they engage in theological-

conceptual discussions organized around the vocabulary of the New Testament 

literature. The TDNT and NIDNTT appreciate that word-meaning exists in a history of 

use and thus this context is brought to bear among contemporary language users 

(presumably including both author and audience). Unfortunately the TDNT fails to draw 

a necessary distinction between word and concept while placing a great deal of 

emphasis on etymology. With such emphases, texts soon become envisaged as a string 

of theologies mediated through the individual words. Old Testament scholar and linguist 

James Barr's critique of the lexically driven biblical theology movement called many of 

the presuppositions of the TWNT into question. Potentially one of his greatest 

contributions was his articulation of the lexical fallacy "Illegitimate Totality Transfer" 

(ITT), which warned against the importing of a words history of usage into a single 

occurrence. 51 

Despite Barr's longstanding critique, theological lexicography (and closely 

related phenomena) endures in contemporary word study and among more theoretical 

works. For example, many modem commentaries persist in the attribution of 

"theologies" to words. 52 One of the more recent attempts to understand lexical meaning 

and usage is found in Ellen van Wolde's Reframing Biblical Studies. In the second 

50 The TDNT is an English translation and edition of Kittel's original Theologisches Worterbuch =um 
Neuen Testament (TWlv7). Brown's work can be differentiated somewhat on the basis of their 
arrangement (which suggest a particular semantic theory); his work is organized via concept, where a 
particular important concept such as "faith" or "righteousness" might be discussed in terms of the lexical 
choices used to convey these concepts. 

51 Barr, Semantics, 218. ITT is picked up later in Silva, Biblical Words, 25; Carson, Exegetical Fallacies, 
60-3; Osborne, Hermeneutical Spiral, 84; Baxter, "In the Original Text," 31-32; Cotterell and Turner, 
Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation, 115-23; Black, Linguistics/or Students, 125 (interestingly Black 
cites polysemy as the cure for ITn. See also Porter, "New Testament Lexicography," 59-63, fOf an 
extended discussion of theological lexicography and its persistent appearance in contemporary lexical 
study. 

5~ Porter, "Lexicons (Theological}," 196. See Baxter, "In the Original Text," for analyses of several 
significant New Testament and Old Testament commentaries that continue to commit this fallacy. 
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chapter, entitled "Words as Tips of Encyclopedic Icebergs," van Wolde depicts words 

and their meaning as icebergs with the tip protruding from the water. Van Wolde's 

cognitive approach is evident as she identifies lexical meaning as a mental process. She 

views language as intrinsically symbolic, not symbols of a "something" per se, but 

symbolic of an underlying schema upon which a word "stands out as an instance on a 

certain ground" or arrangement of general knowledge.53 Specific words, then, have a 

vast complex of meaning behind them that grows out of cultural construals and contexts 

of use. Such a definition extends beyond theological lexicography into something of 

socio-historicallexicography.54 

2.3. Contextual Approaches 

In many ways, James Barr's work invigorated a synchronic Saussurean structuralism in 

biblical studies against the backdrop of theological lexicography. Moises Silva's 

statement is programmatic in this regard: 

[W]e learn much more about the doctrine of sin by John's statement, 'Sin 
is the transgression of the law,' than by a word-study of u)lap'ria; 
similarly tracing the history of the word CiYIO<; is relatively unimportant 
for the doctrine of sanctification once we have examined Romans 6-8 
and related passages. 55 

From this vantage point. context is king and theology is based upon utterances rather 

than individual words. On the other side of the coin, in a post-Barr linguistic 

environment, treatments of lexical theory-reflected in Greek lexicons and more 

theoretical works--display a great degree of context sensitivity. 

53 van Wolde, Reframing Biblical Studies, 51-54, 60. 
54 Consider van Walde's assertion that "Cognitive Grammar cannot accept a dictionary view of meaning 

but takes an essentially encyclopedic view of meaning in which even the meaning of everyday terms is 
seen as being supported by a vast network of interrelated knowledge" (van Wolde, Reframing Biblical 
Studies, 55), See also Cruse's brief comments on encyclopedic views in relation to cognitive linguistics 
from a more general linguistic perspective (Cruse, Meaning in Language, 93-94). 

55 Silva. Biblical Words. 28, 
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Some of the most significant and influential contributions to lexicography are 

dictionaries and lexicons.56 Two important lexicons have made strides in the lexical 

description of the Greek of the New Testament.57 Bauer's lexicon (BDAG) is organized 

alphabetically and consists of two important features: a translational gloss/definition and 

a brief description of contexts of use that correspond with the various definitions 

(meanings). This lexicon represents a tremendous amount of research manifested in the 

extensive and systematic entries-an important step forward in comparison to earlier 

lexicons which lack such descriptive detail. Context sensitivity is therefore a notable 

feature of BDAG as it highlights apparent polysemous senses due to contextual 

inference.58 

Another important step forward has been made by the Louw-Nida lexicon which 

organizes its lexical entries, not alphabetically, but according to semantic domains. In 

this way, Louw-Nida seems to appreciate both syntagmatic and especially paradigmatic 

56 For an excellent discussion of the role and function of dictionaries in general (though with an 
emphasis on English-language dictionaries) along with their quite evident shortcomings see Yallop, 
"Words," 24-27. 

57 This is not the place to engage in an extended analysis and critique of these lexical tools. For 
significant contrasts and comparisons between the two lexicons see Poythress, "Greek Lexicography," 
285-96; Porter, "Linguistics and Lexicography," 21-23, 28-36 (though this analysis is more sporadic as it 
simultaneously engages some other important theoretical issues in lexicography). 

58 One of the fundamental assumptions of BDAG appears to be polysemy. Take, for example, the entries 
under nd6w. Four distinct definitions are listed with several sub-definitions underneath. The first 
definition: "to cause to come to a particular point of view or course of action," is subdivided by four 
glosses: (a) "convince," (b) "persuade, appeal to," (c) ''win over, strive to please," and (d) "conciliate, 
pacify, set at ease/rest." The second definition: "to be so convinced that one puts confidence in someth.," 
is subdivided by two glosses (a) "depend on, trust in," and (b) "be convinced be sure, certain." The third 
definition: "to be won over as the result of persuasion," is subdivided by three glosses: (a) "be persuaded 
believe," (b) "obey, follow," and (c) "be persuaded by someone, take someone's advice or obey, follow 
someone." The final definition: ''to attain certainty in ref. to something," has one gloss provided: "be 
convinced certain" (see Bauer, Greek-English Lexicon, 3rd: 791-92). This is a programmatic example of 
how many words are defined in the lexicon. The question is whether these can truly be considered 
separate senses. Each definition and gloss provided bears a marked resemblance to the other entries. In 
fact, the only real difference between the first and second entry is that the first is an example of use in the 
active voice and the second is an example of use in the passive voice. Is this truly a distinction in meaning 
or is it actually a grammatical difference? Whether or not the editors of the lexicon intended to push a 
polysemic agenda, users of this lexicon are bound to come away from it with that assumption. For a 
similar assessment with respect to the preposition IN see Porter, "Linguistics and Lexicography," 33-34. 
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lexical relations. Alphabetical organization is replaced by lexical grouping according to 

sense relations. Louw-Nida appreciates the semantic significance of context as well, 

inasmuch as many words appear in multiple domains-thus signaling multiple 

contextually driven senses.59 

The Louw-Nida lexicon owes much of its theoretical backing to the theory of 

componential analysis (CA)-made popular within biblical studies by E. Nida.60 CA is 

well-accepted among linguistic semanticists in general and thus it appears to be a 

worthwhile resource for biblicallinguists.61 Cotterell and Turner attribute the genesis of 

a componential approach in the relation of lexis to molecules. They assert that while this 

may be inappropriate as an "exhaustive theory of meaning" it has significant practical 

value.62 As noted above, CA reduces lexical meaning into distinct structures or 

components. An important application of this practice is the ability to establish sense 

relations.63 Sense relations thus provide quantifiable evidence to divide meaning in 

59 Like BDAG, Louw-Nida seems to assume a polysemous view of lexis as well. Take the KTIm<; family 
of words for example. The index indicates that it appears (in its various forms) under the domains 1.4, 
37.42,42.35,42.38,42.39, and 42.40 (see Louw and Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 2: 148). These 
numbers signify the various semantic values the word possesses. It also shows that the word has the 
ability to express widely divergent meanings under the domain "1", "37", and "42". The KTIm<; family 
seems to have a fairly central cluster of meaning while also bleeding into other (though not unrelated) 
conceptual categories. Still, other lexemes are found to express the same semantic value as KTIO'l<;. For 
example in the sub-domain '"Make, create" which spans from 42.29 to 42.40 there are eight different 
lexemes accounted for, all of which apparently can express the idea of "'make" or "create" (see Louw and 
Nida, Greek-English Lexicon, 1: 514). 

60 See especially Nida, Semantic Structures, 117-35; Nida, Structure and Translation, 1-23; Nida and 
Louw, Lexical Semantics, 35-122 where this theory relates to the making oflexicons and dictionaries, 
especially the LoulI'-Nida lexicon. 

61 Cruse writes "one of the earliest and still most persistent and widespread ways of approaching word 
meaning is to think ofthe meaning ofa word as being constructed out of smaller, more elementary, 
invariant units of meaning" (Cruse, Meaning in Language, 95). 

62 See Cotterell and Turner, LingUistics and Biblical Interpretation, 170-71. 
63 See Nida, Componential Analysis, 174-93. This has also proved useful with respect to translation 

theory, especially Nida's dynamic equivalence model. For discussions ofNida's views on translation 
theory see Nida, Structure and Translation, 24-46, 71-101; Nida, Semantic Structures, 66--78, 136-49, 
179-85. Lexemes are therefore often related through synonymy and antonymy. Synonyms will share 
components both marked positively [+], while antonyms will be distinguished by a positive [+] and 
negative [-]. 
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language in terms of semantic domains. Polysemy thus becomes an important feature of 

this theory as individuallexemes may be placed in multiple domains.64 

As noted above, a polysemic bias is very common among lexical semanticists-

biblical scholars being no exception. Even so, there appears to be an inadvertent move 

towards a monosemic bias among many of these theorists, especially in this post-Barr 

environment.65 Barr's excellent criticism of theological lexicography seems to have 

initiated a move from semantic maximalism towards semantic minimalism.66 Two 

important thinkers in this regard are Moises Silva and Anthony Thiselton.67 Both writers 

explicitly hold to a polysemic bias68 though they hint at the existence of some central 

unifying semantic value that holds peripheral meanings together.69 It seems as though 

the greatest concern for both authors is the value of context with respect to semantics. 

This is to be expected as their work continues in the legacy of James Barr and the 

64 As quantifiable as these domains may be due to their foundation on semantic components, the 
establishing of components seems (at times) slightly arbitrary. 

65 Though it can also be identified in general linguistic writing as well. For example, Richard Trim 
describes a "core semantic origin" that relates figurative senses ofa (polysemous) lexeme together (Trim, 
Afetaphor Networks, 95). Michael Hoey's description of collocation and polysemy indicates quite 
conclusively that immediate co-text plays a large role in lexical semantics. Hoey's research suggests that 
certain collocates are specific to a given polysemous sense and avoid alternative senses related to that 
particular lexeme (Hoey, Lexical Priming, 81-113). The place of polysemy within corpus linguistics and 
metaphor theory is of relevant consideration in subsequent chapters. 

66 Semantic maximalism places a large amount of meaning within a word itself while semantic 
minimal ism prefers to reduce the amount of inherent meaning in a word. This difference will be examined 
in greater detail below in the discussion ofmonosemy. 

67 In some of his earlier work, Porter also alludes to a similar phenomenon, though not definitively (see 
Porter, "New Testament Lexicography," 54). However, as will be seen below, his most recent 
lexicographical work has moved away from polysemy towards an adoption of a monosemic bias. 

68 Thiselton calls polysemy an "everyday phenomenon" (Thiselton, "Semantics," 85). See also Silva, 
Biblical Words, 113-14, 151. His treatment is less explicit than Thiselton's and suggests that polysemy is 
such a foregone conclusion it warrants little explication. See also Black, Linguisticsfor Students, 124, 
who holds to similar conclusions. At the very least Black seems to be comfortable with a general or 
central meaning of a word. 

69 Thiselton seems to ride a tension in his lexical semantic theory. He suggests that "the meaning of a 
word depends not on what it is in itself, but on its relation to other words and to other sentences which 
form its context," but also assumes that lexemes possess a "stable core of meaning" (Thiselton, 
"Semantics," 78). Silva's terminology is quite similar to Thiselton's inasmuch as he refers to a "stable 
semantic core" (Silva, Biblical Words, 103). See also Porter, "New Testament Lexicography," 54-55, 
who acknowledges this phenomenon, specifically indicating that a core or conventional meaning is what 
allows metaphors to "work." 
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continued tendency towards theological lexicography. However, the description of some 

sort of semantic core reveals an admission that lexemes must have a point of reference 

from which alternate senses might extend. 

Some biblical scholars and linguists do not necessarily follow Thiselton and 

Silva, however. Perhaps one of the most influential Greek lexicographers, J.P. Louw, 

admits to common semantic components among alternative senses of a single word, yet 

avoids describing this commonality in terms of a "general" meaning.7o An illustrative 

example is the Greek word ~£po~. Louw lists five separate meanings: 

1. Region, i.e. "place" or "district" 
2. A "part" or "piece" of something 
3. "party" or "sect" 
4. The "side" or "edge" as in part of an object 
5. '"trade" or "business,,7l 

Certainly, common components III these various "meanings" are apparent. While 

Thiselton and Silva might point to a semantic core relating these five meanings, Louw is 

adamant to simply identify "common components:.72 It seems preferable to Louw to 

express this as a relationship of the periphery of the meaning rather than a relationship 

of the core meaning of the word. 

2.4. Conclusion 

To some degree, biblical semanticists have stayed abreast of general lexical theory and 

have been forthright in the adoption and adaptation of general linguistic development 

into the field of biblical studies. The sense of appreciation for the role of context as it 

affects a word's meaning has aided in the rejection of theological lexicography while 

70 Louw, Semantics, 33. Cotterell and Turner seem to follow Louwas well. They note that while it may 
appear that various senses share a core meaning, it is rather shared components that only give the 
appearance of a core meaning (see Cotterell and Turner, Linguistics and Biblical Interpretation, 138-39). 

71 Louw, Semantics, 40. 
72 As would be appropriate considering his work with componential analysis. 
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componential analysis has provided the base for important works such as the Loltw-Nida 

lexicon. However, this almost fully describes the extent of the advances of New 

Testament lexicography. A polysemic bias prevails and therefore word study often 

amounts to "sense selection.',73 Furthermore, the very traditional notion of semantics 

promotes an over-emphasis on words themselves, maintaining a maximalist perspective 

that heads in the direction of theological lexicography-perhaps indicating why it 

prevails in light of Barr's critique. In addition to this halt in theoretical progression, a 

relatively undefined notion of context added to the general shortcomings of a cognitive 

and polysemic view of lexis calls for re-modelling of biblical lexical semantics. 

3. Monosemy, in Cognitive and Systemic Functional Perspective 

In light of the above considerations I want to propose an alternative approach to lexical 

semantics. Two main features should be noted: (1) a move away from a polysemic bias 

towards a monosemic bias in lexical semantic description and (2) a move away from a 

primarily cognitive linguistic paradigm towards a more social paradigm. This model is 

designed to aid in the disambiguation of lexical meaning as a property of social 

interaction that values the discourse function of lexis. I will begin by giving a brief 

overview of the primary proponent of a monosem ic bias, followed by a cross-section of 

a Systemic Functional understanding of language and lexis, and finish with an 

assessment of how these two perspectives can be used harmoniously. 

73 Taylor articulates some difficulties associated with sense selection (Taylor, "Cognitive Models," 33 j. 
In fact, this approach is a very simplistic way of viewing lexical meaning and relates closely to an 
encyclopedic view. From this perspective, a lexeme's meaning is laid out in terms of variable context
driven senses. The analyst simply chooses which sense seems to fit best in that context. This highly 
polysemic approach has been recently put forth in Baxter, "Meaning of Words," 89-120, demonstrating 
its contemporary acceptance among biblical scholars. A major shortfall of this approach is its lack of 
quantifiable criteria in determining which sense should be selected. Again, this relates back to a largely 
undefined notion of context. 
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3.1. Cognitive Beginnings in the Work of Charles Ruhl 

In a fairly typical semantic theory, monosemy and polysemy might be seen as two ends 

of a lexical semantic continuum.74 From this perspective, all words seem to have an 

essential semantic component that either has one consistent meaning or is variously 

extended into multiple senses. Monosemy describes the "one word, one meaning" end of 

the continuum, while polysemy describes the "one word, mUltiple meanings" end of the 

continuum. Cognitive linguist Charles Ruhl, however, destroys that notion with his 

"extreme monosemic position.,,75 His monograph-length work On Monosemy represents 

the single robust theoretical treatment available which endorses monosemy as the 

primary assumption to be adopted for lexical study-thus a monosemic bias.76 

Monosemy is fundamentally a minimalistic program in which inherent lexical meaning 

is reduced and abstracted. The two main features of Ruhlsian monosemy are modularity 

and systematicity.77 Modularity suggests that an abstract and core sense of a lexeme is 

constrained by contextual features. 78 Ruhl posits three types of modularity based upon 

pragmatic extensions of a lexeme's semantic content: pragmatic specialization; 

pragmatic generalization; and pragmatic metonymy.79 Modularity is a feature of a 

lexeme's systematicity in which modularity appears on one end of a continuum with 

mutuality on the other. Modularity (weak systematicity) identifies that elements in the 

74 This perspective is explicitly related in Riemer, Introducing Semantics, 167. 
75 Cruse, Meaning in Language, 122. 
76 Ruhl, On Monosemy, 4-5. With a monosemic bias other options (polysemy) are not ruled out; 

however, they are seen as the exception rather than the rule. Even then, single forms with apparent 
multiple meanings are better considered homonyms. 

77 Ruhl, On Monosemy, 5-13. 
78 Ruhl notes that "what dictionaries offer as definitions and linguists as solely lexical senses are 

actually complexes ofa word's inherent content and lexical inference. What appears to be a number of 
separate senses, possibly highly different and unrelatable, can better be analyzed as a single general 
lexical meaning that can be variously "modulated" by a range of specific interpretations" (Ruhl, On 
Monosemy, 6). 

79 Ruhl, On Monosemy, 7-8, 85-95. 
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system relate to one other, while mutuality (strong systematicity) identifies the 

interrelatedness of the elements to the point that they are mutually defining. 8o 

The strengths of this position are numerous. A monosemic bias provides a better 

theoretical distance between a word with multiple, extended-but-related senses and a 

word with altogether unrelated senses. Thus where polysemy and homonymy are, at 

times, difficult to differentiate, monosemy draws a distinct line. Monosemy also stands 

out against a prototype theory. Where a semantic prototype may be viewed in terms of 

frequency or commonality, a monosemous meaning is based on generality, abstraction, 

and semantic minimalism. Thus, pragmatic extensions have a more solid foundation. 

Monosemy also has the potential to provide an articulate notion of lexis, co-text, and 

context-an area that is certainly underdeveloped in biblical semantics. 

Recently, monosemy has received some recognition and application among 

biblical scholars. In the context of the nicrw; XptcrTOU debate, Stanley Porter and 

Andrew Pitts depict the relation between lexical meaning and co-text as a move from a 

general lexical meaning that is constrained or restricted by co-textual modifiers.8l This 

perspective seems to reverse the typical approach (at least in biblical studies) that begins 

with specific senses that are chosen or rejected based on context, to an approach that 

begins with a general sense constrained by co-textual and syntagmatic elements. In 

some more recent essays, Porter has recommended monosemy as an important way 

forward in biblical word study.82 One example that may prove illustrative at this point is 

Porter's brief discussion of the noun 1tVEUJlU (spirit, wind, breath). Some difficulty 

80 Ruhl, On Monosemy, 8-9. Ruhl has in view both the syntagmatic axis and the paradigmatic axis. 
81 They write "the language user assumes the lexical meaning of the head term and then restricts its 

meaning through the use of the case system" (Porter and Pitts, "ITian.; with Preposition," 36). 
82 See Porter, "Linguistics and Lexicography," 36-37; Porter, "Matthew and Mark," 97-119. 
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seems to ensue in relating variable senses with the meaning "spirit" which may act as a 

sort of prototype. A monosemic bias, on the other hand, presents "wind" as more 

fundamental and abstract lexical content, allowing for simple pragmatic applications 

such as "spirit.,,83 Monosemy has an elegant simplicity in that respect. 

Ruhl's version of "extreme monosemy" does have some shortcomings in terms 

of its utility in the present context. Monosemy is fundamentally a cognitive linguistic 

theory and in that regard is primarily concerned with a lexeme's semantics as it relates 

to the conceptual ordering of the mind, and thus it shares many of the shortcomings of 

cognitive polysemy. This theory therefore may be unable to adequately address meaning 

in terms of social interaction. As Porter points out, however, monosemy makes 

provision for "the widest pragmatic, functional contextual meaning,,84 as compared to 

polysemy, especially in light of its minimalistic tendencies. In that respect, monosemy 

avails itself of functional sophistication that appreciates lexis in its contribution to 

discourse meaning. To that end I adapt elements from Systemic Function Linguistics. 

3.2. Lexical Semantics from an SFL Perspective 

Three important features of SFL must be highlighted in order to fully appreciate its 

potential to sophisticate a monosemic perspective in lexical semantics. These features 

include (l) language as a social semiotic, (2) language as systemic, and (3) language as 

functional. 

In contrast to cognitive linguistics, SFL views language as a fundamentally 

social phenomenon. To put it simply, language is a type of social behaviour.85 There is 

thus a give-and-take relationship between a social 'context and the language used in that 

83 See Porter, "Linguistics and Lexicography," 35-36. 
84 Porter, "Linguistics and Lexicography," 36-37. 
85 See esp. Halliday, "Social Perspective," 43-46; Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, 1-5,21-27. 
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context. Context infonns language use, while language use in tum fonns and re-fonns 

the social context.86 Systemic linguistics therefore posits a direct link between a given 

context and the use of language within that context.87 This relationship is articulated 

through the notions of stratification and realization, often represented in the diagram 

below. 

. 1 L S·fi· 88 Fig. anguage tratl IcatlOn 

The various strata-differentiated in tenns of abstraction-relate to each other through 

realization: social contexts are realized in the semantics of language, which is in turn 

86 The difference between context and co-text as described above is an important concept to keep in 
mind. Again, co-text refers to immediate linguistic features, while context is entirely extra-linguistic. 

87 Geoff Thompson notes that "language and context are inextricably linked" (Thompson, Functional 
Grammar, 10). 

88 Adapted from Hasan, "Semantic Networks," 105. See a similar diagram in Halliday and Matthiessen, 
Functional Grammar, 25. Note that in Halliday's diagram, semantics and lexicogrammar both fall under 
the heading of "content." Further, there is a lower stratum called "phonetics;" both phonology and 
phonetics fall under the heading "expression." For alternate diagrams see Hasan, "A View of Pragmatics 
in a Social Semiotic Perspective," 6; or Hasan, "Meaning of 'Not' ," 274. 
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realized through the lexicogrammar, which is further realized through phonology.89 The 

interface between context and content is a fundamental concern as the language user 

makes sense of his or her experience and carries out interactions with others.9o This sort 

of behaviour is frequently described in terms of meaning potential, which leads to the 

next category of discussion--Ianguage as a system. 

As with any social behaviour, language involves choice. Various possibilities 

exist with respect to how an experience or social interaction might be construed. These 

possibilities are related to each other within a system network-a system of choices that 

serve as resources for making meaning.91 SFL is fundamentally systemic to the extent 

that meaning is understood in terms of the choice and simultaneous non-choice of 

elements within a particular system. Choices are also stratified inasmuch as systems 

themselves are stratified. For example, a choice made in the semantic stratum is realized 

through a corresponding lexicogrammatical choice. As it stands, a system network 

represents meaning potential.92 Choices are made by the language user from the 

meaning potential and in doing so create a text. The choice of one element in the system 

over another is described as instantiation.93 Thus, a text reflects a complex of instantial 

choices taken from system networks. Instantiation is not, however, a haphazard exercise. 

89 Hasan helpfully notes that relationship between strata are neither random nor absolute (Hasan, 
"Semantic Networks," 120; cf. Hasan, "The Meaning of 'Not'," 277). Thus a particular semantic value 
will not always be realized by another particular lexicogrammatical feature (this will be an important 
concept in the context of the discussion of metaphor). See Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional 
Grammar, 24-26; Hasan, "Meaning of'NoC," 274-78, for a more detailed discussion oflanguage 
stratification. 

90 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 24. 
91 It is also acceptable to call this a paradigm, though Halliday seems to avoid this terminology due to its 

widespread use in other linguistic contexts, especially in cognitive models. 
n See Hasan et aI., "Semantic Networks," 697; Hasan, "Semantic Networks," 107; Halliday, "Social 

Perspective," 46-47; Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, 114-25; among other places for notes on 
meaning potential. 

93 Halliday refers to this as a cline of instantiation with the system at one end and the text at the other. In 
other words, "the system of a language is instantiated as text" (Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional 
Grammar, 525; cf. Hasan, "Meaning of 'Not"" 278). 
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Two factors can constrain possible choices. First, Halliday suggests that '"[i]t is the 

social context that defines the limits of the options available; the behavioural alternative 

are to this extent context specific.',94 Second, systemic choice is simultaneously 

dependent upon language structure.95 The system and structure of a language are, from 

my perspective, co-dependent phenomena. That is to say, choices within a system 

network can be restricted by the structure, while the structure is concurrently determined 

by the particular choices made within the system.96 An investigation of the meaning in a 

particular text consequently requires an analysis of the system (thus meaning potential) 

and structure of that text; in other words, what were the choices and what constrained 

those choices? 

The final consideration relevant to an SFL approach to lexicography is the notion 

of language as functional. Halliday and his followers suggest that language is used to 

perform three generic functions, or meta functions-ideational, interpersonal, and 

textual. Together, the metafunctions of language make up the full range of ways and 

means to use language, each with their own system of choices. These metafunctions 

have specific relevance in ch. 4 amidst a discussion of metaphorical extension and will 

94 Halliday, "Social Perspective," 59. On the other hand, it may be appropriate to see the language 
choice as controlling the social situation as well. 

95 Also described as syntagmatic order (cf. Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 20). 
96 This may push back against a traditional SFL position that may place priority in the system over the 

structure. This is especially relevant in the relationship between lexis and grammar. John Sinclair suggests 
that in SFL paradigmatic axis has been primarily restricted to lexis with the syntagmatic describing 
grammar, resulting in a sort of slot-filler schema (see Sinclair, Trust the Text, 140, 168-69, this seems to 
have Halliday in mind specifically). In biblical studies the Louw-Nida lexicon may have an important 
influence in this regard. Certainly the lexical organization-around semantic domains-is quite useful; 
defining words only in terms of their synonyms or antonyms may give a false sense of paradigmatic 
priority. This is an important consideration that will be explored in full in the next chapter. 
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receive a focused treatment there.97 A brief description of each will therefore suffice at 

this point. 

The ideational metafunction is primarily concerned with content and 

representation, functioning "as a means of the expression of our experience:,98 

Transitivity tends to be a central focus of analysis represented by the phrase "who did 

what to whom.,,99 Of course, this description is naturally geared towards the analysis of 

a clause. From a lexical semantic point of view, the analyst must therefore seek to 

determine how a lexeme contributes to the transitivity of the clause; what content does 

the lexeme provide? The ideational metafunction probably comes closest to the semantic 

content sought in traditional lexicography. Ideational lexical analysis (along with the 

other metafunctions as will be seen) grounds the analysis in the lexeme's interaction 

with other co-textual features. The interpersonal metafunction is primarily concerned 

with the creation and maintenance of social relationships. From this point of view, 

language reveals the user's thoughts, attitudes, and feelings as well as performing 

interaction with the other participants. 100 This metafunction explicitly reveals the social 

nature of language as messages are arranged with respect to participants. One of the 

primary applications of interpersonal analysis will be demonstrated in the subsequent 

discussions of corpus linguistics (ch. 3) and lexicogrammatical metaphor (ch. 4) where 

97 For full-blown articulation into the various metafunctions see Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional 
Grammar, 64-306; and less detailed see Thompson, Functional Grammar, 45-194. Thompson's language 
is slightly different than Halliday's inasmuch as he refers to the experiential metafunction rather than the 
ideational metafunction while adding a fourth logical metafunction. As Halliday sees it the experiential 
and logical functions are subclasses of the ideational metafunction. Thus when Thompson describes the 
experiential it is almost synonymous with Halliday's ideational. 

98 Halliday, "Social Perspective," 61. Here Halliday notes that the ideational metafunction also serves to 
express logical relations. See also Thompson, Functional Grammar, 86. 

99 See Thompson, Functional Grammar, 86; cf. Martfn-Ascensio, Transitivity-Based Foregrollnding, 
41. 

100 Halliday, "Social Perspective," 61. See also Thompson, Functional Grammar, 45-85; Halliday and 
Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 106-167. 
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lexical metaphorical choices are used to perform interpersonal functions such as 

evaluation. The textual metafunction brings the first two functions together vis-a-vis the 

way in which the message is organized, enabling the other two metafunctions to perform 

their roles effectively. Two main foci exist from this point of view: the analysis of 

clausal Theme, and textual cohesion. IOI The organization of a text is what makes it a 

text, allowing for its message to be understood. As Halliday notes, "this component has 

an enabling function, that of creating text, which is language in operation as distinct 

from strings of words or isolated sentences and clauses.',t02 If text is simply "language 

that is functional,',t03 the textual metafunction is that which enables textuality-the 

means through which other types of meaning can be construed. The textual 

metafunction may be an important tool in the lexical semantic tool belt as many lexical 

choices appear to be made more for organizational purposes than, say, ideational 

ones. I04 

The importance of this metafunctional perspective lies in its re-evaluation of the 

priorities of semantic investigation and description. In the present context (i.e., lexical 

semantics), lexical meaning is understood through its role in making ideational, 

interpersonal, and/or textual meaning--construing experience, mediating social 

interaction, and organizing the message. I suggest that this is significantly relevant in the 

context of biblical studies as it may steer the. researcher away from committing lexical 

fallacies such as theological lexicography/illegitimate totality transfer and, more 

101 See Thompson, Functional Grammar, 141-78 (Theme), 179-94 (cohesion). 
102 See Halliday, "Social Perspective," 61. 
103 Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 10. 
104 As will be illustrated in the following chapter, certain lexemes are often used with textual motivation 

(see Hoey, Lexical Priming, 129-51). In biblical studies, Westfall has also demonstrated the cohesive 
function of semantic chains (Westfall, Discourse Analysis of Hebrews, 47-52; see also Westfall, "Ties 
that Bind," 199-216). 
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importantly, will help the interpreter to arrive at a more robust understanding of lexical 

meaning. 

3.3 Some Key Details in a Proposed Model 

With this basic architecture of linguistic analysis laid out, there remain a small number 

of details that warrant further articulation insofar as they provide significant 

sophistication in lexical semantic description. The first detail is, as already noted, a lack 

of articulation of the distinction and relationship between lexis and grammar in 

traditional lexicography-especially in a highly inflected language such as Hellenistic 

Greek. The notion of lexicogrammar is an important step in providing that 

sophistication. Rather than viewing lexis and grammar as distinct entities, 

lexicogrammar describes them as elements on a continuum. l05 This sort of description 

eliminates the difficulties in differentiation-which very well may be false in the first 

place. Where traditionally it may have been appropriate to refer to lexical semantics and 

grammatical semantics, there is simply lexicogrammatical semantics. There is still room 

in this schema for a specific analytical focus. For example it is appropriate to investigate 

Greek case semantics, the semantics of the Greek verbal system, or (as in this thesis) 

Greek lexical semantics. These elements, however, exist together on a continuum with 

the description based upon delicacy (with lexis being the most delicate in that cline). 

The second detail relates to the direction and focus of analysis. SFL is a holistic 

system that enables the analyst to inquire into any number of language features from the 

105 Corpus linguist John Sinclair prefers to use the term lexical grammar (see Sinclair, Trust the Text, 
164-65). Sinclair's preferred terminology is an explicit contrast to lexicogrammar which, in his mind, 
maintains an almost hierarchical division between lexis and grammar (see n.92). This notion will be of 
greatest interest in the discussion of corpus linguistics which demonstrates that "the fundamental 
distinction between grammar, on the on hand, and lexis, on the other hand, is not as fundamental as it is 
usually held to be" ( 164). Even so, I will maintain the use of the term lexicogrammar so that I don't 
confuse any interaction with SFL theorists. 
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context of culture down to phonetics. The direction of this analysis also tends to be top

down, namely, contemporaneous texts are analyzed where the corresponding social and 

cultural contexts are given-at least inasmuch as much of the research has been and is 

being done on modern English. Investigation of the biblical text is restricted, however, 

inasmuch as the only available objects of measurement are instantiations of the 

lexicogrammatical stratum. A lexical semantic analysis of a biblical text (or word 

therein) is essentially a bottom-up exercise in which the lexicogrammatical patterning is 

abstracted to its semantics. The question is not, how did the author realize his or her 

semantic choices, but what semantic choices does this particular instantiation realize? 

This direction and analytic restriction is therefore important to keep in mind throughout 

this thesis. 

3.4. Movingfrom Cognitive to Functional Monosemy 

A systemic approach to lexical semantics has notable benefits over and against the way 

traditional (polysemic) cognitive lexicography has been done. Perhaps the difference 

can be highlighted through the distinction between traditional approaches to grammar as 

compared to the linguistic approach of Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL). 

Customarily, language description has been preoccupied with the analysis of 

instantiations. In other words, its method has been to describe and categorize what 

appear to be generic patterns of language use. For example, in Daniel Wallace's 

intermediate Greek grammar his grammatical descriptions are exactly that

descriptions. Analysis is restricted to instances of occurrence of a particular form. 

Occurrences that appear to be "doing" the same thing are given a label and grouped 
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together. 106 Such an approach amounts to descriptive generalization. In the same way, 

Greek lexicons seem to focus upon instances of occurrence. Semantic classification is 

again a case of descriptive generalities in which the lexical capability for semantic 

nuance is broadly categorized. The effect is a lexicographical typology lending itself to 

polysemous description-variant senses are noted with no concern as to how they are 

related or made available to the language user. 107 

Systemic linguistics is also concerned with instantiations, yet the concern rests 

with how they contribute to the overall semantic system network. Interpreting a specific 

instance is therefore accomplished as it relates to the system network. Such distinction is 

explicitly made by Halliday when he states that "[s]ystemic theory gets its name from 

the fact that the grammar of a language is represented in the form of system networks, 

not as an inventory of structures. Of course, structure is an essential part of the 

description; but it is interpreted as the outward form taken by systemic choices.',108 The 

relationship of system and structure (or paradigm and syotagm in more traditional terms) 

is highly developed in Systemic Functional theory, thus providing quantifiable and 

measurable criteria for determining sense variation in a given utterance. 109 

106 Consider Wallace's discussion ofthe dative case. In 38 pages (Wallace, Grammar, 137-75) his focus 
is primarily on categorizing the numerous nuanced functions the dative case can perform. What is lacking 
is a discussion of the fundamental role the dative case plays in the context of the entire Greek case 
system-vis-a-vis the other four cases (nominative, accusative, genitive, and vocative). 

107 See Porter's brief discussion of BDAG's organization with respect to the preposition tv. He seems to 
note (however implicitly) the overtly polysemous description and lack of indication of how context 
influences meaning and certainly not how the variant senses may relate (Porter, "New Testament 
Lexicography," 54). Poythress' comparison ofBDAG and Louw-Nida seems to imply that such linguistic 
concerns miss the primary role oflexicons-a translation aid (Poythress, "Greek Lexicography," 290). 

108 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 23. Such an approach has been widely used in New 
Testament studies, especially in relation to Greek grammar. For example, see Porter's preliminary 
discussion of the Greek case system which stands in contrast to my example of Wallace's treatment 
(Porter, Idioms, 80--83). Porter goes on to elaborate upon each case's semantics in terms of a system 
network in the following pages. 

109 I suggest that this comparison between grammar models and lexical models is appropriate given the 
perspective oflexis and grammar adopted in this thesis-hence the use of the term lexicogrammar. For an 
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The necessary question that needs to be asked at this point is-how does a 

monosemous view of lexical meaning fit with a systemic functional approach to 

grammar? This is especially relevant considering that the polysemy-monosemy 

distinction is virtually unknown amidst systemicists and the semantics-pragmatics made 

by someone like Ruhl is absent in systemic linguistic discription. llo I suggest that in 

partial accordance with monosemic theory, lexical meaning is a minimalistic and 

abstract notion that is present in the social or communal consciousness of language 

users. I I I The importance of this assertion rests in my specific application to biblical texts 

with which the only measurable data is epigraphic. Where Ruhl would point to 

pragmatic extensions of meaning via context I prefer to employ the notions of 

realization and instantiation. As a language user formulates a text, s/he has particular 

goals to achieve through the use of language. Consequently, abstract semantic choices 

are made and reali=ed concretely through corresponding lexicogrammatical choices. The 

resultant text is an instantial representation of the lexicogrammatically realized semantic 

choices; thus, taking into account other constraining lexicogrammatical features in the 

immediate linguistic context. This is a complex procedure. Motivating factors with 

respect to particular lexical choices stem from all three metafunctions and how they can 

be realized in the lexicogrammatical structure. 112 The choice of a particular lexeme is 

in depth discussion of this view see Hasan, "Grammarian's Dream," 72-103; cf Halliday, "Text and 
Semantic Choice," 223. 

110 Halliday and Mattheissen note that there is no room for pragmatics in their linguistic framework (see 
Halliday and Mattheissen, Construing Experience, 12). Though, for example, polysemy appears to be an 
important assumption for the functionalist Michael Hoey (see Hoey, Lexical Priming, 81-133; cf 
Tsiamita, "Polysemy and Lexical Priming," 247-64). 

III As Halliday describes the semantic system: "an abstract representation," so do I understand lexical 
meaning. A monosemic bias seeks to determine the abstracted meaning ofa lexeme. 

112 Hasan has shown how lexical choice between synonyms may be made with variable motivations. For 
example, where the ideational grammatical structure may be identical for synonyms, the interpersonal or 
textual structure may differ (see Hasan, "Grammarian's Dream," 99). SFL's trinocular approach to 
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therefore a reflection of desired ideational and interpersonal meaning while it 

simultaneously accords with appropriate textual organization. l13 In this way, lexical 

meaning itself is minimal and abstract and requires co-textual constraint to make 

specific and direct meaning. 

3.5. Conclusion 

The basic model that I am proposing in this thesis is a Systemic Functional adaption of a 

monosemic approach to lexical study. It is monosemic in the sense that the meaning that 

is associated with a lexeme is general and abstracted, relying on co-textual and 

contextual features to provide further semantic and functional specification and 

constraint. This is, therefore, a minimalistic program which posits that any meaning 

added by co-text is not part of lexeme's semantic content. Meaning resides in the 

interaction of linguistic features, of which \exis is a necessary but small part. The virtue 

of this monosemic bias rests in its demand to seek beyond the word for textual 

meaning-an especially important consideration in biblical studies. 

This model is systemic and functional in the sense that it adopts the social and 

semantic peculiarities of SFL. An SFL perspective re-visions monosemous lexical 

meaning as a feature of social and communal knowledge; holistically appreciates 

meaning in text through the ideational, interpersonal, and textual metafunctions; 

helpfully situates lexis within a lexicogrammatical continuum; and has the theoretical 

meaning may therefore bear significant fruit where lexical choice is concerned, especially when it is 
unclear why a certain lexeme was chosen over a synonym. 

113 A further restricting and complicating factor is the notion of register, though it will come into play in 
the next chapter. Note also that Hasan suggests that a multiple functional categories may theoretically be 
conflated into a single lexeme (Hasan, "Grammarian's Dream," 99). This may be an important hypothesis 
to test. 
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architecture available to relate an instance of text to a meaningful system of 

communicative possibilities. 
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Chapter Three 

CORPUS LINGUISTICS: LEXICOGRAPHICAL DATA COLLECTION, THEORY, AND ANALYSIS 

This chapter builds upon the theoretical foundation of the previous chapter with specific 

interest in the application of corpus linguistic techniques designed to provide evidence 

for predictable patterns of language (particularly in Hellenistic Greek)-a useful tool in 

lexical analysis. Four major sections will form the content of the chapter and will broach 

the general concerns and priorities of corpus linguistics, provide the theoretical support 

for a statistically sound and representative corpus for Hellenistic Greek, engage lexical 

priming theory as a means for identifying lexicogrammatical constraints to lexical 

function, and relate corpus and priming theory to systemic functional monosemy. 

1. Introducing Corpus Linguistics: General Principles and Goals 

Corpus linguistics is a fundamentally functional linguistic technique that employs 

digitally compiled and stored texts, which enables the processing and analyzing of 

significant patterns in natural language. These selected texts form a corpus from which 

particular linguistic phenomena can be observed and described. While it may be better 

to call corpus linguistics a set of techniques rather than a theory,1 several theoretical 

assumptions drive these techniques. 

Corpus linguistics is functional insofar as it is concerned with language as a 

naturally occurring phenomenon, and thus the naturally occurring utterances should be 

1 Cf. Porter and O'Donnell, "Representative Papyri," 289. 
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the primary focus for any linguistic investigation.2 Functionalism in this sense has 

necessarily moved in the direction of corpus analysis as computers have increased their 

memory capacity, speed, and complexity to allow for the storage and analysis of 

immense quantities of texts and annotations. As corpus linguist John Sinclair suggests, 

"linguistics has been formed and shaped on inadequate evidence and in a famous phrase 

'degenerate data.,,3 Computer-aided corpus linguistics, therefore, is an attempt to 

provide a critical mass of data evidence to allow for sophisticated linguistic description 

(which may, in fact, overturn formerly accepted principles and conclusions).4 A further 

dimension of functionalism in that systemic assumptions pervade corpus studies as 

typical patterns establish themselves as instantial representations of systemic choices. 

Corpus observations give hard evidence for oppositional choices that characterize 

language systems.5 

Part and parcel with a functional perspective is the view of language as a social 

phenomenon.6 Wolfgang Teubert, in an introductory essay on corpus principles, is very 

adamant about this point, attempting to distance his work (namely, corpus linguistics) 

from more cognitive, Chomskyan perspectives. Teubert suggests that in some ways, the 

2 See Porter and O'Donnell, "Representative Papyri," 289. Given that this has been stated as a 
fundamental pillar of corpus research it will be important to maintain the notion of functionalism in 
subsequent theorizing and especially application. Michaela Mahlberg suggests that due to the increasing 
size of corpora (thus an allegedly higher level of objectivity of conclusions), sensitivity to functionality in 
certain contexts of use has fallen by the wayside (Mahlberg, "Lexical Items in Discourse," 191). This is a 
devastating observation and thus must be acted upon accordingly. 

3 Sinclair, Trust the Text, 9. Halliday and Matthiessen raise similar concerns as they laud the role ofthe 
corpus which allows for more scientific linguistic description (Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional 
Grammar, 33-34; note similar assertions in Thompson, Functional Grammar, 40--42). 

4 Michael Stubbs suggests that corpus linguistics makes two major contributions to linguistic study: (I) 
it provides "many new and surprising facts about language use," and (2) it may" help to solve paradoxes 
that have plagued linguistics for at least a hundred years" (Stubbs, "On Texts," 127). 

5 See Stubbs, "On Texts," 127, 153. 
6 See Teubert, "Language and Corpus," 97-98; Mahlberg, "Lexical Items in Discourse," 192-93; 

O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 255. Refer to the previous chapter for a more developed defence 
of a social perspective on language as it would be rather repetitive to do so here. 
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brand of functionalism that he holds to values the interpretive priorities of earlier 

philologists rather than the Chomskyan preoccupation with language faculty or 

competence.7 In this way, corpus linguistics is well suited to aid in hermeneutics, 

aligning itself with the motivations ofa linguistic approach to biblical criticism.8 

Corpus linguistics, therefore, presents itself as an ideal (though basic) method or 

technique for determining lexical function in text. Its two major theoretical bases-

functionalism (including its systemic dimension) and a socio-linguistic presupposition-

place corpus linguistics well in line with the systemic functional monosemy presented in 

the previous chapter. Lexical patterning, deduced through the numerous examples 

provided in a comprehensive and representative corpus, should reveal the functional 

roles that specific lexemes tend to play in texts, thus enabling responsible exegetical 

conclusions with respect to specific utterances. 

2. Establishing a Representative Corpus of Hellenistic Greek 

I have suggested that the goal of a corpus approach is to enable the language analyst to 

provide statistically relevant evaluations vis-a-vis lexicogrammatical and semantic 

patterns within that language. For this thesis I am concerned with such patterns that 

relate to specific lexical items. Two relevant questions therefore need to be asked: what 

is the nature of the Greek found in the New Testament, and what will a representative 

corpus of that language look like? 

7 Teubert. "Language and Corpus," 78. See also Teubert, "Parole-Linguistics," 57. 
8 See Teubert, "Language and Corpus," 78-79. 
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2.l. The Nature of the Greek of the New Testament9 

A major assumption of this chapter, and indeed the entire thesis, is that the Greek found 

in the New Testament belongs under the heading of Hellenistic Greek and is not its own 

special Semitic Greek or similar. Porter provides a lengthy history of discussion into this 

question in his Studies in the Greek New Testament, and as such I will restrict myself to 

only a brief treatment in an effort not to be overly repetitive. lO The Greek of the New 

Testament can seem peculiar in comparison to contemporaneous non-biblical texts (such 

as the writings of Plutarch or other philosophers) due to its relatively simple syntactical 

structures, and topical or thematic emphases manifested in certain lexical/semantic 

choices. There has been an effort in some quarters to push the opinion that there was a 

significant Semitic influence on the Greek language employed by New Testament 

writers (which then explains its uniqueness). I I There is little question that some sort of 

Jewish or Semitic impact is present on New Testament language inasmuch as certain 

documents relay Greek translations of oral discourse, translations of Hebrew Scriptures 

(both by the author or the LXX translators), or other such phenomena. I:! Even so, the 

Hallidayan notion of register seems to clear the waters to some degree as it will account 

for such variations according to social and cultural contextual constraints. While 

granting the presence of Semitisms, the Greek of the New Testament maintains the 

essential grammatical coding/structure of the Hellenistic language. I3 

9 Nelson suggests that determining what language is under analysis is this is the first step in any corpus 
analysis (see Nelson, "Building a Written Corpus," 57). 

10 See Porter, "Greek of the New Testament," 75-102. 
11 See Porter, "Greek of the New Testament," 80-87; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 141-50. 
12 Moises Silva provides an excellent discussion of the relationship ofthe Greek ofthe New Testament 

to the Greek of the LXX (see Silva, Biblical Words, 56-68). His assessment is similar to Porter's 
discussion inasmuch as he recommends caution in over-emphasizing the Semitic influence on New 
Testament Greek. 

13 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 150-52. 
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Even when the label "Hellenistic Greek" is assigned to the Greek of the New 

Testament, analytical issues continue to appear. Greek is a language that has been 

forming and transforming for hundreds and even thousands of years. Any living 

language experiences shifts and changes according to geography, time, social 

conditions, etc. Thus it becomes important to have a clear vision in mind as to what 

constraints are given to a particular category of the language so as to be able to include 

or exclude particular texts accordingly.14 For this purpose I adopt O'Donnell's definition 

of Hellenistic Greek: "the extant Greek writing by native and non-native language users 

throughout the Hellenistic and Roman worlds from approximately the fourth century 

BCE to the fourth century CE.',15 If it is assumed that the Greek of the New Testament 

should be categorized as Hellenistic Greek, compiling a corpus for investigation into 

lexical and grammatical patterns in the New Testament (or any Hellenistic literature) 

should accord with these temporal constraints. 16 Hellenistic Greek has become the 

l·.c: ,,17 "samp mg lrame. 

2.2. Representing Meaningful Patterns in Hellenistic Greek 

Sound conclusions require, first and foremost, a reasonable and balanced environment 

for observation. Applied to corpus linguistics, this necessitates the formulation of 

corpora that are "carefully selected in order to represent a specific language or sub-

14 Cf. O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 255-56, who acknowledges these factors as important 
variational features. 

15 O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 2-3, italics original. See also Porter and O'Donnell, "Theoretical 
Issues," 120. 

16 Notably, this is only true when concerned with synchronic linguistic description. Diachronic 
description, an equally valid focus in some contexts, will require a temporally broader corpus. 

17 See Meyer, English Corpus Linguistics, 42, who employs the term sampling frame, the determined 
parameters allowing for linguistic generalization (cf. Nelson, "Building a Written Corpus," 58). 
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language." [8 One of the most significant tools available for students of Greek language, 

linguistics, and literature is the online collection Thesaurus Linguae Grecae (TLG). [9 

Though it lacks in certain areas (such as syntactical tagging), this resource allows 

researchers to perform extensive lemmatized searches across numerous Greek texts, an 

invaluable resource for New Testament scholars. Thus, the TLG recommends itself as 

the primary resource to be used by Greek lexicographers. 

O'Donnell wishes to distinguish between an archive and a corpus, the difference 

being that an archive lacks the organizational structure that characterizes a corpus. 

Though the TLG database employs some basic classifiers, it seems best to assign the 

label of archive to the database.2o Furthermore, TLG includes texts that do not conform 

to the definition of Hellenistic Greek provided above (including pre- and post-

Hellenistic literature). As a result, I suggest that a representative corpus may be selected 

from the archive of the TLG using select criteria that allow the data to be generalized to 

the entire language and accord with the goals of the specific research endeavour. 

To reiterate, a corpus is used to provide statistically relevant data based on 

patterns in language instances that can be generalized to the language as a whole, from 

which specific texts might be compared.21 The potential problem with such an 

18 O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 258, italics original. Reppen notes that representativeness is 
a fundamental factor when determining corpus size. However, she balances this by practicality, i.e., time 
constraints (see Reppen, "Building a Corpus," 32). In a study of this magnitude representativeness seems 
to trump practicality however. Even so, Nelson suggests that representativeness can almost be considered 
a non-concept given the amount of variables present. He argues that in compiling a corpus it is important 
to have in view exactly what the corpus is seeking to represent (Nelson, "Building a Written Corpus," 60). 
Similarly, Porter and O'Donnell note that the use of ancient texts in a corpus (as opposed to modern 
language analysis) necessitates careful selection, due to the limitation of available texts (see Porter and 
O'Donnell, "Theoretical Issues," 122-25). 

]q See O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 259-60, for a brief outline of its compilation, purpose, 
and history. 

20 See O'Donnell, ,"Register-Balanced Corpus," 258-60. 
21 Stubbs notes that a corpus "is neither a linguistic system, nor linguistic knowledge, nor linguistic 

behaviour, but a sample of behaviour, designed according to a theory oflanguage variation, so that we can 
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endeavour rests in the variability of language. Corpus compilers are, therefore, required 

to address this problem through the balanced selection of texts so as to truly allow for 

linguistic generalization. This balanced selection must also include a critical number of 

words so as to provide adequate representation. For balance to be appropriate it is useful 

to classify texts by means of external criteria, namely, language style and genre.22 

O'Donnell utilizes these broad categories to somewhat simplify the complex task of 

accumulating the situation parameters of individual texts, especially when a 

representative corpus must be quite large.23 Porter suggests four broad landmarks within 

a continuum of stylistic variety: vulgar, non-literary, literary, and Atticistic.24 While 

much of the New Testament may fit within the non-literary category, other documents 

may conform more closely to vulgar or literary types.25 Therefore, O'Donnell argues 

that a corpus which represents the New Testament's language style should primarily 

incorporate documents of the non-literary variety, while including texts extending to the 

extremes of vulgar and Atticistic Greek so as to represent the whole of the Hellenistic 

language.26 

Genre 1S another complex concept which has received diverse description, 

though in this context I wish to restrict the discussion of genre to that of a category 

make inferences about typical language across many different speakers and writers" (Stubbs, "On Texts," 
153; see also Mahlberg, "Lexical Items in Discourse," 193; Porter and O'Donnell, "Representative 
Papyri," 290). 

22 External criteria are preferred over internal criteria at this point as internal criteria such as topic and 
style are sometimes poorly defined or consist of the information the corpus investigation seeks to inquire 
into (see O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 268-71). 

23 See O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 274. 
24 Porter, Verbal Aspect, 153; c( O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 277; O'Donnell, Corpus 

Linguistics, 124; Porter and O'Donnell, "Theoretical Issues," 126. Examples of vulgar Greek include 
"papyri concerned with personal matters, monetary accounts, letters etc.," non-literary includes "official 
business papyri, inscriptions, scientific texts, and longer texts, e.g., Epictetus, Apollodorus, Pausanias," 
literary may be represented by Philo, Josephus, Polybius, Strabo, Arrian, Appian, while Atticistic may 
include Plutarch, Lucian, and Dionysius of Halicarnassus. 

25 C( O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 277; Porter, Verbal Aspect, 153-54. 
26 See O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 278-79. 
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describing a complete or whole work.27 It may be appropriate, then, to relate genre to 

register, as is the tendency of some. Register is succinctly described as "a variety 

according to use,'·28 suggesting that language users make linguistic choices in terms of 

their current social context, reflected by choices in field, tenor, and mode.29 From this 

perspective, diversity is a natural outcome to the extent that registers can be as 

individual as a single text. This may not be a useful application if the compilation of a 

representative corpus is to be made as simple as possible. Halliday, however, seems to 

restrict genre to the realm of mode (though it may have implications with respect to the 

other components) so that it seems to be a descriptor of generalized text structure.30 

With this added caveat, genre may be best viewed in terms of a text's organizational 

structure. Thus, typical textual patterns such as the opening formula typical of the 

Hellenistic letter may denote a specific genre.3l Three major genres may be put forth 

with respect to the New Testament: letters (including the Pauline corpus, Johannine 

letters, and the General Epistles), biography (including the Gospels), and history 

(ActS).32 Corpus analysts should, however, take into account that other "extra-biblical" 

27 Cf. O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 278; Pearson and Porter, "Genres," 134. 
28Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 41. 
29 See Halliday, Language as Social Semiotic, 31-35; Halliday and Hasan, Language, Context, and Text, 

29--43; Thompson, Functional Grammar, 40. Field, tenor, and mode are extra-linguistic categories 
particular to social and cultural context. They are realized through their corresponding linguistic 
functions: ideational, interpersonal, and textual. This correspondence is a function of stratification (see 
previous chapter). Porter provides a useful description of register in the context of biblical studies in 
Porter, "Dialect and Register," 197-208; cf. his subsequent application to Mark's Gospel in Porter, 
"Register in the Greek of the New Testament," 216-229. 

30 See Halliday, "Text and Semantic Choice;' 202-203. 
31 See O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 279. Cf. Adams. "Letter Openings," 33-35; 45--48 for 

discussion of Hellenistic letter openings and their relationship to particular Pauline letters (at least those 
attributed to Paul). 

32 O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 280; cf. Porter and O'Donnell, "Theoretical Issues," 126. 
Some books, especially Hebrews and Revelation, may be difficult to classify. However, when compiling a 
corpus that either seeks to represent the entire New Testament or those particular books, similar genres 
should be represented (however the analyst chooses to classify them). 
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genres may be included in a corpus as the three listed above are not the only genres 

represented across Hellenistic literature. 

In light of these external criteria, an effort to provide a balanced corpus will be 

attentive to features of style and genre in the compilation process. O'Donnell helpfully 

provides an initial corpus of 596,049 words that is balanced according to style and 

genre.33 This corpus is meant to be a starting point from which larger corpora can be 

compiled. As such, it will form the basis for my own corpus in this study. I suggest, 

however, that another set of factors should be considered, namely, that corpora should 

conform to the needs of the specific investigation at hand. This thesis is concerned with 

the lexical function of the word Kricrt<;, found in the Pauline epistle Romans. As such, 

the largest number of texts in the representative corpus may be from the non-literary 

style and letter genre.3~ A further consideration rests with the frequency of the lexeme 

under investigation. For very common words or grammatical patterns, there should be 

no problem in compiling a suitable sample size within a general corpus such as the one 

O'Donnell has provided. Less common or more genre-specific words may not enjoy 

similar frequency in a general or basic corpus. 

For example the lexemes in the (ns6w family of words-used in such passages as 

Col 2:7, Eph 3:17, or the Parable of the Sower in the Synoptic Gospels-are found 

predominantly in medical texts written by authors such as Hippocrates, Dioscorides 

Pedanius, Galen, and others. In this case a corpus must be augmented to account for this 

33 See his Appendix A (O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 294-95; cf. O'Donnell, Corpus 
Linguistics, 164-65) for a detailed table. The corpus is broken down according to style and genre on pp. 
286-87. 

34 O'Donnell assigns the Pauline letters to the non-literary letter type (O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 
133). 
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unique skewing of sources.35 Though less drastic, a similar phenomenon can be seen 

with respect to KTicrl~ where a significant number of occurrences occur in the writings of 

Plutarch, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and Strabo (as will be seen in subsequent 

chapters). Plutarch and Dionysius are Atticists, while Strabo's Geographica is an 

example of literary Greek.36 Inclusion of their examples is important to providing a large 

enough sample size to make statistically relevant conclusions, yet it may simultaneously 

initiate unbalance in the corpus in terms of language style and genre. In this (and 

similar) circumstance(s), corpora must indeed be carefully selected so as to include 

sufficient examples of the lexeme in question to promote statistical relevance while 

maintaining register-balance.37 

2.3 Conclusion 

The Greek of the New Testament falls under the broader category of Hellenistic Greek, 

the lingua franca of the Roman Empire at the time the New Testament documents were 

penned. The use of a corpus that includes extra-biblical Hellenistic literature is thus an 

appropriate and even recommended practice in order to provide statistical relevance. A 

synchronic corpus should therefore include Greek literature that conforms to the 

definition of Hellenistic Greek provided above. Further, in an effort to supply balance to 

the corpus, the external criteria of language style and genre may be employed while 

incorporating sufficient sampling size. 

35 See Fewster, "Inquiry." 
36 Cf. O'Donnell, "Register-Balanced Corpus," 295. 
37 Sinclair suggests that corpora should be as large as possible. Much of a given text is made up of 

common words that are repeated over and over again with the remainder consisting of words that may 
appear as infrequently as once in the entire text. Investigations of rare words thus require very large 
corpora (Sinclair, Corpus. Concordance, Collocation, 18). 
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3. Corpus Theory and Lexical Priming 

One of the fundamental theoretical developments brought about through corpus 

linguistics, especially at the hands of corpus theorist John Sinclair, has been a re-

ordering of lexical and grammatical description. This re-ordering, perhaps anticipated by 

the Hallidayan notion of lexicogrammar (see previous chapter), is well represented by 

John Sinclair's notion of lexical grammar. A traditional lexical-grammatical description 

has ordinarily consisted of a sort of slot-filler schema in which grammatical categories 

provide slots to be filled by vocabulary items.38 The pioneering work of Sinclair, 

Michael Hoey, and others in corpus research has, alternatively, revealed lexis to be a far 

more powerful and primary force in the process of communication. Some theoretical 

and practical implications arise from this notion, which greatly impacts the present 

study. Lexical investigation, especially in the context of New Testament and Greek 

language study, must take on a new and developing face accounting for the richness of 

analytical tools available. This section therefore seeks to outline some of these tools, 

namely, lexical priming theory, with an attendant description of how these tools can 

contribute to the present investigation and biblical lexical study in general. 

3.l. The Phenomenon o/Collocation 

Probably the best starting point in this sort of discussion is a reference to the 

phenomenon termed collocation, namely, the frequent co-occurrence of two lexical 

items.39 This is a fairly basic and easily recognized occurrence in everyday language 

38 See for example Teubert, "Language and Corpus," 87; Hoey, Lexical Priming, 1, who describe this 
phenomenon in the context of traditional Chomskyan grammar. 

39 See Teubert, "Language and Corpus," 83; Hoey, Lexical Priming, 2-5; Sinclair, Corpus, 
Concordance, Collocation, 170; Sinclair, Tn/st the Text, 141; cf. Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional 
Grammar, 38; Thompson, Functional Grammar, 40; Cruse, Lexical Semantics, 40. See also O'Donnell, 
Corpus Linguistics, 315, who suggests that collocation has been a key concept in corpus research 
dominated by lexical studies. 
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(perhaps best represented by idioms). For example, beginning students of New 

Testament Greek often learn to gloss the idiom Btu rouro as "for this reason.',40 The 

lexeme LOUro is thus a collocate of Btu. Simple enough, yet phenomena such as these (a) 

are more common than one might realize, and (b) pave the way for other, similar 

phenomenal patterns. Collocation includes more than just a statistical interest, however. 

In fact, one of its main properties is semantic or contributing to lexical function, and as 

will be seen, extends far beyond simple word to word relations. Lexical disambiguation 

can be at least partially accomplished through the identification of stereotypical 

collocates41_"you shall know a word by the company it keeps.',42 Collocation 

efficiently demonstrates the minimalistic program being developed in this thesis-that 

lexemes themselves contribute very literal inherent meaning to the semantics of 

discourse. Instead, meaning is demonstrably present in and through lexicogrammatical 

interaction. 

3.2. Collocation arzd Beyond 

Several attempts have been made to provide explanations for collocation. To date one of 

the more provocative theories has been developed by Michael Hoey: lexical priming.43 

Hoey affirms that collocation (and its relatives) can be best attributed to a psychological 

40 Literally, this word-group might be translated "through this thing" or "by this thing." The gloss used 
above would be an "idiomatic" translation. 

41 Ellis, Frey, and Jalkanen, "Lexical Access," 89. See also Moon, "What Can a Corpus Tell Us About 
Lexis? ," 199, who demonstrates the amount of information that can be gleaned with a very simple 
collocational analysis using the keyword aphid. 

42 Firth, Synopsis of Linguistic Theory, 11. 
43 See Hoey, "Corpus Approaches," 36--45, for an assessment of two alternatives to lexical priming 

theory: John Sinclair's "idiom principle" and Hunston and Francis' "pattern grammar." Despite their 
juxtaposition, Hoey is adamant that these models are not incompatible and can be equally appreciated 
without taking too much away from the various positions (46). In the spirit of this apparent compatibility, 
I will be drawing on insights from each of these theorists. 
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or associative phenomenon called priming.44 Language users encounter words 

embedded within particular social contexts and linguistic co-texts. Hoey suggests that 

the language user subconsciously maintains an account of these contexts and co-texts, 

which are subsequently reproduced by that language user.45 The relevance of this theory 

is extremely important to textual interpretation (and consequently in the current study, 

biblical interpretation). As an author communicates his or her message to a particular 

individual or community certain semantic/functional goals are to be achieved. Priming 

theory suggests that the process of achieving these semantic goals will be realized 

through lexicogrammatical patterning that will tend to conform to the primings of the 

language user.46 The key, then, is to determine the (potential) primings of that language 

user-accomplished through corpus analysis. 

As provocative and useful lexical priming theory may be, it contains an essential 

psychological component. Such a psychological dimension of priming theory-as an 

explanation for collocation-runs counter to the current systemic functional programme, 

detracting from the aims of this thesis. However, the basic tenets of corpus linguistics, 

as outlined by Teubert, emphasize the functional and social elements of corpus linguistic 

investigation. Thus, priming can be appreciated in the light of these fundamental 

concerns. The identification of collocational patterns is tied to the corpus and is thus 

bound to a social perspective on language. While an individual may have their own 

particular "primings," it is the large-scale collocational patterns revealed by the corpus 

44 Hoey, Lexical Priming, 4-7. 
45 See Hoey, Lexical Priming, 8; Hoey, "Literary Creativity," 7-8. 
46 As Hoey has shown in Hoey, "Literary Creativity," 7-30, this even seems to be true in creative and 

novel language. 
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that are ultimately of interest to the interpreter. 47 Thus, the social element of 

lexicogrammatical patterning like collocation has implicit control over the individual's 

paroie.48 Hoey has also revealed that "priming" accounts for a broad series of 

phenomenal patterns. Whether or not Hoey's explanation for these patterns is to be 

accepted, there is no denying that these are identifiable kinds of corpus patterns with 

important descriptive power. As result, Hoey's "priming" classes are worthwhile to 

incorporate into the systemic functional monosemic rubric as phenomenal patterns that 

can constrain lexical function. These patterns are described in the table below.49 

Colligation 
The grammatical patterns a word appears in and the grammatical function it serves, 
including the grammatical categories it realizes50 

Semantic 
The meanings with which it is associated 

Associations51 

47 Hoey, Lexical Priming, 47--48. See also Hoey, "Grammatical Creativity," 31. Here he suggests that 
language users essentially have their own grammars based on their individual primings. In that respect, 
the grammar (including lexical patterning) of a language community is an abstraction or generalization 
from the individual primings, perhaps related to de Saussure's distinction between langue and parole (cf. 
Saussure, Course, 9-10). 

48 See Hoey, Lexical Priming, 9-12. Teubert echoes a similar sentiment to Hoey's priming theory, 
suggesting that "everything said about a discourse object becomes part of its meaning once it has been 
taken into account." In this way, meaning is always compounded and developed, with provision for 
repetition of old meaning and making of new meaning (see Teubert, "Parole-Linguistics," 71). Seen 
through the lens of priming theory, primings are confirmed or subverted in this way. Teubert's article 
causes some problems, however, in his conception of meaning. His article in some ways posits a 
philosophy of meaning suggesting that lexical meaning has no relation to the outside world but is entirely 
discourse centered or self referential (see also Teubert and Cermakova, "Directions," 132). From this 
position Teubert wishes to draw no distinction between lexical meaning and encyclopedic meaning 
(Teubert, "Parole-Linguistics," 69). This position, however, fails to acknowledge that the robust meaning 
that Teubert wishes to attribute to a single lexical item is still a property ofthe lexeme's interaction with 
other discourse features. I am inclined to push back against this notion in favour of a more minimalistic 
bent, as per my previous chapter. 

49 This table has been adapted from Hoey, "Literary Creativity," 8; and Hoey, Lexical Priming, 13. Note 
that as one moves down the line from collocation onwards, it is a move of abstraction (see Stubbs, 
"Quantitative Data," 178) and therefore requires increasing amounts of intuition in its recognition. 

50 See also Sinclair, Trust the Text, 142. Hoey has done further work on the grammatical end of priming 
in Hoey, "Grammatical Creativity," 31-56. One of the major propositions of his work therein is that 
primings have a large part to play in one's grammar (see above). It is not the purpose of this thesis to 
accept or reject his analysis. At the very least, however, this additional work shows the importance of (a) 
understanding lexis in terms of a lexicogrammatical (or lexical grammatical) continuum, and (b) the 
necessity of identifying grammatical patterns associated with particular lexemes in order to interpret 
lexical function in discourse. 

51 Sinclair describes the identical phenomenon, though with the title semantic preference (Sinclair, Trust 
the Text, 142). Hoey identifies the terminological difference but maintains semantic association to 
highlight the psychological element in his theory (Hoey, Lexical Priming, 24). 
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Pragmatic 
The pragmatics it is associated with 52 

Associations 
Register 
Associations53 The genres, styles, domains, and social situations it occurs in, and/or is restricted to 

Textual 
The patterns of cohesion it forms in a text (or their absence) 

Collocations 

Textual 
The textual positioning of the word, e.g. whether it typically begins or ends the 

Colligations 
sentence it appears in or whether it has a tendency to appear at the beginning of 
paragraphs or speaking turns 

Textual Semantic Its place in the larger semantics of the text, e.g. its associations with contrast 
Associations relations, problem-solution patterns, narrative climax, etc . 

. . 
Fig. 2 Pnmmg Classes and their DefinitIOns 

Hoey engages in detailed description and argumentation of these principles in his 

monograph Lexical Priming as well as in other smaller essays and articles; however, his 

work tends to be restricted to English. An important question to ask then is how this 

might transfer from English to Hellenistic Greek. A primary consideration relates to the 

position of a collocate to a keyword in order to truly be considered related through 

primed association. English is a relatively uninflected language and, as such, word order 

is very important to the grammar. As a result, collocation (especially at the ±l location) 

is quite predominant and observed without much difficulty. 54 Hellenistic Greek, on the 

other hand, is a highly inflected language to the extent that word order, though not 

irrelevant, nevertheless is not as important to "proper" syntax as in English. Hoey has 

indicated that the appropriate collocational range should be constrained to ±4 words. 55 It 

52 [ would suggest this is closely related to what is often called connotations. Stubbs seems to call the 
same phenomenon "discourse prosody," a major feature of which being the motivation-which reflects 
the communicative purpose-ofthe lexical choice (see Stubbs, "Quantitative Data," 179). It seems, 
therefore, that pragmatic associations may be very important in evaluation (especially attitude). Pragmatic 
associations may therefore be an important window into the role oflexis in the interpersonal metafunction 
(see Hunston's recent monograph treatment of evaluation and corpus linguistics, especially Hunston, 
Corpus Approaches to Evaluation, 20). 

53 This title does not originate with Hoey. 
54 See the numerous tables provided in works pertaining to collocation. An good example can be seen in 

Sinclair, Trust the Text, 176. 
55 Hoey, Lexical Priming, 4-5. Hoey does seem to be open to a range of±5 words, demonstrable in 

some of his examples (Hoey, Lexical Priming, 5, 34).O'DonneII suggests that ±4 words seems to be a 
reasonable range in Greek. However, this is only based on the single study of the words tydpco and 
avicHlll.ll (O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 332; O'Donnell, "Some New Testament Words," 148). The 
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is reasonable, then, to use the ±4 rule as a general rule though not to be overly dogmatic 

about it. With this established, I will provide some brief examples of Hoey's priming 

classes in Hellenistic Greek.56 

E.g. 1: Matthew Brook O'Donne\l's work which focuses on common words used for 
resurrection (£y£ipw and uvicrnUH) in the New Testament demonstrates the presence of 
collocation in Hellenistic Greek. 57 From a corpus comprised of simply New Testament 
documents, collocates range in frequency from l32 (6 with £ycipw) to 3 (ou with uvicrnllll).58 
While some of these collocates (such as 6) may not do much in terms oflexical disambiguation, 
they do much to recommend priming as an explanation. Still, other collocates such as v£Kp6s (SO 
times with £y£ipw and 14 times with uvicrnuu) or £K (32 times with £ycipw and 16 times with 
uvicrnuu)'do much to imply the lexical function of the two lexemes in the New Testament. 

E.g. 2: Paul employs the noun inruKOll (obedience) in Rom I:S and 16:26 in the phrase £is 
unuKOllV nicrT£ws (into the obedience offaith). It appears as though Paul uses the lexeme 
according to its typical primed patterns. According to a search done in the TLG, inruKOll 
frequently collocates with the preposition £is. There are some colligations associated with the 
lexeme as well, as unuKoll tends to be followed by a genitive modifier. 

E.g. 3: Semantic associations are easily measured, especially thanks to the semantic domains 
provided by the Louw-Nida lexicon. The verb punTii;w (and its cognates), frequently found in 
conversion stories in Acts, tends to co-occur with lexemes involving water such as nOTU!lOs 
(river), KAUOWV (rough water), and uowp (water). Similarly, the verb pli;ow (and its cognates), 
found in Eph 3:17, Col 2:7, and the Parable of the Sower, tends to co-occur with lexemes 
denoting some sort of organic growth such as yfj (earth), otvopov (tree, plant), or even specific 
species oftrees. 

E.g. 4: This final example may go without saying; however it appears that within the specific 
genre of "letter/epistle" the lexeme (and not lemma), XUip£lV (greetings!) has a strongly primed 
textual colligation to appear at the beginning of a text. 59 No doubt, the opening formula of an 
epistle was a well established practice as evidenced in letter writing manuals. 60 Even so, from a 
psycholinguistic/priming perspective, the consistent positioning of xuiP£lv in the opening of 

question remains whether this specific study is representative of the language as a whole or not. As a 
result my limitation to ±4 words is tenuous. 

56 Some of these examples have not been taken from a well-established corpus, such as the one that will 
be used in the analysis of KTimS' My own brief studies (e.g. 2-4) have been selected by a fairly large 
sample taken from within TLG loosely according the constraints provided above. 

57 See Appendix in O'Donnell, "Some New Testament Words," 162-63, for a list of common collocates 
ordered according to frequency. 

58 There could be collocates with less frequency but O'Donnell only provided the top 40 collocates 
(O'Donnell, "Some New Testament Words," 149, 162-63). Even collocates occurring 3 times could be 
considered statistically irrelevant, especially if collocation is deemed to be a non-random phenomenon (cf. 
Hoey, Lexical Priming, 3; Hoey, Patterns, 6-8). 

59 A brief search in the TLG database and the documentary papyri attests to this as the majority of 
occurrences of XUiP£lV in epistolary literature in the Hellenistic period appear at in the first few lines of 
their respective texts. This includes letters from important figures such as Philip of Macedon (even though 
they appear slightly prior to the Hellenistic period) and private letters from unknown figures. 
Interestingly, Porter and O'Donnell hypothesize a corpus-based analysis of the documentary papyri can 
enable the quantification ofletter parts, thus leading to a robust profile of the various features ofthe 
ancient letter (Porter and O'Donnell, "Representative Papyri," 309-310). Noting this function of xuiP£lv is 
a step in this direction. 

60 See Adams, "Letter Openings," 3S, 39-40, 4S-48; Tite, '"How to Begin," 60-6S. 
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letters would have had an effect upon the individuals operating within that register to duplicate 
the practice even without the prompting ofmanuals.61 Interestingly, it is only the letter of James 
that conforms to this pattern out of the New Testament epistles (cf. also Acts 15; the letter 
addressed to Gentile believers reflects this pattern). Among the church Fathers, however, Ignatius 
seems to follow this pattern quite consistently. 

These examples are not comprehensive in terms of the numerous potential 

classes of lexicogrammatical patterning available to language users, yet they adequately 

demonstrate the presence of the phenomenon in the New Testament. 62 A corpus analyst 

of Hellenistic Greek should not necessarily expect to find each class of priming 

associated with the particular lexeme under investigation, though awareness of them is 

nevertheless a recommended practice. 

A brief additional note should be made with respect to measuring such 

lexicogrammatical patterning. As Hoey points out, collocational analysis has 

traditionally been done with both lemmas and words.63 Despite doing previous work 

using lemmas, Hoey is adamant that lemmatized collocational analysis can obscure 

important primings related to a specific form. 64 Other corpus linguists have made similar 

assertions.65 The corpus analyst therefore must make decision as to whether slhe will 

perform lemmatized searches or whether it will be limited to a specific form. In the case 

of this thesis, it will mean the difference between searching for the two forms found in 

Romans 8 (KLicrt~ and KLicr£O)~) or a broader lemmatized search (perhaps even extending 

61 Interestingly, Adams's example (Adams, "Letter Openings," 35) divulges that the XaipclV formula 
seems to be an imitation of more ancient practices which mayor may not have accorded with a formalized 
structure. Textual colligations along these lines may be a good explanation for the establishment of such 
conventions. 

62 Hunston and Francis would generalize the various classes, calling them patterns. They define a lexical 
pattern as "all the words and structures which are regularly associated with the word and which contribute 
to its meaning" (Hunston and Francis, Pattern Grammar, 37). Their terminology may be more helpful, as 
it does not possess such cognitive overtones. 

63 Hoey, Lexical Priming, 5. Utka provides a traditional definition ofa lemma as "a group of words that 
share the same stem and belong to the same part of speech, however their endings or spelling differ," 
(Utka, "Lemmatization and Collocation," 107). 

64 Hoey, Lexical Priming, 5; cf. Hoey, Patterns, where he works with lemmas. 
65 See Utka, "Lemmatization and Collocation," 107; Sinclair, Corpus, Concordance, Collocation, 8; cf. 

Porter and O'Donnell, "Theoretical Issues," 131. 
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to include the verb forms of KTit;co or the adjective forms of KTicr~a). It would be a 

mistake to perform a lemmatized search and conflate potentially significant priming 

relationships, as Hoey has pointed out. On the other hand, the close occurrence of 

multiple inflected forms of the noun in Romans 8 may rationalize a more general 

search.66 Consequently, the wisest course of action may be to execute a lemmatized 

search with sensitivity to the primings that may be form specific. 

3.3 Conclusion 

Lexical priming provides necessary theory and focus in a corpus investigation. 

Collocation has been a useful observable pattern in general linguistics and increasingly 

so in New Testament studies as it provides analytical focus in the corpus analysis and 

aids in lexical sense disambiguation.67 Hoey's (and others') developments of collocation 

through lexical priming theory appears to be reasonably extended to Hellenistic Greek 

and continues to add methodological sophistication and investigative focus in corpus 

research. These classes of lexicogrammatical patterning will prove to be important 

features when analyzing the corpus and applied to the determination of the function of 

KTimt; in Romans 8. 

66 Cf. Sinclair, Corpus. Concordance. Collocation, 8. While acknowledging Sinclair's comments 
regarding lemmatized searches, Porter and O'Donnell note that given the highly inflected nature of 
Hellenistic Greek inflected concordance listings are not nearly as revealing as they may be in a language 
like English (Porter and O'Donnell, "Theoretical Issues," 131). In fact, my corpus analysis, described in 
full in ch. 5 will reveal similar conclusion to Porter and O'Donnell. In addition, Utka's work with 
Lithuanian nouns, another heavily inflected language, has justified the use oflemmas in collocational 
analysis. (see Utka, "Lemmatization and Collocation," 113). 

67 See O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 33 I n.3 I, where he notes several early lexical studies that make 
use ofthe TLG. An important critique of these earlier works is a lack oflexicographic methodology (or at 
least discussion of it). O'Donnell's work with Ey£ipw and avicrnUlt (see O'Donnell, Corpus Linguistics, 
340-69; related to the earlier work in O'Donnell, "Some New Testament Words," 147-63) seems to 
initiate increased methodological sophistication. Interestingly Cynthia Long Westfall's paper presented at 
the 2010 Annual Meeting ofthe Evangelical Theological Society responds to the earlier work by H. Scott 
Baldwin (see Baldwin, "A Difficult Word," 65-80, 209-305) and Leland Wilshire (see Wilshire, "TLG 
Computer Database," 120-34) using a corpus analysis from Baldwin's corpus but using more 
sophisticated lexicographical methodology drawn from SFL and the notion of collocation (see Westfall, 
"The Meaning ofau8£vtEw in I Timothy 2: 12," 1-33). 
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It is important to note here that these classes of lexicogrammatical patterning 

engender a fundamentally quantitative analysis-a focus on statistics and magnitude of 

data.68 This technique can have its shortcomings as Porter and O'Donnell point out, such 

as an emphasis on sentence level (and below) phenomena.69 However, notwithstanding 

some of Hoey's priming classes extend above the sentence-ceiling, the quantitative 

approach does continue to have descriptive power and is the most readily available form 

of analysis. 

4. Corpus Linguistics and Systemic Functional Monosemy 

It should be increasingly apparent that the contents of the present and previous chapters 

are intimately related and complementary. The preceding treatment of systemic 

functional monosemy is essentially a theory oflexical meaning (or better yet, function) 

which forms the foundation for application to New Testament hermeneutics. Corpus 

linguistics builds upon this theoretical foundation by providing the means of empirically 

accessing generalized/systemic lexical function to be applied to the analysis of a 

particular text. The corpus, including the relevant patterns associated with a particular 

lexeme, reveals the lexicogrammatical system for a particular lexeme. Typical patterns, 

here described in terms of collocation, colligation, etc., reveal particular choices 

available to the language user. This system can be compared to the instance (i.e., the use 

of a particular lexeme in a particular biblical text). The system is not exhaustive, 

however, inasmuch as particular linguistic arrangements create dynamic instances. Reed 

differentiates between the "general" and "instantial" so that certain specificity that is 

68 This can also be called a referential approach (see Porter and O'Donnell, "Theoretical Issues," 131). 
69 See Porter and O'Donnell, "Theoretical Issues," 131-32. Further work in this area could potentially 

benefit from the inclusion of narrative/qualitative modes of analysis. Ideally, a meshing of both elements 
would result in a robust and descriptively powerful method of analysis. 
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available to the reader may not be apparent vis-it-vis the system. 70 The analysis of 

lexical function must therefore be sensitive to the insights of the general system and the 

demands of the specific instance. With this word of caution in mind, 1 may suggest how 

corpus theory aids in a robust theory of systemic functional monosemy. 

4.1 Lexicogrammatical Patterning and Polysemy 

One of the major objections that could be raised to this entire endeavour is that priming 

theory appears to embrace lexical semantic polysemy. As with many lexicographers, 

Hoey is apt to allow for multiple generalized senses for a single lexeme, thus endorsing 

polysemy. Hoey has theorized, and ably demonstrated, that distinct polysemous senses 

of a word tend to hold distinct primings. This notion has been further defended and 

demonstrated by a student of Hoey in a corpus analysis ofthe word "drive.',71 They have 

described three general principles: 

I. Where it can be shown that a common sense of a polysemous word is primed to favour certain 
collocations, semantic associations and/or colligations, the rarer sense of that word will be 
primed to avoid those collocations, semantic associations and colligations. The more common 
use of the word will make use ofthe collocations, semantic associations and colligations of the 
rarer word but, proportionally, less frequently. 

2. Where two senses of a word are approximately as common as each other, they will both avoid 
each other's collocations, semantic associations and/or colligations. 

3. Where either (1) or (2) do not apply, the effect will be humour, ambiguity (momentary or 
permanent), or a new meaning combining the two senses.n 

Whether or not polysemy can be assumed here, these principles illustrate that lexical 

function is dependent upon co-text and that these co-textual constraints can, to some 

degree or another, be classified with some regularity and systematicity. Rather than 

70 See Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 98. In his example, it is the specific co-text or context of 
situation that alerts the reader to the fact that the phrase w iiv8pmm: 8£0i) (Oh man of God, 1 Tim 6: 11) is 
a reference to Timothy. It is not the general system that reveals this as a typical function of that phrase. 

71 Tsiamita, "Polysemy and Lexical Priming," 247-64. 
72 Hoey, Lexical Priming, 82; Tsiamita, "Polysemy and Lexical Priming," 248. This third option is well 

illustrated in Hoey's "drinking problem" hypothesis. Typical primings would indicate that the idiom 
"drinking problem" refers to alcoholism. The same idiom is used humourously to refer to a man who has 
difficulty drinking. 
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arguing for polysemy, I suggest that these principles succinctly demonstrate that 

semantic diversity is primarily (if not exclusively) an attribute of co-textual and 

contextual interaction with an abstract semantic value, just as a monosemic bias would 

imply. This certainly argues against semantic maximalism. Even so, these principles are 

important in order to aid the interpreter in assessing potentially variant lexical functions. 

4.2 Lexicogrammatical Patterning and Monosemy 

Mahlberg (following Sinclair) provides some welcome descriptive simplicity in regards 

to lexical function in context according to two levels of description. The first level is 

"residual meaning," which describes the retained, abstracted lexical meaning without 

co-textual support.73 The second level contrasts with residual meaning and is termed 

"text meaning," which is meaning that is dependent upon the interaction of discourse 

features. 74 Mahlberg presents this two-leveled perspective in terms of a continuum (see 

the diagram below). 

lexica/Item' collocation 
colhgalion 
semantic preference 
semanllc prosody 

local textual functions 

Fig. 3 Levels of Description for the Meaning of a Lexical Item75 

This diagram depicts a movement from abstracted semantic content to broader 

interactional discourse meaning, both of which are very important to the hermeneutical 

73 Mahlberg, "Lexical Items in Discourse," 194. Ishani Maitra seems to refer to a similar phenomenon as 
conventional meaning/standard meaning which is a word's meaning which is "invariant across contexts" 
(see Maitra, "Moderate Contextualist," 113). 

74 Mahlberg, "Lexical Items in Discourse," 194. 
75 Diagram borrowed from Mahlberg. "Lexical Items in Discourse," 194. 
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aims of this model. By observing and categorizing lexicogrammatical patterns 

associated with a lexical item, the corpus analyst is able to make a stark distinction 

between abstract residual meaning of the lexeme and co-textually dependent functions 

to which it contributes.76 Within this scheme, Mahlberg wishes to highlight her notion of 

"local textual functions" which are defined as "functions that account for the integration 

of lexical items in patterns of text.,,77 By following the typical corpus assumption that 

form and function are closely related, Mahlberg is therefore able to suggest a connection 

between the collocational patterning surrounding a specific word and the function to 

which that structure performs.78 

4.3 Conclusion 

Textual meaning-with an emphasis on the contribution of lexis--can, therefore, be 

framed in the following terms. Lexemes themselves possess residual meaning or 

abstracted semantic vallie. Through observed lexicogrammatical patterns of collocation, 

colligation, semantic association, etc. meaning is seen to be made at the larger co-textual 

and contextual level.79 These lexical interactions thus participate in the function of the 

broader discourse which can be described through ideational, interpersonal, and textual 

means. For the purpose of this thesis, my focus is on how a particular lexeme functions 

76 Mahlberg emphasizes that this is actually a complex process (Mahlberg, "Lexical Items in Discourse," 
194). I don't want to oversimplify the process but neither do I want to make the task seem daunting. It 
may be sufficient to note, then, that separating textual function and semantic residue requires a measure of 
intuition possessed by the analyst. 

77 Mahlberg, English General Nouns, 3. While Mahlberg's local textual functions tend be ad hoc 
designations (see Mahlberg, "Lexical Items in Discourse," 195), I prefer (for the sake of continuity with 
my previous description of systemic functional monosemy) to use the broader functional categories of 
ideational, interpersonal, and textual meanings. 

78 See Mahlberg, "Lexical Items in Discourse," 193. 
79 Context here is not meant to be extra-textual but is meant to represent meaning that exceeds the 

immediate linguistic co-text. This is especially relevant when textual collocations etc. are present. 
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in light of such meaningful discourse interactions and ultimately how the classification 

of the stereotyped patterns inform the reading of a particular text. 



- -- ----------- --

75 

Chapter Four 

MODELING LEXICOGRAMMATICAL METAPHOR 

With the essentials of a linguistic method set in place, the requirements of the present 

specialized study call for further refinement and specificity. As noted in the initial 

chapter. Romans 8 is widely regarded as a passage full of metaphorical language-the 

word Kri<H~ playing a major part in the metaphorical expressions. 1 Consequently. this 

chapter will explore the theoretical and analytical implica1 ions of lexicogrammatical 

metaphor as it relates to a corpus-driven systemic functional monosemy. The goals of 

this chapter are to provide an introduction to Conceptual Metaphor Theory as one of the 

major contemporary strategies of analyzing lexical metaphor, to articulate SFL's 

grammatical metaphor theory in contrast to traditional lexical perspectives, to elucidate 

a taxonomy of lexicogrammatical metaphor with an emphasi s on how lexis contributes 

to ideational, interpersonal, and textual meaning in metaphorical expression, and to 

provide a model and criteria for the identification and anallysis of lexicogrammatical 

metaphor. This chapter marks the final theory section of the thesis and thus is meant to 

provide a sense of culmination. It is my aim to conclude this chapter with a robust 

procedure that incorporates a theory of systemic functional monosemy that is 

fundamentally corpus-driven and particularly applicable to the analysis of metaphorical 

1 See Rimbach, "All Creation Groans," 386; Gaventa, Our Mother, 51-62; Keck, Romans, 211-12; 
Michaels, "Redemption of Our Body," 108, among others. See also Bullmore, "Important Passages for 
Christian Environmentaism," 161; Bolt, "'Relation Between Creation and Redemption," 39; Dunn, 
Romans /--8,472; Cranfield, Romans, 412; Morris, Romans, 320; Mounce, Romans, 184, for specific 
references to personification. 
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expressions in biblical texts. While this thesis will employ this procedure towards the 

analysis of Kricrt~'s function in Romans 8, it is meant to be equally applicable (perhaps 

with minor augmentation) to other lexical inquiries in New Testament discourse. 

1. Traditional Approaches to Metaphor 

Metaphor is primarily a lexically-focused phenomenon about which analysts identify 

word senses that deviate from what may be termed expected or literal meanings? So, for 

example, Lyons can describe metaphor and metonymy as elements in language that 

involve the "application of derivational principles which do not so much violate the 

syntactic rules of the language-system as creatively extend or transcend them.,,3 As a 

linguistic phenomenon, it is the metaphoricity of lexemes that forms the center of 

investigation to the extent that in Lyons' Semantics, metaphor receives its most rigorous 

treatment amid a chapter on the lexicon.4 Cruse suggests that metaphor "induces the 

hearer (or reader) to view a thing, state of affairs, or whatever, as being like something 

else, by applying to the former linguistic expressions which are more normally 

employed in references to the latter."s Included in this definition are two very important 

concepts: that of some sort of semantic overlap or collision, and that of normalcy or 

typicality.6 

Metaphor analysis was revolutionized by George Lakoff and Mark Johnson's 

Metaphors We Live By, which spawned Conceptual Metaphor Theory (CMT). CMT 

moves beyond metaphor as a linguistic phenomenon but emphasizes instead its 

2 See Cruse, Meaning in Language, 198-207, for a brief discussion of the recent history of metaphor 
analysis including key players and concepts. 

3 Lyons, Semantics. II: 548. 
4 See Lyons, Semantics. II: 548-50. 
5 Cruse. Lexical Semantics, 41. 
6 Aaron might describe the latter concern in terms of 'typicality conditions" (Aaron, Biblical 

Ambiguities, 41). 
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cognitive element. The authors' perception was that metaphor has been viewed as 

anomalous or deviant from linguistic norms.7 Instead, CMT argues for the ubiquity of 

metaphor and its influence into the cognitive structures of the human mind and 

language. Metaphor is thus presented as fundamental to human experience and 

communication to the effect that it maintains and alters perceptions of reality. This has 

been repeatedly illustrated through the famous "argument is war" metaphor, which 

suggests that the semantic domain ARGUMENT is consistently communicated by means 

of the domain WAR.
8 Thus, not only are arguments referred to in terms of war, this 

pattern of language engenders warlike arguments in human behaviour. Two important 

implications of this theory may be noted. First, metaphor has ceased to be talked about 

in terms of atomistic expressions and single lexemes with variant extensions. Instead 

metaphor is conceived of as a clash between semantic/conceptual domains. These 

systematic metaphors are then realized in discourse through actual lexical and 

grammatical structures.9 Even so, lexis remains central to the discussion. Second, the 

importance of metaphor in discourse is manifest through its ability to alter human 

experience and conceptual mappings. 

Lexical metaphor and CMT is foundational to a discussion of metaphor 

inasmuch as it remains as the foremost perspective in metaphor research. Even if CMT 

conclusions are questioned or rejected outright, lexical and domain-centered inquiries 

form the mainline focus. In the present articulation of a linguistically modeled New 

7 Lakoff and Johnson open their work asserting that "metaphor is for most people a device ofthe poetic 
imagination and the rhetorical flourish-a matter of extraordinary rather than ordinary language" (Lakoff 
and Johnson, Metaphors, 1). 

8 Lakoffand Johnson, Metaphors, 4-9. 
9 The influence of this view is well illustrated in Richard Trim's recent monograph in which he draws a 

distinction between "underlying processes which contribute towards the cr,eation of a metaphor" and the 
"actual word produced in the language" (see Trim, Afetaphor Networks, 28). 
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Testament henneneutic. CMT has significant interpretive and theological implications. 1o 

While CMT certainly has value in the discussion of metaphor theory and biblical 

interpretation, its cognitive framework is unsuitable with respect to the systemic 

functional theoretical framework of this thesis. What is needed IS a theory of 

metaphorical extension that fits into such a construct. For this I tum to SFL's 

grammatical metaphor theory. 

2. Systemic Functional Approaches to Metaphor 

Systemic Functional theorists modify metaphorical inquiry in two fundamental ways. 

First (and probably fairly obvious at this point) is a move from a cognitive to a socio-

functional framework. Metaphor is no longer viewed in terms of conceptual categories 

of understanding but in terms of social meaning. Second. SFL expands the analysis of 

metaphor beyond lexis and prefers to view metaphor as a grammatical phenomenon. 

The result. initiated by Halliday, is grammatical metaphor (GM) theory. This section 

will provide a robust introduction to theory, highlighting where it diverges from CMT, 

and a well-articulated understanding of the motivations behind grammatical 

metaphorical choices in discourse. 

2.1 Essential Principles of Grammatical Metaphor 

Metaphor, from a systemic functional perspective, is the ability to expand the meaning 

potential of language; the goal of GM is therefore to appn:ciate and account for the 

variability with which meanings can be made in discourse. liAs I have elucidated in 

chapter 2, SFL is acutely focused on the ability of language to make meaning-the 

mapping of meaning is then accomplished through semantic networks. Therefore, 

10 One of the most notable being that metaphor makes truth-claims. 
11 See Thompson, Functional Grammar, 219-20. 
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attention is given to the semantic stratum as it realizes the context of situation and how 

the language's lexicogrammar realizes semantic choice. Grammatical metaphor theory 

appreciates lexicogrammatical variability in its semantic realization, in other words GM 

is concerned with variability in wording. 12 Metaphor-from an SFL perspective-is a 

"realignment in the realizational relationship between semantics and grammar.',13 In 

this theory, as with all aspects of SFL. the concern is with natural language in use. In 

contrast to CMT (which focuses on broad conceptual domains), GM analyses and 

compares actual lexicogrammatical patterns in text, thus providing a firmer way forward 

in a corpus-driven analysis-a concern that is central to this thesis. 

It is customary among GM theorists to differentiate between a "view from 

above" and a "view from below" or an "onomasiological perspective" and a 

"semasiological perspective," each of which highlights the presence of grammatical or 

lexical metaphor in discourse. 14 The view from below/semasiological perspective 

represents a typical approach which begins with lexical semantic variation. Halliday and 

Matthiessen compare the phrases '"applauded loudly" vs. "applauded thunderously" as 

an example of lexical metaphor, where the latter phrase is the metaphorical realization 

of the former. 15 Analysis would thus involve the variety of ways in which the lexeme 

"thunder" can function. 16 As an example of grammatical metaphor, Halliday and 

Matthiessen compare the phrases "applauded loudly" and "loud applause.',17 Notice that 

12 See Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 586-87. 
13 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 614. 
14 See for example Halliday and Matthiessen, Construing Experience, 232; Taverniers, "Grammatical 

Metaphor in SFL," 6-7; Taverniers, "Grammatical and Lexical Metaphor," 327-30. 
15 Halliday and Matthiessen, Construing Experience, 232. 
16 In this case, reference could be made to the "literal" notion ofthunder as a sound given off in a storm 

as a result of lightning. It is then functioning metaphorically in the present phrase which attributes the 
loudness of thunder to the applause. 

17 Halliday and Matthiessen, Construing Experience, 232. 
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in this case the disparity between the two phrases is grammatical rather than lexical. 

Even so, these different lexicogrammatical construals realize essentially identical 

semantics. 18 This view from above/onomasiological perspective (which is championed 

by SFL theorists) revisions metaphor as a phenomenon that extends beyond conceptual 

and even lexical patterns but has a bearing on grammar as well. 19 

Distinguishing between variant lexicogrammatical realizations is an important 

feature of the onomasiological perspective.2o Taverniers classifies metaphor as a 

'''second-order' phenomenon" as it relies on an alternative mode of expression for it to 

be classified as metaphor.21 Thus, a fundamental notion in grammatical metaphor theory 

is that of congruence. Halliday defines congruent relations as "those that are 

evolutionary and developmentally prior.',22 Part and parcel with the feature of priority 

are the notions of typicality and markedness. A congruent expression is the typical and 

most basic realized structure, and is deemed to be unmarked.23 Taverniers characterizes 

this "as the form of coding 'arrived at by the shortest route,.,,24 The onomasiological 

perspective thrives on the comparison of agnates, that is, congruent and metaphorical 

18 I say essentially because the semantics has been changed slightly. The semantics of grammatical 
metaphor will be treated shortly. 

19 Taverniers recognizes that grammatical metaphor is a direct result of a shift in perspective from below 
to above (see Taverniers, "Grammatical Metaphor in SFL," 7). 

:0 A notable failing of this perspective is the assumption oflexical meaning in the metaphorical 
expression. This shortcoming will be dealt with shortly. 

:1 Taverniers, "Grammatical and Lexical Metaphor," 326. 
:: Halliday, "On the' Architecture' ," 21. Important to this theory is the notion that in language 

development, children begin to use language in its most simple structures, i.e., congruent structures. As 
children's language ability develops they begin to increase in their ability to employ metaphorical 
realizations. Congruence is thus the "primary pattern of realization." Metaphor and childhood language 
development have been investigated and described at length in Painter, "Early Language Development," 
151-68; Torr and Simpson, "Emergence of Grammatical Metaphor," 169-84; Derewianka, "Transition to 
Adolescence;' 185-220. 

:3 See Taverniers, "Grammatical Metaphor in SFL," 13-16. Markedness is thus important from a 
discourse analytical perspective as it gives texture to the discourse. 

:4 Taverniers, "Grammatical Metaphor in SFL," 13. 
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expressions.25 A metaphorical expression is, therefore, a re-construal of an agnate 

form-a typical lexicogrammatical mode of expression. This re-construal maintains the 

essential meaning of the agnate expression but is able to perform alternate functions in 

accordance with the goals of the language user. 

In sum, three important consequences of grammatical metaphor should be noted 

(borrowed from Taverniers):26 

1. What comes to be compared are grammatical configurations, whereas in the traditional 
perspective, the focus is on meanings of a single lexeme. It is exactly this feature which brings in 
grammatical variation, which can then be interpreted in terms of metaphor. 

2. Various different types of configurations can be compared as expressions of the same 
meaning, This means that, whereas, in the traditional perspective, there is a simple opposition 
between literal and metaphorical, there is now a scale of congl'l/enc.-v: some expressions are 
typical realizations of the given meaning, and are defined as congruent; others are more or less 
incongruent, as compared to the congruent realization(s). This feature will be important in the 
description of various types of metaphors. 

3. The concept of reali=ation comes to play an important role: what is compared, in this view, is 
different realizations of the same meaning. This aspect will be important in the theoretical 
characterization of grammatical metaphor. 

2.2 Metaphorical Construals and Motivational Factors 

Grammatical metaphor theory is able to pinpoint metaphorical features that contribute to 

ideational and interpersonal meaning. A metafunctional approach to metaphor is 

significant in two ways: (1) it articulates specific facets of meaning in the discourse, and 

(2) it suggests the motivation behind agnate construals. 

Ideational metaphors are those that alter one's experience of an expression, often 

in terms of downgrading27 and transitive recontruals.28 Transitivity is often viewed in 

25 See Ravelli, "Grammatical Metaphor," 141. 
26 These three points taken from Taverniers, "Grammatical Metaphor in SFL," 7-8. 
27 See Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 646. Halliday notes that rank-shifts tend to occur 

in ideational metaphor in a downward direction: from clause-nexus to clause, clause to phrase/group, or 
phrase to word. Thompson provides a good example of downgrading (see Thompson, Functional 
Grammar, 221), where the expression "in a difficult situation because ofthe effects of the industrial 
revolution" is reconstrued by the expression "crippled with the burden ofthe industrial revolution." Here, 
the entire phrase "in a difficult situation because ofthe effects of' has been down-ranked to the word 
"crippled. " 
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terms of the functional categories of Actor, Process, and Goal ("who did what to 

whom,,).29 So when this standard transitivity pattern does not reflect what is going on in 

a given expression, ideational metaphor is often the answer.30 Ideational metaphor thus 

alters the ways in which the recipient experiences the field of discourse (that is, 

discourse content).31 Probably the most common form of ideational metaphor 

investigated in SFL is known as nominalization. Nominalization occurs when the 

semantic category of [PROCESS], congruently realized by a verb, is reconstrued as a 

noun.32 For example, as Cirafesi has argued, the verb mcrTsuslV (to believe) might be 

reconstrued by the phrase "£XSlV nicrnv (to have faith). In the former expression, the 

process of "believing" is congruently realized through the verb "believe.',33 In the latter 

expression, the process of "believing" is metaphorically realized through the noun 

·'faith.,,3~ Note how the recipient's experience of the expression has changed. First, what 

is known as a "semantic junction" occurs, in which the [+PROCESS] meaning of the 

expression now includes the semantic category [+THING]. Second, through this semantic 

junction there has been a move from an abstract semantic category of [PROCESS] to the 

~8 See Taverniers, "Grammatical Metaphor in SFL," 8; Thompson, Functional Grammar, 224. 
~9 See Thompson, Functional Grammar, 86; Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 282-84. 

Transitivity models can get more complex, yet these three categories form the basic functional structure. 
30 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 224. 
31 Halliday and Matthiessen suggest that ideational metaphor is "a resource for reconstruing 

experience" (Halliday and Matthiessen, Construing Experience, 241). 
32 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 656-57; Thompson. Functional Grammar, 231-5; 

Ravelli, "Grammatical Metaphor," 134-47; Heyvaert. "Nominalization as Grammatical Metaphor," 65-
100. Interestingly, Halliday and Mattheissen point to four types of nomina liz at ion that occurs in ancient 
Greek including the endings -TT]<; (which experienced a shift from [process] to [+quality]), -ta (which was 
nominalized from [+quality n, -Ila (which, as the goal of a process, shifted from an abstract to a concrete 
goal), and -crt<; (which originally indicated the act of performing an abstract process to a more concrete 
one). See Halliday and Matthiessen, Construing Experience, 243. 

33 Cirafesi, "ex£lV lticrnv in Hellenistic Greek," 6-7, 12-15. 
34 The example I used here employs the combination of noun with the semantically empty "helping" 

verb exw. 
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addition of a concrete semantic category [PROCESS+THING], which overall constitutes a 

more concrete experience for the recipient. 35 

Nominalization is not the only form of ideational metaphor. In fact ideational 

metaphor may be present in any move from an abstract semantic category to a more 

concrete category, which can involve junction of [PROCESS+QUALITY], [QUALITY+ 

THING], among many others.36 Halliday therefore speaks of a "continuum of 

concretization," which describes the typical move from abstract to concrete categories in 

metaphorical construals.37 For example, the phrase "Jim is reliable" may be reconstrued 

as "Jim is a rock." In this case, the former expression which employs the semantic 

category [QUALITY] (which is realized in the lexicogrammar as the adjective "reliable") 

has been reconstrued as [QUALITY+THING] (realized in the lexicogrammar as "rock"). 

Fundamental to ideational metaphor, then, is the notion of trans categorization, where the 

reconstrual marks a shift in semantic category.38 

Interpersonal metaphors are primarily understood as metaphors of mood. 

Appraisal is a significant factor which motivates metaphorical choices in language; 

consequently, interpersonal metaphors often make appraisal more explicit. 39 Where 

ideational metaphor seems to primarily occur through downgrading, interpersonal 

35 Also called "semantic hybrid," which represents that the reconstrual is not an exact semantic replica. 
See Halliday, "On Language," 419; Halliday, "On the 'Architecture'," 22. 

36 The shift from abstract to concrete experience seems to be an important motivation for using 
metaphor (see Halliday and Matthiessen, Construing Experience, 233; cf. Punter, Afetaphor, 68, 73). 

37 See Halliday, "Things and Relations," 208-210; Halliday, "Language and Knowledge," 41-42. Note 
especially Halliday's typology of grammatical metaphors where he provides eight classes of grammatical 
metaphors. 

38 See Halliday and Matthiessen, Construing Experience, 242-44 for a discussion of trans categorization. 
Transcategorization is therefore intimately related to semantic junction; or better, semantic junction is the 
result transcategorization. Thompson suggests that when analyzing ideational metaphor a transitivity 
analysis of both metaphorical and congruent realizations is prudent. He suggests that language users 
actually understand both meanings simultaneously as they experience the metaphor (Thompson, 
Functional Grammar, 224). This seems to be what the notion of semantic junction implies. 

39 Simon-Vandenbergen, "Lexical Metaphor and Interpersonal Meaning," 237, 252. 
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metaphor is generally accomplished through upgrading or projection.40 For example, in 

English it is common to use the modal adverb "probably" to indicate chance, thus the 

clause "it will probably rain today." Interpersonal metaphor might reconstrue this clause 

using the first-person personal pronoun, thus "I think it will rain today." The language 

user's appraisal of the state of the weather is accordingly made more explicit with this 

metaphor while maintaining the modality of the phrase itself.4! Similarly, interpersonal 

metaphor can occur in a mood-shift from the imperative to the indicative in the 

realization of commands; this includes both declarative and interrogative statements. For 

example, the interrogative "Can you get some napkins?" reconstrues the imperative "Get 

some napkins!·,42 Thus. interpersonal metaphor softens imperative commands and 

recasts the interpersonal relationship between speaker and recipient. In Greek, the 3rd 

person indicative verb oct: (it is necessary) fulfills a similar role. So for example, in Heb 

2: 1. the author uses oct: to convey the importance of paying attention (1tEPlcrcrOTEPCO<; 

1tPOcrEXE1V 111.1.(1<; wt:<; uKoucr8dcrlV). This phrase reconstrues what could otherwise be 

communicated via an imperative or hortatory subjunctive.43 

The comparison between congruent and metaphorical realizations reveals that 

congruent expressions are often inelegant or unwieldy. Consider the transitivity analysis 

of a grammatical metaphor performed by Geoff Thompson that compares congruent and 

metaphorical expressions that involve "making proposals" and "adopting,,:44 

~o Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 626, 646; Taverniers, "Grammatical Metaphor in 
SFL," 1 0; cf. Thompson, Functional Grammar, 231. 

41 See Thompson. Functional Grammar, 233 for examples ofthe use of "probably" and "r". 
42 See Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 632; cf. Hasan, "Meaning of'Not'," 287 who 

may dispute this category. 
43 Cf. Westfall, Discourse Analysis of Hebrews, 136-37. 
44 Table adapted from Thompson, Functional Grammar, 225, Fig. 9.6. 
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Fig. 4 Transitivity Analysis of Congruent and Metaphorical Realizations 

For the sake of illustration this example may be slightly exaggerated; however, it reveals 

that grammatical metaphor can be a significant resource for streamlining discourse. The 

phrase "proposals have been made" is much more streamlined than the phrase "people 

have proposed," In that respect, interpersonal, and especially ideational, metaphors have 

important textual implications.45 Thompson warns that when attempting to compare 

metaphorical and congruent expressions there may not be a satisfactory congruent 

rendering-resulting in awkward expressions such as the one in Figure 4.46 Textual 

organization thus becomes a considerable motivating factor in the choice of a 

metaphorical realization. 

2.3 Conclusion 

Grammatical metaphor theory adds an important element to the description of linguistic 

metaphor by appreciating its grammatical component. Further, it draws metaphor 

analysis away from conceptual and cognitive categories, placing it firmly in the realm of 

functional linguistics. As a result, GM is an ideal tool to work with in order to explore 

metaphorical extension from a systemic functional monosemous perspective. 

45 SFL linguists tend to refrain from describing a textual metaphor in its own right; for example, a 
discussion of textual metaphor is not present in Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 
Thompson goes against the grain by providing a short discussion on textual metaphor (see Thompson, 
Functional Grammar, 235-37), yet his statements do not diverge much from Halliday and Matthiessen's 
notes on the textual implications of ideational metaphor (see Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional 
Grammar, 642---45), 

46 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 236. 
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3. Lexicogrammatical Metaphor 

3.1 Metaphor as Lexical and Grammatical 

The goals of the present study-the analysis of a single lexeme's functional discourse 

contribution-require a model of metaphor analysis that can appreciate 

lexicogrammatical delicacy. GM appears to be a commendable tool with its ability to 

measure ideational and interpersonal meaning and the motivations therein. However, the 

view from above (which is typical of GM) generally assumes an expression's 

semantics-a practice that is not helpful when attempting to determine lexical function 

(especially when it includes ideational meaning). I have argued throughout this thesis 

for a rigorous understanding of lexicogrammar, which emphasizes the interrelation of 

lexis and grammar. In light of this emphasis, it is notable that Miriam Taverniers 

articulates that "'it is hard to find alternative expressions of a given meaning which only 

differ from one another in one lexeme,',47 This statement is made in order to broach the 

presence of metaphor as a grammatical phenomenon. Turned on its head. however, this 

assertion highlights that metaphor is a lexicogrammatical phenomenon. Metaphorical re-

construal can involve grammatical or lexical features, and oftentimes both. As a result, it 

is fascinating to note that many of the examples of GM provided by SFL theorists such 

as Halliday, Matthiessen, Taverniers, and others, consist of lexical and grammatical 

metaphor at the same time. Evidently, this close and complex inter-relationship between 

lexis and grammar that I have argued for is maintained in metaphorical expression. 

Simon-Vandenbergen provides compelling reasons why grammatical and lexical 

metaphor may be complementary perspectives:48 

~7 Taverniers, '"Grammatical Metaphor in SFL," 6. 
48 Adopted from Simon-Vandenbergen, "Lexical Metaphor and Interpersonal Meaning," 224. 
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1. GM and LM involve a realignment between a pair ofstrata.
49 

2. GM and LM are not simply rewording but remeaning. 
3. GM and LM show a move towards thingness. 

argue, therefore, that a prudent perspective to adopt is one that emphasizes 

lexicogrammatical metaphor which views lexis and grammar on a continuum and 

semantic junction as a criterion for metaphor in discourse-both lexical and 

grammatical.5o From this standpoint, the analysis of metaphor fundamentally focuses 

upon expressions rather than simply words; metaphor is a shift in wording. 

3.2ldeational and Interpersonal Implications of Lexicogrammatical Metaphor 

Let me exemplify the lexicogrammatical features of metaphor by returning to an earlier 

comparison between the phrases "Jim is reliable" and "Jim is a rock." Using this 

example, I have already noted the transcategorization from [QUALITY] to the semantic 

junction of [QuALITy+nUNG]. However, a further semantic junction appears through the 

shift from the semantic quality of [STABILITY] which had been realized through the 

lexeme "reliable" to the lexeme ·'rock.'5l It is thus the domain [STABILITY], which is 

associated with rocks, that allows this metaphor to work.52 I would suggest here that the 

lexeme "rock" is an important constituent in an ideational lexicogrammatical metaphor. 

It represents a shift in lexis ("reliable" to "rock") and in grammar (adjective to noun). 

The presence of interpersonal metaphor may be questionable in such examples of 

metaphor insofar as upgrading is one of its major features. Because interpersonal 

~Q This refers to the relationship between the semantic and lexicogrammatical strata in a metaphorically 
reconstrued realization. 

50 Proposing the term lexicogrammatical metaphor is not my own neologism as it has been proposed 
elsewhere (see for example Simon-Vandenbergen, "Lexical Metaphor and Interpersonal Meaning," 224). 
Even so, the terms has not caught on. I will continue to use this term as it seems to fit the goals of my 
thesis quite well. 

51 Here, the mUltiple observed semantic junctions differ from one another in terms of delicacy. 
52 When lexicogrammatical metaphor exhibits semantic junction it may require what is termed semantic 

resonance (see Hanks, "Metaphoricity is Gradable," 20, 31). Semantic resonance implies that the 
metaphor used must somehow relate or resonate with its target or else be unremarkable and unhelpful. 
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metaphor appears to be primarily a feature of ranks higher than the word-level, the 

analysis of a single (metaphorical) lexeme does not seem to fit within that scheme. 

However, Simon-Vandenberg's work on interpersonal meaning and lexical metaphor 

provides a way forward in this regard, suggesting that interpersonal metaphor may be 

present even when upgrading does not occur. In her research, lexical metaphor may be 

used to perform an interpersonal function when particular appraisal associations 

accompany that lexeme. For example, Simon-Vandenbergen looks at a phrase which 

realizes the transfer of advice. The congruent expression is "give advice," whereas the 

metaphorical expression may be "ladle out advice." Here a lexical metaphor has 

occurred that includes the ideational effect of concretizing of the recipient's experience. 

However, the lexical item "ladle out" may have been chosen as an indication that "a 

norm of quantity has been transgressed.,,53 Through the use of this lexical metaphor, 

interpersonal appraisal has occurred as well ideational concretization. 5~ 

3.3 A Taxonomy of Lexicogrammatical Metaphor 

With the addition of GM theory to traditional approaches, there seems to be an 

overabundance of competing terminology that must be sorted through. Both CMT and 

GM employ the terms "metaphor" and "metaphorical" to refer to expressions that 

diverge from typical construals. However, CMT and GM use different terms to highlight 

the typical construals-"literal"' and "congruent." Given that it is difficult to 

53 Simon-Vandenbergen, "Lexical Metaphor and Interpersonal Meaning," 238. It appears as though 
more advice was given than was desired. 

54 It may be argued that this is not truly interpersonal metaphor but simply an ideational metaphor with 
interpersonal implications. Put in a full sentence, a congruent expression may be: "Heather gives way too 
much advice," vs. the metaphorical: "Heather ladles out the advice." The grammatical shift occurs 
through downgrading where the explicit lexicogrammatically coded appraisal: "way too much" is implied 
through the appraisal associated with the lexeme "ladle." Halliday himself hints at the interpersonal 
effects of ideational metaphor (see Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 645-46). It may be, 
when analyzing delicate metaphors, that the ideational function takes primacy over the interpersonal-the 
latter simply being an additional feature. 
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circumscribe lexical metaphor and grammatical metaphor as discreet phenomena and 

that this thesis is adopting perspectives primarily from grammatical metaphor, it seems 

best to describe lexicogrammatical metaphor in terms of "congruent" and 

"metaphorical" expressions. Halliday's notion of a continuum of congruence is helpful 

at this point and can be set against the cline of lexicogrammar. 55 Thus, an element of a 

metaphorical expression-whether primarily lexical, grammatical, or some combination 

of the two-will be considered more or less congruent (less congruent meaning more 

metaphorical). Consider the following graphical representation: 

-----i------ Led,t deilcJte 

Fig. 5 Spectrum of Metaphorical Expression 

3.4 Conclusion 

A robust theory of lexicogrammatical metaphor analyses metaphor in terms of 

expressions rather than simply lexical choice. Within this rubric, metaphor may contain 

lexical and grammatical features, both of which can be important to the functional 

impact of metaphor in discourse. Viewing lexical metaphor from a GM perspective 

allows the interpreter to appreciate the diverse ideational meanings (i.e., concretization 

that occurs in lexical and grammatical semantic categories), make note of interpersonal 

55 Compare this with the notion of metaphorical gradability (see Hanks, "Metaphoricity is Gradable," 
22-23). Gradability seems to be discussed primarily within the context of CMT, yet seems to fit with 
Halliday's continuum. 
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implications through associative appraisaL and to evaluate the textual-organizational 

implications effected by the metaphorical reconstrual. 

4. A Model for the Analysis of Lexicogrammatical Metaphor 

4.1 Lexicogrammatical Metaphor in Binocular Perspective 

A concise analytical model is required that will include two important features: (1) the 

ability to identify lexical metaphor as it compares to congruent instantiations of that 

same lexeme, and (2) the ability to determine how that lexeme contributes to the larger 

complex of metaphorical meaning in relation to its congruent agnate. For this, I return to 

Miriam Taverniers' binocular perspective on lexical and grammatical metaphor which 

articulates a dual view "from above" and "from below." This view can be best explained 

through a brief analysis of the following three short expressions:56 

1. Transamerica will sweep out the senior managers 
2. Transamerica will dismiss the senior managers 
3. You've got to sweep the street in front of the shelter 

The view from below/semasiological perspective compares expressions (I) and (3). 

These two expressions display how the lexeme sweep can be used in two very different 

utterances. From a monosemous perspective, the abstract ideational meaning is that of 

[REMOVAL] which is instantiated in (1) with respect to removing senior managers from 

hired positions, and in (3) with respect to the removal of dirt from the street. A 

familiarity with contemporary English would suggest that the lexeme sweep m 

expression (3) is the congruent agnate of sweep in expression (1). The view from below 

thus demonstrates that this lexeme has congruent and metaphorical realizations, 

however it does little to elucidate how the lexeme might function in a given 

metaphorical utterance. The view from above/onomasiological perspective fills this gap 

56 See Taverniers, "Grammatical and Lexical Metaphor," 327. 
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as it compares expressions (1) and (2).57 Such comparison reveals that the differences in 

the expressions are lexical, namely, sweep out vs. dismiss and demands the question 

"what may have influenced the choice of sweep alit instead of dismiss? The answer, I 

suggest, is that the use of sweep out in an atypical co-text maintains some concrete 

associations that accompany sweep in its typical co-text. From an ideational perspective, 

the recipienrs experience of the expression has been concretized.58 

4.2 The Role of the Corpus in the Binocular Perspective 

In the brief semasiological analysis above, I noted that a "familiarity with contemporary 

English would suggest that the lexeme sweep in expression (3) is the literal agnate of 

sweep in expression (I )." This statement is sufficient in an illustration; however, it lacks 

any sort of rigor necessary for serious scholarly investigations. 59 As such, the ability to 

distinguish between a metaphorical realization and its congruent agnate is necessary. 

Fortunately, corpus linguistics presents itself as an ideal tool in this regard. 

In her discussion of lexical metaphor and interpersonal meaning, Simon-

Vandenbergen asserts the value of corpus linguistics in accessing interpersonal meaning 

in metaphor. In her analysis of four different expressions, she looks for "usual 

collocations, the types of participants they attract and the interpersonal elements in the 

57 Recall that I raised a question about the view from above regarding its inability to comment on the 
abstract semantics of the lexeme itself. The view from below is the missing piece. As I am arguing, these 
dual perspectives are complementary. 

58 See Tavemiers, "Grammatical and Lexical Metaphor," 327-29, for her brief analysis of these 
expressions. This example has been very simple in which the grammar of the expressions is simple and 
congruent (i.e., both processes have been realized by verbs). In more complex agnate comparisons true 
grammatical metaphor may be revealed. One of the benefits of the view from above is the ability for an 
agnate comparison to expose lexical and grammatical shifts (see Tavemiers, "Grammatical Metaphor in 
SFL," 8). 

59 Intuition does playa significant role (see Simon-Vandenbergen, "Lexical Metaphor and Interpersonal 
Meaning," 238), though it still lacks the necessary rigor. 
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clauses in which they tend to occur:,60 Corpus linguistics provides a degree of rigor to 

an analysis of metaphor in a variety ways. Corpus data are a means by which typicality 

can be measured. Typicality in this sense is complex and can expose a number of 

features of metaphor including congruent usage, systemic metaphors and dynamic 

metaphors, and even dead metaphors. Some expressions may diverge from such 

established, typical patterns to the extent that a lexeme may have functional extensions. 

In this way there seems to be a distinction between typical usage (i.e., congruent) and 

what can be termed dynamic metaphor. Hanks notes that dynamic metaphors are 

"coined ad hoc to express some new insight:,61 which seems to be a potentially 

important resource for biblical/religious writers.62 A neat typical-dynamic opposition is 

overly simplistic, especially where systemic and dead metaphors come into play.63 One 

of the benefits of CMT has been its identification of metaphors which are deeply 

entrenched in human language patterns. From an SFL perspective, such metaphorical 

60 Simon-Vandenbergen, "Lexical Metaphor and Interpersonal Meaning," 243; cf Deignan and Semino, 
"Corpus Techniques," 163, who make use of collocations and connotations. Interestingly, Stefanowitsch's 
essay "Words and their Metaphors" is very explicit in its contrast between a corpus approach and intuitive 
approaches which seems to characterize CMT (see Stefanowitsch. "Words and their Metaphors," 63-65). 
The volume in which this essay appears seems to be an attempt to make CMT more scientific through the 
use of corpus techniques. 

61 Hanks, "Metaphoricity is Gradable," 17. Similarly, Halliday writes that "all grammatical metaphors 
begin as instantial, created in response to the needs of the unfolding discourse" (Halliday, "Language and 
Knowledge," 39). 

6: Several metaphor theorists have identified that metaphor is a necessary resource for writers who 
propagate new theory. New concepts must necessarily be packaged in ways that will be understood
metaphor is ideal for this. Halliday asserts this principle with respect to scientific discourse (see Halliday, 
"On Language," 420) and Janet Soskice asserts the relationship between scientific and religious language 
in that regard (Soskice, Metaphor and Religiolls Language, 97-117). 

63 As metaphors becomes firmly established and systematized in language they begin to lose their 
markedness value. Such metaphors are no longer unexpected and the accompanying rhetorical force is 
lost. Dead metaphor may even result in a reversal of typicality to the extent that the metaphorical usage 
occurs in discourse with greater frequency than the literal or congruent realization (see Halliday, 
"Language and Knowledge:' 39; Ravelli, "Grammatical Metaphor," 142; Cruse, Lexical Semantics, 41-
44; Punter, Afetaphor, 146). Dynamic and dead metaphors are both important to note in discourse. 
Dynamic metaphors contribute to meaning through their markedness values and the ability to reconstrue 
experience. On the other hand, dead/systemic metaphors, while lacking markedness, maintain their ability 
to reconstrue experience. 
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realizations become systematized-a semantic choice within the system network.64 At 

this point, then, typicality in a corpus may identify congruent usage as well as 

systemic/dead metaphors.65 For example, the pil~a (root) family of words is well 

established in organic contexts where the lexeme plainly refers to a literal root. On the 

other hand, there is an established tradition of use in non-organic contexts where the 

ptsa family is used metaphorically. Both generalized functions are established within the 

system network, yet one is on the congruent end of the continuum and one is closer to 

the metaphorical end. It is important to be aware of these distinctions as they are both 

valuable resources to the language user and may both appear in biblical discourse at any 

given time. Given this distinction, it becomes evident that the corpus is a helpful tool for 

measuring congruence, but not necessarily the only means to discern the presence of 

metaphor in discourse. More on this below. 

The corpus may also reveal general principles of how metaphors are realized in 

the lexicogrammar. The corpus may explicate the frequency of nominalization of a 

particular lexeme or other structural phenomena. For example, Deignan has shown that 

metaphors that find their source in plant or animal domains tend to be realized as 

adjectives or verbs rather than nominally. Thus, someone who "ferrets out the truth" has 

adopted a quality associated with ferrets. 66 This is exemplified in Pauline discourse (Col 

6-\ Cf. Cameron, "What is Metaphor?," 13-15 who describes systematic metaphor in terms of 
generalized mappings of lexical metaphor into more comprehensive conceptual domains (see also 
Cameron, Maslen, and Low, "Finding Systematicity," 118-30). These sorts of metaphors may be 
described as "systematic" or "systemic" depending on the theorist. GeneralIy speaking they refer to the 
same phenomenon but variation may also occur. Charteris-Black identifies similar phenomena, 
contrasting what he calls conventional and creative/novel metaphors (Charteris-Black, Critical Metaphor 
Analysis, 17-19,22). 

65 Many theorists would point to this phenomenon as an example of (or reason for) polysemy (see 
Charteris-Black, Critical Metaphor Analysis, 18; Cruse, Meaning in Language, 110; Rakova. Extent of the 
Literal, 45). 

66 See Deignan, "Grammar of Metaphors," 110-14. 
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2:6-7) as well where he encourages his readers to walk in Christ, £pPtsCO~£vot KUt 

£1totKOOO~01)~EV01 £V UUTCP (rooted and built up in him).67 Here, the author uses 

participial form rather than the noun pisu. There is thus a connection between 

grammatical realization and congruence that can only be identified by patterns observed 

in a corpus. 

4.3 Identifying Metaphorical Expressions 

Intuition has historically been a powerful and popular resource for indentifying 

metaphors in discourse. However, in a project such as this one, the identification of such 

metaphors require more rigorous means of identification and analysis. I wish to propose 

select criteria that may help to identify the presence of metaphor in discourse, while also 

identifying some of the motivating factors behind the use of such metaphors, i.e., the 

functional roles performed by this metaphor.68 Here, insights from a corpus may prove 

most useful. 

The first criterion is the most basic and may be called the crHerion of synchronic 

incongruity. The lexicogrammatical structure of a particular utterance may stand out 

against typical or congruent modes of expression (from a synchronic perspective) 

observed in a corpus analysis.69 This not does mean that the discourse has been rendered 

non-sensical. However, it may suggest that a dynamic metaphor may be in play here. 

67 The Pauline author's use of the participle (a verbal adjective which realizes [PROCESS+QUALlTY]) 

stands out against the literal realizations of the lexeme that tends to be nominal. See Fewster, "Inquiry," 
for a full discussion of this example. 

68 Charteris-Black provides several criteria (organized around linguistic, pragmatic and cognitive 
headings) stemming from his work in Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). However, these criteria are not 
so much criteria for indentifYing and analysing metaphor as descriptions of various types of metaphor. 
Overall these are relatively unhelpful (see Charteris-Black, Critical il.fetaphor Analysis, 21-22). 

6g Cameron and Maslen suggest that "linguistic metaphor can be operationalized [ ... ] through 
identifying words or phrases that can be justified as somehow anomalous, incongruent or 'alien' in the on
going discourse, but that can be made sense of through a transfer of meaning in the context" (Cameron 
and Maslen, "Identifying Metaphors," 102). 
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This sort of incongruity will often create a new path through the semantic network (or at 

least reflect an infrequent instantiation) and may be motivated by the desire to engender 

a new and sometime jarring experience. 

The second criterion I propose is the criterion of diachronic priority. As opposed 

to the criterion above, incongruity in a synchronic sense will not necessarily reveal 

systemic metaphors; hence the diachronic dimension is brought to bear on the analysis. 

As noted above, Halliday defines congruence as that which is evolutionary and 

developmentally prior. As a result, a diachronic corpus may provide insight into the 

priority of a particular generalized lexical function and will also serve to make note of 

the ad hoc creation of dynamic metaphors over time.7o As noted above, the use of such 

systemic metaphors are often motivated by the re-construal of experience or for textual 

reasons. 

Occasionally, however, diachronic priority cannot be measured. Porter notes that 

"virtually all language is in some sense anachronistic and retrogressive" insofar as 

written discourse is always a step behind the advances in the spoken language and 

sometimes (intentionally or otherwise) maintains characteristic structures in spite of 

evolutionary development. 71 Especially in an ancient language where the literature is 

sparse, a metaphor may have been systematized in the language too early for a corpus to 

account for it. To that end diachronic priority may not be measured.72 The third 

70 Modem linguistics emphasizes synchronic analysis (see Saussure, Course, 79-98; Lyons, 
Introduction, 45-50; Porter. "Studying Ancient Languages," 153), however the analysis of metaphor 
presents itself as slightly anomalous in that regard as it necessitates a diachronic perspective at times. 
Even so, a synchronic perspective must be maintained as the essential question when looking at a specific 
text is how that metaphor would have meant at that time. 

71 Porter, "Studying Ancient Languages," 164. This may be evidenced in the Atticistic tendencies of 
writers such as Plutarch. 

7: This is exemplified in the use ofthe piL;u family inasmuch as some of its earliest occurrences in Greek 
(for example Homer's Iliad 21 :243) are metaphorical. 
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criterion, the criterion of semantic junction, is a useful supplement.73 As discussed 

above, semantic junction is a lexicogrammatical phenomenon that can occur at all levels 

of delicacy (i.e., in lexis and grammar). Here metaphor is discerned, not based on 

typicality or priority, but on the collision of semantic categories. Thus, metaphor may 

occur at the junction of [PROCESS+THING] meaning (in the grammatical structure), or 

when the quality of [STABILITY] is realized through the lexeme rock. 

Related to the previous criterion is the criterion of concreti=ution. I have already 

illustrated that metaphor is often used to concretize the recipient's experience. Metaphor 

thus involves a reconstrual of the recipient's experience. A comparison of agnates may 

reveal that an alternative realization of the expression would be more abstract (either in 

grammar, lexis, or both). When a concretization occurs it is likely that metaphor is 

involved.74 

A fifth criterion is the criterion of semantic resonance. Metaphor works through 

a balance of continuity and discontinuity where there is enough overlap between 

metaphorical and non-metaphorical expressions for there to be semantic resonance but 

enough dissonance to still qualify as metaphor. 75 Patrick Hanks maintains this balance 

by suggesting that "words that are readily used to make metaphors usually denote some 

class of entities with at least one striking salient cognitive feature.',76 While this 

assertion is not entirely harmonious with the socio-linguistic and monosemous bent of 

73 Cf. Cameron and Maslen, "Identifying Metaphors," 102 who write, "Metaphorically used words or 
phrases must not only be semantically incongruent with the topic ofthe discourse at that point but must 
also support a transfer of meaning sq that sense can be made ofthe word or phrase in context." In this 
way, the first and third criteria are complementary. 

74 Hanks might call this semantic class. He supplies a list of various nouns, verbs, and adjectives that are 
"productive sources of metaphor" (Hanks, "Metaphoricity is Gradable," 20). The concreteness of his list 
is hard to miss, thus it is the semantic feature present in the class of words that Hanks envisions is that of 
concreteness. 

75 See Punter, Metaphor, 88. 
76 Hanks, "Metaphoricity is Gradable," 20. 
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this thesis, the essential principle is fundamental to metaphor. It may be better to suggest 

that there can, or should be some sort of semantic resonance in a metaphorical 

expression. This could include partial synonymy, hyponymy, metonymy, etc. It is the 

tension between the resonant semantic relation and the semantic dissonance that creates 

semantic junction (see the third criterion). 

As metaphors are discerned and 'described in textual analysis it is necessary to 

identify the presence of these criteria. Not all criteria must be accounted for a metaphor 

to be present, indeed, the criteria of synchronic incongruity and diachronic priority will 

probably not be realized simultaneously. 

4.4 Conclusion 

In its most basic form, a model for analyzing lexicogrammatical metaphor requires a 

binocular investigation consisting of semasiological and onomasiological perspectives. 

The former provides insight into variant uses of a lexeme while the latter can observe 

the functional impact of metaphor in discourse by comparing agnate expressions. 

Corpus linguistics is a necessary tool providing rigor in the discernment of a metaphor 

(systemic or dynamic) through my proposed criteria: synchronic incongruity, diachronic 

priority, semantic junction, concretization, semantic resonance. These criteria allow for 

rigorous comparison between the established patterns within the corpus and the 

particUlar utterance under investigation with an end to a robust analysis of the 

metaphorical expression(s) within that utterance. 

5. A Procedure for Analyzing the Metafunctional Contribution of Lexicogrammatical 
Metaphorical Extension 

This chapter concludes the theory section of the thesis and, as anticipated, ends with a 

comprehensive procedure to be applied to the question of the lexical function of creation 
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language in Romans 8. An initial study of the passage reveals a section of discourse of 

somewhat ambiguous lexical structure rich with metaphorical extension. The model I 

am proposing is one that appeals to monosemy cast in a systemic functional mold which 

emphasizes lexis as a contributor to meaning through interaction with other discourse 

structures. The model is also fundamentally corpus-driven, valuing natural language in 

use and the meaningful lexicogrammatical patterns associated with a particular lexeme. 

Lexicogrammatical metaphor is thus a microcosm of potential functional extensions of 

meaning that may appear within the rubric of a monosemous perspective on lexical 

meaning. 

Creation language, realized especially in the noun K'ti(n~ is the primary locus of 

investigation. As such. that lexeme (as found in the representative corpus proposed in 

the previous chapter) will be subjected to a rigorous corpus analysis. The goal of this 

analysis is two-fold: to abstract the essential semantic value of K'ticn~ from which 

functional extensions are made; and to identify typical lexicogrammatical patterns 

associated with KLicn~ that can have some interpretive impact upon the analysis of Rom 

8: 19-23. From that point my analysis will explore how the lexeme contributes to the 

ideational meaning of the passage vis-a-vis discourse transitivity and how KLicn~ 

contributes to the textual organization of the passage. Throughout, these insights will be 

brought into conversation with the major voices in the KLicn~-debate. 
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Chapter Five 

CORPUS INSIGHTS INTO CREATION LANGUAGE IN HELLENISTIC GREEK 

This chapter is primarily meant to be one of description; namely, a description of the 

lexicogrammatical patterns associated with Ktlcrt<;, and secondarily, a preliminary 

description of how these patterns mayor may not be reflected in Romans 8. I will begin 

by examining the simplest patterns (i.e., collocations, colligations, semantic 

associations) and progress through to the more complex patterns. Special note will be 

made of register-specific patterns as this will help to differentiate what patterns should 

be expected or not expected in Pauline discourse. 

1. Preliminary Data 

1.1 Frequency of the Lexeme 

To begin, it use useful to provide some preliminary data regarding the lexeme K'tlO"l<;, as 

it relates to my corpus of Hellenistic Greek. Porter and O'Donnell point out that while 

basic frequency lists can seem "primitive and blunt," they still have the potential to be 

"quite revealing." 1 In my corpus, the noun K'tlcrt<; appears 189 times.2 This seems like a 

significant number, yet considering that this statistic is in the context of a corpus of 

approximately 2.3 million words it pales somewhat. This sample size reveals that in 

Hellenistic literature, K'tiO"l<; has a 0.00826 % chance of occurring. For the purpose of 

analysis, a sample size of 189 occurrences is manageable, which enables the analyst to 

I Porter and O'Donnell, "Argumentation in Romans," 161. 
2 See Appendix 1 for a chart of the representative corpus I have selected and compiled. 
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enjoy a thorough and methodical investigation in a timely manner, which 

simultaneously may produce relevant patterns that offer insights for application to 

biblical texts. This statistic has particular relevance to the present study in Romans. 

Romans has a word count of 7111 words (see Appendix of Chapter 3), and in this 

document KTi<H~ appears six times. Thus, KTi<H~ makes up 0.0844 % of the lexical 

content, significantly larger (by a factor often) than the 0.00826 % of the representative 

corpus. Compared to some other domains, creation language does not appear to be a 

major theme in the letter. 

1.2 Distribution of the Various Inflections 

Another statistically relevant feature of the lexeme KTi()t~ IS the frequency and 

distribution of its various declensions across the entire corpus. KTi<H~ is a feminine 

noun, however, it has the opportunity to vary in both case and number. Thus, I have 

provided below a basic chart and bar graph that represents the case/gender distribution 

across the corpus. As can be seen, the genitive case, followed by the nominative case, is 

the most frequent. Additionally, the singular form is the most recurrent. 

Singular 

Plural 
Total 

80 
60 
40 
20 

Nominative 

37 

2 

39 

Genitive 

66 
7 

73 

o -f"'-...;;;;;;;;;;;;;....,.---.=;...,.--=::....,.--:;;=-{. 

Dative Accusative 

15 42 
0 20 
15 62 

w Plural 

• Singular 

Fig. 6 Case and Number Stats for KTt(j"\<; 
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It might be expected, then, that this distribution would follow into the book of 

Romans: however, it does not. Out of the six occurrences of Kticn~ in Romans, only two 

are in the genitive and the other four are in the nominative case. All occurrences are 

singular. While the majority of instances of K'ti<n~ would seem to provide 

[+SPECJFICATION] due to the genitive case, 3 from a purely statistical standpoint it appears 

as though K1'icrl~ is primarily used in a "purely nominal" way in Romans, allowing for 

other co-textual factors to restrict its function. 4 

2. Lexical Patterning: Collocations and Semantic Associations 

The first kind of lexicogrammatical pattern of interest in this study is collocation. 

Provided in Appendix 2 are three collocation charts.s Each of these chart elucidate the 

most frequent collocates of the KWIC (keyword in context) including total frequency 

and frequency according to position (left or right) relative to the KWIC. These charts 

include collocates that occur within the ±4 range and occur 3 times or more. Both of 

these constraints are used in order to account for random and incidental data.6 The first 

table represents the collocates of the lemma K1'icrl~ (i.e .. all the forms of the noun) as 

well as two tables which represent the collocates of the nominative singular K1'icn~ and 

the genitive singular K1'im;co~. 7 

Some preliminary observations can be made. First, it is evident that there are 

several collocates associated with the lemma. For example, the article and several 

conjunctions appear frequently in the lemma chart, as well as in the K1'icrl~ and K1'icr£co~ 

3 See Porter and Pitts, "maTI<; with Preposition," 44 for a discussion of the meaning of the genitive case 
(cf. Porter, Idioms, 92, where he uses the term restriction). 

+ See Porter, Idioms, 83-87 for a discussion ofthe nominative case. 
5 See also Appendix 3 for a concordance chart. 
6 See O'DonnelL "Some New Testament Words," 148. See especially note 48 where O'Donnell 

indicates that the ±4 range, though optimal for English, was confirmed as useful in his own investigation. 
7 I have chosen to include only these specific forms as they are the two forms that occur in Romans 8. 
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chart. On the other hand, there are some collocates that seem to be case specific. Such 

collocates are a primary means for the disambiguation of sense, or better, collocation is 

a primary linguistic phenomenon enabling multiplicity and variability in meaning. The 

interaction between keyword and a particular collocate reflects meaning that is different 

than the interaction between the keyword and another collocate. These primary and 

simple lexical patterns reveal the diverse ways KTi<H~ functions in the meaning-making 

process and are of particular interest in the interpretation of Romans 8. 

2.1 Basic Collocation Patterns 

The first two notable collocates of KT{<H~ (including the lemma, KTiGl~, and KTicrECO~) are 

the article and Kat This is not surprising and they would probably appear as primary 

collocates in a KWIC search for most Greek lexemes. 8 O'Donnell notes that "words like 

the article and the conjunctions Kat and 01': would most likely appear as frequent 

collocates of the majority of words in the New Testament.,,9 While they may add little in 

terms of disambiguating word meaning, the absence of one of these collocates in a 

particular occurrence may be significant. Furthermore, the "particularizing" or 

"pointing" function of the article can have noteworthy cohesive value in instances (such 

as Romans 8) when the lexeme occurs multiple times in close proximity. 10 

It will become clearer below that KT{Gl~ functions in a variety of ways in the 

making of meaning and thus has a certain degree of ambiguity to it. Consequently, 

adjectival modifiers are key features in the discourse that provide specificity to KT{crl~. 

8 See, for example, O'Donnell's work on £ycipw and uvicrnUtI where this is the case. (O'Donnell, 
Co/PlIS Lingllistics, 344). 

9 O'Donnell, Corplls Linguistics, 345. He suggests prior to this quotation that such frequent collocates 
add little semantic value when attempting to establish word meaning. 

10 Robertson, Grammar, 755-56. Porter suggests that the article may "particularize a substantive" or 
""make a substantive representative of a category of items" (Porter, ldioms, 104, cf. Wallace, Grammar, 
216). 
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Following the article and Kat, the adjective rra.s (and its variolls inflections) is the most 

frequent collocate of the lemma. I I The primary function of rra.s is to provide 

specificity.12 On the other hand, rra.s is a resource that signifies that the entirety of KricnS 

(whatever it may be) is in view, as opposed to a portion. 13 Further modifiers and other 

constraining features are usually present to provide specificity in addition to rra.s, which 

indicates that rra.s simply lexicalizes [+QUANTITY]. Consider some examples: 

1. Tob 8:5 

EUAoYl1aarcoaav aE oi oupavot Kat nclO"Ut at KTim::l~ aou (Let the heavens and all 
your creations bless you). 

2. T. Naph. 2:3 

Kat OUK Ean A£Lrrov £v £K WD £VOs rpiwv rplx6<; _ara8~0 yap Kat ~£rpC9 Kat Kav6vl 
nclO"u KTiO"l~ injliawu (and the one is not behind the other from the third of a hair; 
for by weight, by measure, and by rule is all creation of the Most High). 

3. Acta Joannis 23 

MYEl OV £q)O~~811 rra.s apxcov Kat nclO"u KTio"l~ ... (he said, which every ruler and 
every creation fears ... ).14 

This pattern is highly significant for two reasons: first, it is the most common pattern 

particular to this lexeme;15 and second, it is a pattern that appears in one of the four 

occurrences of KricnS in Rom 8: 18-23. 

2.2 Collocations Indicating Spatio/Temporal Reference 

Prepositions frequently collocate with KricnS' This class of collocation generally seems 

to functions to denote a point of reference, either spatially or temporally, for a particular 

II It is the fifth most frequent for Kna£w~. 
Ie For now this is a basic assumption. ml~ is a significant word in Romans 8 and will be dealt with later 

on in this work. 
13 An additional collocate. oAT], though not nearly as frequent as 1l:a~, seems to perform a similar 

function. See, for example, Wis 19:6. 
14 This reference is quite truncated but still gives a sense of what is going on in the example. 
15 While Kat and the article are more frequent, they are also commonly associated with other nouns (see 

above). 
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action or attitude. The point of reference is not fixed across all registers and is usually 

specified through other lexicogrammatical patterns. Consider how these patterns play 

out, first according to temporal reference, and second according to spatial reference. 

Temporal reference is marked most often with the prepositions 1tpO, and a1to. 16 Note that 

in the collocation chart of the lemma, a1to is the eighth most frequent collocate, and 1tpO 

is forty-fifth. Thus, many of these constructions represent not only consistent, but 

frequent, patterns. See below for select examples. 

1. Pss. Sol. 8:7 

AW;Aoyt(ja~trlV TO. Kpi~tara TOD 8wD u:n:o KTi(n;ro~ oupavoD Kat yi]s (I considered 
the judgments of God from creation of heaven and earth). 

2. Mark 10:6 

(l1tO 6E apxi]s KTi(JEro~ apcrev Kat 8i]AU S1toirjcrsv aUTous (but from the beginning 
of creation, male and female he made them). 

3.2 Pet 3:4 

Kat MYOVTSS1tOO scrTtV ~ S1tayycAta Ti]s 1tapoucrias aUToo; a<p' ~s yap oi 1taT£pcs 
sKOlI .. n18Tjcrav, 1taVTa OUTCOs 6ta/-l£Vcl an' apxi]s KTi(JEro.; ( ... and saying, "where 
is the promise of his arrival? For, since the fathers fell asleep, everything remains 
the same from the beginning of creation "). 

4. Plutarch, Rom. 12:2 

ou /-lilv aUa Kat npo Ti]s KTi(JEro.; ~OTTjP1K~ Tts ~v aUTols £OPTTJ KaTa TauTTjv TTJV 
~/-l£pav (but even before the creation they had a pastoral festival on that day). 

5. Plutarch, Rom. 21:7 

ratos 6' AKtAtos tcrTOpsl npo Ti]s KTi(JEro~ TO. 8p£/-l/-laTa TroV 1tspi tOY 'PCO/-lUAOV 
a<pavij ysv£cr8m (But Gaius Akilios writes that before the creation the animals 
of Romulus were hidden). 

16 Several grammars attribute a temporal function to these prepositions (see Robertson, Grammar, 621; 
Moule, Idiom Book, 74; Porter, Idioms, 147, 171; Wallace, Grammar, 379). Other features also denote a 
temporal reference point. For example, Dionysius Halicarnassus writes in Ant. Rom. I.n.I nEpi roD 
XPOVOD t~s KtlCJECJ.lS Kai nEpi tWV OiK1CJtWV tfjs nOAECJ.lS (concerning the time of creation and concerning 
the founders of the city). Here, the collocate Xpovou (time) indicates that KT1CJECJ.lS has temporal meaning. 
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Spatial reference. though not as frequent as temporal, is marked with the preposition 

8v-the seventh most frequent collocate of KTicrtS' In the following examples, note how 

the preposition casts the relationship between the subject and its adjunct (8V + KTicrts) in 

spatial terms. 

1. Sir 16:17 

j..lTJ £lnTls on ana Kupiou KpUPijcrO~tal KUt 8~ U\jfous Tis j..lou j..lVllcr8ijcrETUl 8V AUCP 
nAEioVt ou j..lTJ yvcocr8& Tis yap ij \jfUxij j..lou tv Uj..lETpijnp KTlo-El (Do not say, "I 
will be hidden from the Lord" and "who from on high will remember meT' 
Among many people I am unknown, for who am I in a boundless creation?) 

2. Call :23 

£l yE 8mJ.!l~VETE Tn nicrTEt TE8Ej..lEAtcoj..lEvOt KUt £OPUtot KUt j..lTJ ~lETUKtV01)j..lEVOt ana 
Tf\s 8Anioos WD EuuYYEAiou OU TJKOUcrUTE, TOD KllPux8tvTos tv 1[(lcrTl KTIO-El Tn 
uno TOV oupuvov, ou 8YEVoj..lllV 8ym ITuDAos oHIKovos (if indeed you continue in 
faith, being stable and steadfast and not shifted from the hope of the good news 
that you heard. being preached in all creation under heaven, of which I, Paul, 
became a servant). 

3. Dionysius, Antiquites Romanae 1.67. I 

'Ev Os Tn KTio-El Tf\s nOAECOs 8aDj..lu j..l£YlCiWV MYETUt yev£cr8Ul (but in the 
creation of the city, a great wonder is said to have happened). 17 

In both spatial and temporal constructions, the primary function of KTicrts is to provide a 

point of reference for some other process or participant in the discourse. For example, in 

2 Pet 3 :4, KTlcrEcoS is a point in time to judge the change of events (or lack thereof) and 

in Plutarch's Rom. 12:2, KTicrECOS is a point in time to demonstrate the antiquity of a 

certain festival. Alternatively, in Sir 16: 17, KTicrEt is a spatial reference that 

contextualizes the perceived insignificance of the interlocutor. 

Besides prepositions there are some other collocates (and one colligate) that, 

when in construct with KTicrtS' can function as a point of reference. First, besides the 

17 This last example is slightly ambiguous and intuitively could imply a spatial or temporal reference. 
However, given the frequency of the spatial meaning in other examples of this construct, the spatial is 
more likely. 
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preposition sv, the simple dative can imply spatial reference. 18 A prime example of this 

can be seen in Mark 16: 15. 19 Kat £lm:v alHol~ :nopsu8EV''Cs~ d~ TOV K00/l0V anavTa 

K1lpu~aTS TO suaYYEAlOV nU0TI Tn KTi0St (and he said to them, "going into all the world, 

proclaim the good news in all creation [to every creature],,). Here, Tn KTi0St seems to 

demarcate a particular sphere of proclamation. A further collocate of interest is aPX11-

the fourteenth most frequent of KTi0t~'s collocates. Apxl) ni~ KTi0SCO~ (in some form or 

another) seems to be a fairly established idiom in the literature that adds further 

temporal constraints as a temporal reference point. Consider the following examples: 

1. 1 En. 15:9 

Kat SK nDV uyicov sYPTJYopcov ~ apxit Tii~ KTi()E(o~ aUTOW Kat apX11 8S~lSAiou (and 
from the holy watchers-the beginning of their creation and the beginning of a 
foundation). 

2. Mark 10:6 

ana bE apxfj~ KTi()E(o~ ap0sv Kai 8iiAU SnOiTJ0Sv auLOv~ (but from the beginning 
of creation, male and female he made them).2o 

3. Rev 3:14 

TabS AEYSt 6 A/l~v, 6 /laPTU~ 6 1[l0LO~ Kat aATJ8tvo~, ~ apxit Tii~ KTi()E(o~ LOU 
8wu aiM 000 Ta epya, (This Amen says, the faithful and true witness, the 
beginning of God's creation, "I know your works"). 

4. Barn. 15:5 

To 0u~~aTov Myst Sv apxfi Tii~ KTi()E(O~Kat snOiTJ0£v 6 8so~ Sv £~ ~~l£Pat~ Ta 
epya TOW XStpwv aUTou (He speaks of the Sabbath in the beginning of creation, 
and God made in six days the works of his hands).:!1 

18 Note that Porter suggests that £V has "been widely used to reinforce the function of the dative case" 
(Porter, Idioms, 156). It is therefore not surprising to see this sort offunctional overlap. 

19 It is of no concern here whether or not Mark 16:15 should or should not be considered authentic 
Markan material. This example simply illustrates a particular occurrence of a linguistic phenomenon. 

20 Note that this example has already been used above with reference to the collocate ano. It appears as 
though apxii~ is working along with ano KLicr£w~ to provide further temporal specification. Cf. Mark 
13:19 and 2 Pet 3:4. 

21 This may be an exception to the spatial function of £V + Kricrt~, where apxfi's temporal connotations 
take precedence. 
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5. Theophilus, Ad Alltolycllm 3 :23 

ava8pal!OVTE~ £1(1 T~V aVEKa8Ev apXltv Ti1~ TOU KOcrl!OU KTi(n:ro~. ~v aVEypmjlEV 
Mwcri1~ 6 8Epcmwv TaU 8EaU 8Hl1tVEUl!aTO~ ayiou (tracing up to the very 
beginning of the creation of the world, which Moses-the servant of God 
through the Holy Spirit-recorded). 

This class of collocation IS notable because it establishes a common. stereotyped 

function that KriO"l~ plays In discourse. I would suggest, then, that this construct is 

almost semantically empty and instead functions more along the lines of 

spatial/temporal deixis.22 It is notable that none of these collocation patterns appear in 

Rom 8:19-23. Far from being irrelevant to this thesis, such patterns are useful when 

analyzing a particular text. The use or non-use of particular collocation patterns has 

bearing upon the meaning of that text. Thus I am able to suggest that KTiO"l~ does 

function as a spatio/temporal deictic marker in Rom 8: 19-23 given that the requisite 

patterns do not occur in the text.23 

2.3 Creation and the Cosmos 

The lexeme KOcrI!O~, or more properly its inflected form KOcrI!OU, collocates with Kricrt~ 

enough to have semantic significance (eight times in my corpus). This collocation seems 

to indicate that the natural order is in view; however, it does so as it contributes to a 

larger idiomatic structure. Consider three examples:24 

22 Lyons defines deixis as '"the function of personal and demonstrative pronouns, of tense and of a 
variety of other grammatical and lexical features which relate utterance to the spatio-temporal co
ordinates of the act of utterance" (Lyons, Semantics, II: 636). See also Porter, Verbal :!.spect, 98-102; 
Decker, Temporal Deixis. 53-59 (note that Decker includes a selection of "prepositional indicators"). 

23 I admit such a conclusion seems slightly anti-climactic given the amount of space given to its 
description; however, it is necessary to demonstrate what is not going on in Romans 8 in order to 
highlight what is going on. 

24 There are more examples in the corpus; however, they all are in:!.d AlI!o(vcllm as well. In addition, 
this pattern appears in connection with related lexemes. For example. in 2 Macc 7:23, reference is made to 
the 0 'Wu Kocrflou KTicrTI]<; (the creator of the world); WU Kocrflou constrains the content of the creative 
action. 
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I. Rom 1:20 

Ta yap a6paTa auTOU a1tO KTim;ro<; KOGJ.l0U TOt~ 1tOliI~tao'lV voou~cva Ka80pclTat 
(for his invisible things have been clearly understood from the creation ofthe 
world in the made things). 

2. Theophilus, Ad Autoiycllm 2:9 

Ot' ~~ O'o<pia~ £l1tOV Kai Ta m;pt Tfi~ KTiGf;ro<; TOU KOGJ.l0U, Kat TroV Aomrov 
amlv'Ccov (through which wisdom they spoke concerning the creation of the 
world, and all other things). 

3. Theophilus, Ad Autolycllm 3:23 

cimDv yap Ta 1tcpi KT1Gf;ro<; Kai ycv£O'cco~ KOGJ.l0U, TOi) 1tPCOT01tAUO'TOU 
aV8pomou ... (for speaking the things concerning the creation and the genesis of 
the world, of the first-formed person) ... 

These first two examples elucidate the most common construction, in which KTiO'cco~ is 

governed by a preposition and subsequently modified with the genitive K60'~ou. It 

should be noted, then, that this collocation is a sub-class of the semantically empty 

deictic construction noted above; an occasional difference from this pattern occurs when 

the preposition is 1tcpi. K TiO'cco~ is also modified by a genitive, which adds 

[+SPECIFIC A nON]?5 specifying which creation is in view-the "of the world" creation. 

Rom I :20 marks the first occurrence of this collocation in the literature. Theophilus' Ad 

Autolycum is the only other text in the corpus where this pattern is found; however, it 

appears to have caught on in early Christian literature outside of my cOrpUS.26 Tfi~ 

KTiO'cco~ TOi) K60'~ou (or some variation) quickly becomes an established idiom, perhaps 

because of its use in Romans. The third example is somewhat different than the first 

two. In this case. K60'~ou does not directly modify KTiO'cco~ but ycv£O'cco~ (which follows 

KTiO'cco~). While KTiO'l<; is not specified as the "of the world" creation, K60'~ou still has 

:5 See Porter and Pitts, "mans with Preposition," 44. 
:6 Not including the numerous quotations of Rom 1 :20 by the early Fathers. See, for example, Origen, 

Hom Jer. 1:l0; Origen, Comm. Jo. 19:22:149; Hippolytus, Haer. 6:33:1; Hippolytus, Haer 7:23:5; 
Pseudo-Justin Martyr, Quast. Gen. ad Christ. 210:A; Gregorius Nysennus, Contra Eunomium 2: 1 :223; 
Eusebius, Comm. Pss. 23: 1133; Athanasius. Synopsis Scipturae Sacrae 28:381. 
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some bearing on how K'riG£CDs is understood due to the lexemes' proximity and the fact 

that Kat separates KTtG£CDS and Y£VSG£CDs KOGllou. When KTiGls collocates with KOG~lOU, 

the "natural order" is unambiguously in view-lending itself to what might be termed a 

cosmological reading of KTtGls (or at least the clause). Even so, the constructions in Rom 

1 :20, Ad Auto!' 2:9, and others, maintain the semantic near-emptiness of the deictic 

construct; the authors concern is not with KTiGts as some entity, but as some sort of 

spatio-temporal reference. 

2.4 Creation Language and the Founding ojCities 

The first and most common collocates that have significant semantic content (i.e., not a 

preposition, etc.) are the lexemes nOA£CDV and nOA£CDS (of city/cities). In these cases 

KTiGts is used in terms of the creation or founding of a city. This collocation pattern 

extends into a significant semantic association CITY that includes city names such as 

'PffiW\s (Rome), KaGPXl1DOVOs (Carthage). and others. Consider some examples. 

1. Polybius, Hist. 10:21:3 

Kat yap uTOnov Tas IlEV n"Ov 1tOJ£WV KTi(n:l~ TOUS Guyypa<psa<;, Kat nOT£ Kat ncos 
Kat Ota TivCDV SKTiG81lGav (For also it is out of place on one hand for historians to 
record the foundings of cities and when and how and through whom they were 
founded). 

2. Strabo. Geog. 11 :5:4 

KTio'El~ youv 1tOAlOWV Kat snCDvUlliat AEyOVTat, Ka8un£p 'E<pEGOU Kat LIlUPVllS ... 
(at least the foundings of cities and the saying of names, just as Ephesus and 
Smyrna ... ) 

3. Diodorus Siculus, Bib. His/. 1 :15:2 

UIl<PtGPllTEiTat (5' iJ KTiO'l~ Tfjs 1tOAlOW~ TaUTlls OU Ilovov napa TOts Guyypa<p£UGlv 
(And the founding of this city is disputed not only concerning the 
documentation ). 
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4. Diodorus Siculus, Bib. Hist. 3:55:6 

Tfj~ of; OOPtKT11TOU XcDpU~ EKAS~U/l£VllV TOU~ SU8£TOU~ T01tOD~ d~ 1tourov KTiaEl'; 
OiKOOO/lfjcrat nAdou~ 1tOUl'; (But in the places won by the spear there were 
chosen suitable places for the founding of a city, to build full cities ... ). 

5. Dionysius Halicarnassus, Ant. rom. 1 :6:2 

Ta of; aPxulu Ta /lSTa Ti]V KTialV Tfj~ 1tOuro.; YSVO/lSVU KS<pUAUtCO OW~ E1t£OpU~lSV 
(and it only summarizes the beginnings after the founding of the city). 

6. Dionysius Halicarnassus, Ant. rom. 1 :73:3 

COaTS Otna~ stVat Tfj~ 'PffiJlll'; Ta~ KTiaEl'; Ti]V /lEv oAiyov UcrTSpoV TWV TpcotKwv 
YSVO/l£VllV (so that there were two accounts of the foundings of Rome: one 
occurring after Troy). 

7. Theophilus, Auto!' 3:22 

cruvuySTat ouv 0 1t(1~ Xpovo~ ano Tfj~ 'IspcD/loU ~ucrtAsiu<; ~l£XPt KaPXll()6vo.; 
KTiaEro.; ... (The whole time, therefore, from the reign of Hiram to the founding 
of Carthage ... ). 

8. Strabo, Geog. 5:2:2 

/lSTa of; Ti]v Tfj~ 'PcDlllls KTicrtv ~ll/lUPUTOs a<ptKVdTat AUOV aymv EK Kopiv80D 
(But after the founding of Rome, Demaritus came, leading a people from 
Corinth). 

Note that these examples are limited to Greek and Roman authors and occasionally fall 

under the larger category of spatial/temporal deixis. For writers who are neither Jewish 

nor Christian, KTicrts is understood in purely human terms, simply as the beginning point 

of a city's existence. Cities are not eternal, they were made in a particular time and 

space, and thus they can serve as a reference point for other events or places. This 

pattern seems to be restricted to Greco-Roman authors; the only occurrences beyond this 

constraint appear in the works of Josephus.27 For example, in Ant. 15:1, Josephus writes: 

KTlcrSts nOAsmv 'EAAllvlomv as 'HpcDOll~ EnOtllcruTO (the foundings of a Greek city that 

27 Another questionable example is found in Sib Or. 14: 130. Here 'PWllll-; is a collocate but it may not 
function in the same way that it does in the other examples. 
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Herod made). It may be that Josephus adopts this pattern in accord with his Roman 

audience. 

Greco-Roman authors employ the association between Kri(n~ and CITY with such 

frequency that, at times, the association is present without being lexicalized. It is at that 

point that other collocates come in to play that imply this particular function of Kricn~. 

For example, Strabo writes: 

YEVO~lEVll~ 0' ouv crracrEco~ <pucrl. KUra rilv KT1(HV aValpE8ilval rov ·pm~ov. ~Era 
of; rilv KTlcnv av8pffi1tou~ cruYKAUOU~ 6 'PCO~UAO~ il8pOlSEV (and therefore there 
was a rebellion, it is said that at the creation, Remus was killed. But after the 
creation Romulus gathered men ... ).28 

Nothing in the immediate co-text hints that this Kricn~ refers to the founding of a city: 

however, several factors in the account recommend this reading. First, the broader 

linguistic context makes it clear that Strabo is engaging in a discussion of the city of 

Rome. Strabo indicates at the beginning of this section that 'E~il~ 0' ~ AU'rlYll KEtral, EV 

n KUt ~ rmv 'Pco~uicov rr6Al~ (and in the next place lies Latinium, in which also is the 

city of Rome). 29 This topic sentence sets the stage for the rest of the discourse, enabling 

the reader to understand KriO"ls in terms of the founding of the city. In addition, 5:3:2 is 

being used within a particular, specialized register in which the author consistently 

describes the history and founding of cities.30 The register itself provides constraints on 

the function on the function of KricnS within its co-text. A similar phenomenon can be 

seen in the introduction to Book 9 of Polybius's Historae. Polybius provides a brief 

defence of his style of history-writing and makes reference to elements present in other 

historical writings: 

c8 Strabo, Geog 5:3:2. 
29 Strabo, Geog 5:3:2. 
30 Note that I have already included two examples above that exemplifY the Kn(i\~ + CITY semantic 

association. This pattern seems to be the norm for Strabo. 
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TOV ).lEv yap qnAllKOOV 6 YEVEaAoytKOe; Tn6noe; £1ttO"mlTUt, TOV 8£ noAunpaY).lova 
Kat nEpnTov 6 nEpt Tae; unotKiae; Kat KTiO"Ete; Kat O"uYYEVEiae;, Ka8a nou Kat nap' 
'E<p6pcp AEYETat, TOV 8£ nOAtnKOV 6 nEpt Tae; npaSEte; 1"<DV £8vwv Kat n6AECDV Kat 
8uvamwv3

! (for the genealogical style is indeed attractive to the eager, and to the 
inquisitive and extraordinary concerning colonizations and creations and 
kinships even as it is found in Ephorus, and to the political concerning deeds of 
the people and the city and the dynasty). 

Here, Polybius's use of KTicrte; is situated within (or at least contrasted to) an historical 

register where matters such as genealogy, family ties, cities and their beginnings, etc. 

are concerned. On this level, KTicrte; is essentially shorthand for the founding of a city. 

Furthermore, Polybius seems to parallel the two contiguous groups of historical 

concerns. AnotKiae; (colonizations) parallels Tae; npasEte; TWV £8vwv (the deeds of 

people), O"uyycvEiae; (kinships) parallels 8uvamwv (dynasties), and niO"Ete; (creation) 

parallels n6AECDv ( cities). Each parallel seems to be partially synonymous with the other; 

thus, KTicrte; is quite evidently a term used for the founding of a city. Here, it is not a 

collocation structure that provides this meaning but the influence of a register-specific 

constraint and particular parallel structure. Interestingly, two of the lexemes unotKiae; 

and O"uYYEvEiae; are actually common collocates of KTicrte;, especially in Polybius but 

also in other historical writers.32 Both of these terms also appear in historical discourse 

in general. Collocational patterns like these, while not providing direct semantic 

constraints, are important features that aid in the establishment of a particular register, 

which may in turn provide meaning constraints. 

Despite this apparent distinction, many of the "city" narratives are not entirely 

mundane. Several passages, particularly in the work of Dionysius Halicarnassus, Strabo, 

and Diodorus Siculus, employ lexemes in the KTi~CD-family when discussing the 

31 Polybius, His!. 9:1:4-5, 
32 See Polybius, Hist. 9:2:2, 12:26d:3, 31 :4: 1; Diodorus Siculus 12:35 :2; Pseudo-Scymnus, Ad 

Nicomedum regem. 67; Posidonius, Crag. 309a; Strabo, Ceog. 10:3:5. 
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foundation of the city of Rome in connection with the myth of Romulus and Remus. In 

these instances, Ktlali; (and occasionally K"rii;:co) collocates primarily with 'PCOlllle; 

(Rom e)-part of the semantic association CITY-aS well as notable character names 

such as 'PCOIlDAOe; (Romulus), 'PmIlOV (Remus), and AivEloV (Aeneas).33 For example, 

Diodorus Siculus writes: 

"Evtot IlEv ouv 't"mv avyy1tpaq>€cov 1tAaV1l8€vn:e; lJ1t€Aapov wue; 1tEpt 't"ov 'PCOIlDAOV 
EX 't"fie; AivEloU 8uympoe; YEVV1l8€v't"ae; gKnK€Vat 't"ilv 'PWllllv' 't"o <S'aA1l8f;e; OUX 
ou't"coe; EXEt, 1toUmv Ilf;V gV n1) ~lE't"aSU Xpovq> WD 't"' AivElou Kat 'PCOIlUAOU 
YEYOVO't"cov pacrtMcov, gKnall€vlle; of; 't"fie; 'PWlllle; Ka't"a 't"o OeD't"epOV ewe; 't"fie; 
SP06lllle; oAWl1tuiooe; -av't"ll yap ~ K't"icrte; Da't"Epci 't"mv TpcotKmv e't"CO"t 't"ptai 
1tAElOat 't"mv 't"E't"paKoaicov Kat 't"pulKov't"a. AivEiae; yap IlE't"a 't"ilv (lACOatV 't"fie; 
Tpoiae; g't"mv 't"ptmv 1tapEA8ov't"cov 1tapEAape 't"ilv 't"mv Aa't"ivcov paatAeiav, Kat 
KawaxcDv 't"PlE't"fi Xpovov £S av8pw1tcov ~q>avia8ll Kai 't"tllmv 8WXev a8avu't"cov. 
't"ilv 0' apXllv OtaOESUIlEvoe; AaKUVtoe; uioe; EKnaEv 'AApav 't"ilv CODV KaAoull€vllv 
Aoyyav.34 

(Therefore, some of the historians have assumed incorrectly that Romulus, born 
of the daughter of Aeneas, was the founder/creator of Rome. The truth is 
different, as there were many kings in the time of Aeneas and Romulus. But 
Rome was founded/created in the second year of the Seventh Olympiad, for this 
founding was after the Trojan War by four hundred and thirty-three years, for 
three years elapsed after the capture of Troy before Aeneas took up the kingship 
over the Latins. And holding fast for three years. he was unrecognizable by 
people and recieved immortal honours. And when Ascanius succeeded to the 
rule, his son founded Alban which is now called Longan.) 

This pattern suggests that while the K't"isco-family has a non-divine antecedent, it often 

operates as part of a formative mythos. For Greco-Roman authors. creation language is 

part of the recounting and interpretation of a narrative that is considered at least 

somewhat formative to that society. 

2.5 Creation in Theological Discourse 

An alternative semantic association contrasts CITY. Frequently K't"icrte; occurs along with 

theological language, what can be classified as the semantic association GO~. In these 

33 'PW!lllS is the twelfth most frequent collocate of Kri<ns (three below reoAlS), and occurs twelve times in 
the corpus. 

3~ Oiodorus Siculus, Bib Hist. 7:5:1. See also Strabo, Geog. 5:3:2, Oionysius, Ant. rom. 1:73:3. 
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instances theological language such as 8wu or Kupiou/ov appears in the immediate co-

text along with K!icrte;. This pattern locates creation language as a theological notion, 

something that is contingent upon a divine being, usually the Jewish/Christian God. 

Note the following examples. 

I. Pss. Sol. 8:7 

A v£AoYlcra~Hlv '[a Kpi~aTa wu 9wu ano KTiaE(o~ oupavou Kat yfje; (I consider 
the judgments of God from creation of heaven and earth). 

2. Rev 3:14 

i] apxl) '[fie; KTiaE(o~ '!OU 9EOU (the beginning of the creation of God). 

3. Hermas, Pastor 91:5 

£i ouv micra ~ KTial~ Ola '!Ou uiou '!Ou 9wu ~acr'[aS£Tal (therefore since each 
creation is born through the son of God). 

4. Hermas. Pastor 78:8 

Kat mlv ytvoe; '[fie; KTiaE(o~ '!Ou Kupiou sno'[is£'!O SK '[cov 1t1WCOV '!Ou opoue; 
SKetVOU (and every descendent of the creation ofthe Lord has drunk from the 
springs ofthat mountain). 

Notably. these occurrences all appear in the context of Jewish and early Christian 

literature. This pattern marks a stark distinction between Judea-Christian and Greco-

Roman literature regarding the antecedent of created things. In Judea-Christian writings, 

created things or creative processes occur in relation to a deity. On the other hand, in 

Greco-Roman literature, created things or creative processes occur on an 

anthropological level vis-it-vis the creation or founding of a nOAle;.35 Except for 

Josephus, it is prudent to presume that Jewish and Christian writers often have their 

creative deity in mind when creation language is employed. 

35 Interestingly, this is a pattern that does not seem to have widespread use prior to the Hellenistic 
period. This may suggest that such usage is a metaphorical extension based upon earlier theological uses 
of the KTicrt<; family in connection with Greco-Roman deities. Such a conclusion, however, would require 
further research. 
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3. Grammatical Patterning: K rimr; as Nominalization 

The most significant grammatical pattern related to K'ri<H~ is that it is a nominalization. 

As noted in previous chapters, nominalization is the construal of a verbal [PROCESS] 

using a nominal form. From a SFL perspective, nominalization is a class of grammatical 

metaphor that creates a semantic junction-the recipient experiences [PROCESS] 

meaning, but concretely as an entity. In English, "creation" can be a nominalization. 

Thus, the phrase "r created this chair" is re-construed as "The chair is my creation." 

Similarly, in Greek. uirro~ E0TtV K'ri<H~ TOU 8eau (he is the creation of God) re-construes 

6 8£6~ £KTt0£V UUTOV (God created him). As Thompson points out, congruent and 

metaphorical expressions are experienced simultaneously by the language user;36 

therefore, the [PROCESS] meaning realized by £KTt0£V is understood in the nominal 

KTi<H~, but now in a more concrete fashion. This example is tenuous inasmuch as the 

nominalized construal is slightly more cumbersome than the verbalized form. When 

nominalization occurs in real language it is usually because it makes for more 

streamlined (as well as concrete) communication. This will be elucidated in the 

following examples. 

A first and basic example can be seen in 2 Cor 5: 17: c00T£ d Tt~ £V Xpt0T<{>, 

KatVll KTi<H~ (whoever is in Christ, is a new creation). This may be a reconstrual of the 

agnate expression, c00T£ d Tt~ EV Xpt0T<{>, EKTi0811 KatV&~ (whoever is in Christ, has 

been newly created). This reconstrual marks a simple shift from verbal form (EKTi0811) 

to the nominal form (KTi<H~), as well as a shift from the modifying adverb (KatVcO~) to 

the adjective (KUtviJ). This simple shift reveals that a nominalization does not simply 

involve a verb-to-noun shift but also affects co-textual constituents as well. The "Christ-

36 Thompson, Functional Grammar. 224. 
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hymn" of Col 1:15-20 marks an interesting case where the nominal form appears in 

close co-textual relationship with its congruent agnate. After coming to a description of 

the kingdom of God's toU uiou Tils uyU7IT]s (loved son, 1:13), this character is described 

as follows: Os Ecrnv ElKcDV toU 8tou toU UOPUTOU, 1CPCtHoTOKOS 1CUcrlls K'Ti<n:(O~. on EV 

aim,? EKTia911 nx 1CUVTa Ev toTs oupavoTs Kat E1Ct Til<; Yils (he is the image of the invisible 

God, the firstborn of all creation,37 for in him all in the heavens and upon the earth 

were created). Initially, the son is expressed as 1CPCOTOtoKOs 1CUcrlls KTtcrSCOS (the 

firstborn of all creation) using the nominal form KTimS' In the clause immediately 

following, the author shifts to the verbal EKTtcr81l (it was created) to affirm that 

everything that was created was done so Ev aUTq> (in him). I prefer to read this latter 

clause as a reiteration or elaboration of the first so that 1CUcrlls KTicrscos and EKTicr811 Ta 

1CUVTa are agnates of one another: the latter clause makes the semantic junction of 

[PROCESS+THING] explicit.38 The choice of nominalization often has textual motivation. 

In this case, the structure of the hymn may give some clues. Some have suggested a 

parallel structure to the hymn that incorporates several "things" that the son is. Included 

in this structure phrases 1CpcoroTcoKos 1[(xcrllcr KTicrscos (firstborn of all creation) and 

1CPCOTOTOKOS EK TroV VSKProV (firstborn from the dead).39 The construal of the creative act 

as a noun allows the phrase to fit into the larger schema of the hymn. Besides the 

37 Or "every creature." 
38 This reading may be strengthened if on can be understood causally (see Porter, Idioms. 237). Bruce 

renders the passage "firstborn of all creation, because in Him all this were created" (Bruce, "Christ 
Hymn," 110, italics mine, so also Dunn, Colossians and Philemon, 90). Cf. Wright who suggests that the 
author makes "a statement about Christ, amplifying it with the title, amplifying it with the title 'firstborn', 
and then explaining it (on, 16a/19a) in relation to Christ's position vis-a-vis the created order" (Wright, 
"Poetry and Theology," 449). 

3" See for example Helyer, "Colossians 1: 15-20," 169. Wright also argues for a poetic parallel structure 
and notes that some scholars have acknowledged that Os £O'nv ctKcov ... npcoToroKOS/Os £O'nv apx~, 
npcoToroKos structure. However, his schema does not place the two npcoToroKos clauses in parallel (see 
Wright, "Poetry and Theology," 446, 449-51). 
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passage in CoIl: 16, there are several other instances in the corpus where congruent 

agnates appear in the immediate co-text. For example, Polybius writes: Kat yap awnov 

Ta<; IlEV TCOV n6Acillv KTiGE1~ W1><; cruyypu<p£a<;, Kat n6Tc Kat nco<; Kat Ola Tivillv 

EKTiG9rJGUV (for also it is out of place on one hand for historians to record the 

foundings of cities and when and how and through whom they were founded).'~o 

Based on these examples it is appropriate to say that when the nominal form of 

KTicr1<; is used, not only does it realize [+THrNG] as nouns typically do, but it also realizes 

[+PROCESS] as well. This nominalized construal, functions, first and foremost, to 

concretize the reader's experience of a creative act, that is to say, a creation always 

implies a creative act. How this creative act is to be understood is subject to other 

linguistic constraints that are register-specific. The phenomenon of nominalization also 

implies motivation, in other words, one must ask why the nominal form was chosen 

instead of the verbal form. Nominalization is a criterion of grammatical metaphor. If 

metaphor is a feature of expressions as I have argued, there may be other relevant 

metaphorical features in the discourse as well. Nominalization also occurs due to textual 

motivation such as in the structure of CoIl: 1 5-20. It is important to seek out what 

structural implications a nominalized form has on the pericope. 

4. Textual Patterning 

Functional linguists frequently point out the phenomenon of cohesion vis-a-vis 

linguistic grouping/chaining; lexical reiteration is one of the more obvious of these 

features. 41 A noticeable characteristic of Rom 8:18-23 is the repetition of KTim<; (four 

40 Polybius, Hist. 10:21:3. See also Diodorus Siculus, Bib. Hist. 7:5 I; 3 Mace. 2:7-9 for some clear 
examples. 

41 With reference to cohesion and gouping in Hellenistic Greek, see Reed, Discourse AnalysiS of 
Philippians, 89-101; Westfall, Discourse Analysis of Hebrews, 47-55. 
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occurences in four verses)-what Reed would call REITERATION.
42 In the representative 

corpus, this is the only place that K"Ciat<; enjoys such repetition. Thus, K"Cicrt<; seems to 

contribute to the meaning of the passage in a way that is not common to Hellenistic 

Greek. Even so, there are several texts in the corpus that posses some degree of chaining 

with two occurrences of Kricrt<;, and occasionally with other forms such as the verb K"Cisw 

(I create) or the noun K"CiO""CTJ<; (creator). Hoey argues that there can be detectable textual 

patterning associated with particular lexemes.43 As such, it is necessary to analyze these 

occasions in order to see if any patterns provide insight into the chaining in Romans 8. 

Westfall notes that chaining is important in providing clues to the topic of the 

pericope.44 Obvious instances of grouping, such as in Romans 8, "point the focus of the 

subject matter in a particular direction.,·45 This insight is not entirely profound but it 

begins to demonstrate how a particular lexeme-in this case K"Ctcrt<;-may function in a 

discourse. 

4.1 Semantic Chaining and the Founding of Rome 

Chaining patterns have an impact upon both the ideational and textual semantics of a 

pericope. In fact, the organization and the content are integral to the success of one 

another. For example. returning to Dioscorus Siculus's discussion of the founding of 

Rome, the Kri1;;w-family plays an important cohesive role. 

"Evtot /lEV ouv !cov auyy1tpa<p£wv 1tAaVTJ8£vr£<; U1t£AapOV "CO'u<; 1t£pi rov 
'PW/lUAOV SK "C~<; AivEiou 8uya"Cpo<; YEWTJ8£v"Ca<; sK'ttK£Vat "CllV 'PW/lTJv' "Co 
6'UATJ8E<; OUx oi)rw<; £x£t, 1tOAAmV /lEV £V "C0 /l£"Ca~u XPOvcp rou "C' AivEiou Kat 
'PW/lUAOU y£yovo"CWV paatA£WV, SKna/l£vTJ<; 6£ nl<; 'PW/lTJ<; Ka"Ca "Co 6£U"C£pov 
£ro<; r~<; sP66/lTJ<; OAU/lm6:60<;~au"CTJ yap ~ K"Cicrt<; uO""C£pd "Cmv TpwlKmv £"C£crt 

4: Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 98. 
-13 See Hoey, Lexical Priming, 115. 
4-1 See Westfall, Discourse Ana(vsis of Hebrews, 47. Note that Westfall uses terms such as chaining, 

grouping, cluster, reiteration, etc. to refer to approximately the phenomenon. 
45 Porter and O'DonnelL "Argumentation in Romans," 159. 
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rpmt nAElocrt TCDV rErpaKocricov Kat rptuxovra. AiVElW; yap ~Era rilv aAcocrlV rfj~ 
Tpoia~ Errov rptrov napEA8ovrcov nap£Aa~E rilv rrov Aarivcov ~acrtAEiav, Kai 
Kamcrxwv rptErfj xpovov E~ av8po:mcov il<pavicr811 Kat n~rov £ruXEV a8avcncov. 
r~v 8' apXl1v 8ta8E~a~Evo~ AcrKaVto~ uio~ £KncrEV AA~av r~v CODV KaAou~£vllv 
Aoyyav.46 

(Therefore, some of the historians have assumed incorrectly that Romulus, born 
of the daughter of Aeneas, was the founder/creator of Rome. The truth is 
different, as there were many kings in the time of Aeneas and Romulus. But 
Rome was founded/created in the second year of the Seventh Olympiad, for this 
founding was after the Trojan War by four hundred and thirty-three years, for 
three years elapsed after the capture of Troy before Aeneas took up the kingship 
over the Latins. And holding fast for three years, he was unrecognizable by 
people and recieved immortal honours. And when Ascanius succeeded to the 
rule, his son founded Alban which is now called Longan.) 

Lexemes from this word family occur at key points in Diodorus's account. The lexical 

repetition allows the reader to understand what is at issue here-the misidentification of 

Rome's founder. The cessation of the reiteration then suggests that this point of 

discussion has passed. Further, creation lexemes serve as "central tokens" between two 

particular chains-PERsON NAMES and PLACE NAMES:P This organizational structure is 

crucial to the cogence of Diodorus' s argument. that Romulus was not the founder of the 

city of Rome. 

4.2 Semantic Chaining and the Eucharist 

Book 5 in Irenaeus's Adversus Haereses provides one of the best examples of an 

instance where Kricrt~ functions in a lexical chain.48 lrenaeus engages in a brief discourse 

regarding the death of Christ and the Eucharist that is infused with the language of old 

and new creation. Irenaeus's goal at this point is to clarify the significance of the 

elements ofChrisfs death (the body and blood) paired with the elements of the eucharist 

46 Diodorus Siculus, Bib His!. 7:5:1. See also Strabo, Geog. 5:3:2, Dionysius, Ant. rom. 1:73:3. 
47 Reed distinguishes between "relevant tokens" and "central tokens," where relevant tokens are "all 

linguistic items in the text which are part of one or more chains," and central tokens are "linguistic items 
in chains which interact with linguistic in other chains" (Reed, Discourse Ana(vsis of Philippians, 100). 

48 This example actually falls outside the purview of the representative corpus; the corpus only includes 
books I and 2 ofAdverslis Hael'eses. I have included this example here because it is too important to 
ignore. 
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(the cup and the bread) and to frame them in terms of God's creation. Lexical 

repetition-particularly of the lexemes ulene;, U1llU (blood), and crwllu (body)-plays a 

significant role in cohering the unit and providing insight into the topic and semantic 

relationships of the passage.49 Consider how this plays out below: 

Fig. 7 Semantic Chaining in Irenaeus. Haer. 5:2:3 

Repetition of lexemes from the BODY domain (U1llU, crwllu, and J.lI~AOe;) link humanity 

with God, i.e., '"his own blood" ({OlDV ul~lu) relates to "our blood" (TJllEn::pov u1llU) and 

"his own body" ((OlDV crcollU) relates to "our own body" (TJllE!EPU ... ()(:DllU!U ).51 On the 

other hand, the repetition of K!tene; holds throughout this section. The provision of the 

eucharistic elements is framed in terms of God's offering of creation. At this point, the 

lexical/semantic chains collide; the elements (uIJ.1U, crwllU, and llEAOe;) exist under the 

rubric of God's creation and as a result are mutually defining. For Irenaeus, creation-

though more generally understood as the natural world-has specific application in the 

body and blood, and more importantly, the body and blood are re-visioned under the 

rubric of creation. 

49 I also include the lexeme /lEA.O<; (member/limb) with Ul/lu. and crW/lU as it falls under domain 8 in 
LOllw-ll/ida along with the other two lexemes. 

50 Irenaeus, Haer. 5:2:3. 
51 This concept also seems to be thematized in the passage by the phrase 'E1tEtO~ /lEA.f] UUTOU £cr/lEV 

(since we are his body parts). 
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I do not wish to overburden this section with examples. so some concluding 

comments can be made. 52 Most importantly. KTi0l~ readily participates in lexical and 

semantic chaining. In these cases, Kricrl~ contributes to a cohesive structure and gives 

clues to discourse topic. Instances of chaining are juxtaposed to instances of single use 

insofar as they generally playa larger role in the making of meaning. For example, the 

notion of founding a city, realized through the semantic association KTi0l~ + CITY. plays 

a much larger role in the account of Bib. Hist. 7:5: I than it does in Ant. rom. 1:6:2, 

because of this reiteration. Further, the interaction of cohesive chains (including lexical, 

semantic, and other types) is an important feature to analyze in a given discourse. As 

was seen in Haer. 5:2:3, the interaction between the KTicrl~ chain and the BODY chain has 

implications for structure and, most importantly, how lreneaus conceives of the 

eucharist. Lexical repetition is able to make his observation clear. 

5. Summarizing the Various Functions OjKTi(J1(; in the Corpus 

This chapter has illuminated the various lexicogrammatical patterns associated with 

KTicrl~ in Hellenistic Greek. Evidently, KTicrl~ is able to combine with an assortment of 

lexicogrammatical features to perform a variety of functions. It is important to highlight, 

then, that these patterns are entirely co-textual and contextually driven. The fact that 

such strong collocational patterns can be identified is evidence of this. Conversely, it 

seems as though there is a particular semantic value that can be abstracted from each 

occurrence: DEPENDENT EXISTENCE. It is this abstracted semantic value that is construed 

in the lexicogrammatical realization KTicrl~ and further constrained by other co-textual 

52 For other examples where lexemes of the KTi~(J)-family participate in semantic chains, see Dionysius, 
Ant. rom. 1 :73:3; Claudius Ptolemais, Apot. 2:4:6; Hermas. Pastor 12: 1-2; Theophilus, Auto/. 1 :5; 
Theophilus, ,..111101. 3:23; Irenaeus. Haer. 1 :11:1; Menander Frag 1; Rom 1:24-25; Coli :15-18; Strabo, 
Geog. 5:3:2. 
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structures. It is only these additional features that bring out more specific and definite 

meaning. For example, the nominal form rather than the verbal for of KTicH(; realizes 

[DEPENDENT EXISTENCE+THING]. This observation confirms the monosemous approach 

adopted in this work and provides a way forward in the analysis of Rom 8: 18-23. 

The corpus patterns above also provide insight into how KTicrt~ contributes to the 

meaning of a discourse. Collocational patterns are evident such as the collocates nus, 

K6cr~LOU, and noA£cos. As Hoey has pointed out, variant lexical functions are instantiated 

in particular patterns. If certain collocational patterns are not present in an utterance, 

then the associated function is probably not in play. The same goes for broader semantic 

associations. The most significant grammatical pattern that I noted was that KTicrts 

functions as a nominalization of the verb KTiSCO. With that in mind, it is important to 

understand that the nominal form KTicrts always incurs the semantic junction of 

[PROCESS+THING]. KTicrt~ also occasionally occurs in close co-textual relationship with 

other instances of KTicrt~, KTiSCO, or KTicrTlK Consequently, the lexeme is a ready 

participant in lexical and semantic chains, providing cohesive structure in a pericope 

along with notable ideational implications. 

As a final observation, there are times In which KTicrt~ performs a particular 

function yet the typical concordant lexicogrammatical patterning is not present. At that 

point, other constraining features come into play, such as registers denoted through topic 

sentences or other stereotyped vocabulary and other structural features. This marks an 

interplay between system and instance. The language user seems to have a vaster array 

of meaning-making resources than can necessarily be statistically quantified in a study 

like this one. I suggest, therefore, that the observations from a corpus analysis are 
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important and foundational to lexical study; however, they must be accompanied by a 

close analysis of the passage itself. Thus, the significance and function of 

lexicogrammatical features in a particular discourse are informed and educated by the 

generalities of the corpus. 
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Chapter Six 

THE CONTRIBUTION OF KT1<n£ IN THE TEXTUAL ORGANIZATION OF ROMANS 8: 18-25 

The final two chapters of this thesis are meant to be a linguistic analysis of Rom 8: 18-

23 with a focus on the contribution of the lexeme KTt<nS in the making of meaning. This 

first chapter, then, will inquire into the textual organization of this pericope, and 

particularly how KTlcrlS contributes to this structure. This will be accomplished in two 

parts. First, I will center my attention upon the phenomenon of semantic chaining, 

tracing the main semantic chains woven throughout the passage. Important to this 

analysis is the interaction of these chains through central tokens. l Second, I will explore 

the organization of the passage through organic ties, namely, the conjunctive system by 

which the discourse is carried forward. 2 Especially important is how the conjunctive 

system relates discourse participants and manages the flow of information. This analysis 

reveals how lexis coheres the pericope, and specifically how the lexical repetition of 

KT1<ns interacts with other repeated lexemes. Further, analyzing the conjunctive systems 

begins to show how the paragraph is structured and where KTlcrlS fits in the development 

of Paul's thought in two distinct roles. 

1 See, Reed, Discourse Ana~vsis of Philippians, 100. 
2 See, Reed, Discourse Ana(vsis of Philippians, 89; Reed, "Cohesiveness," 32-33. 
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1. Semantic Chaining in Romans 8 

Several notable semantic chains run throughout Romans 8: 12-25 that come to a head in 

vv.18-23, only one of which is the chain that includes Kricrt<;.3 For the purposes of this 

section, I wish to analyze the function of the CREATION chain in Rom 8: 18-25. This will 

consist of a preliminary description of its position within the pericope and will be 

followed by observing how this chain interacts with three other important semantic 

chains including ADOPTION, REDEMPTION, and EXPECTATION. The intersection of these 

domains is important to the interpretation of this passage, especially given that these 

domains are used metaphorically in this passage. The intersecting domains reveal a 

coordination of metaphorical expressions. 

1.1 Preliminary Observations regarding the CREA TlON Chain 

18 Aoyi1;;o~at yap on OUK a~ta Ta rra81l~aTa roD vUv KatPOD rrpo<; Tilv ~£AAoucrav 
M~av urroKaAu<p8fjvat d<; Tl~ul<;. 19T1 yap urroKapaooKia Tfj<; KTiO"~ Tilv 
urrOKUAU'lftV TCOV uicov roD 8wu urrsKO£XSTat· 20T'fj yap ~aTat6nln . KTiO"l.;j 

UrrcTUYl). OUX £Koucra UAAa Ot' , . S rrt t - on Kat au." Tl 
KTiO"l S W ll<JsTat arro Tfj<; oouAsia<; Tfj<; <p80pii<; si<; Tilv sAsu8spiav T~<; 
M~ll<; TCOV T£KVWV roD 8WD. --01 a/lsv yap KTiO"l.;j crUcrTSVU~St Kat 
cruvwoivst axpt TOU vUv· 230U /l6vov o£, aAAU Kat au Tilv arrapxilv roD 
TrVcU/laro<; £XOVTS<; Tl/lsl<; Kat alHot sv saurol SVU~O/lsv ul08scriav 
um:KOSx6/lsvOt, n)v urroAuTpwcrtV TOD O"OO/-lUTO.;j Tl/lcov. 2..fT'fj yap sArri01 
£crc08lJ~sv'£Arrt<; o£ pASrro~£VlJ OUK £crnv sArri<;'o yap PAt;St Ti<; sArri~Sl; 25d O£ 0 
ou pAtrro~sv sArri~o~sv, Ot' urro~ovfj<; urrsKosx6~s8a. 

Fig. 8 Semantic Chaining of CREATION 

As opposed to some of the other semantic chains, CREATION only occurs in 

vv.19-23. With reference to the observations made in the previous chapter, this 

phenomenon is striking. First, KTicrt<; appears primarily in the nominative case, which 

stands out against the primarily genitive occurrences in the corpus. In this case, KTicrt<; 

3 While my main focus of the thesis is on vv. 18-23, the extension of several chains into prior verses 
demands my inclusion of the entire previous paragraph (vv. 12-17). 
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only adds [+SPECIFICATION] with respect to its first co-text and is otherwise simply 

nominal. Second, KTtCn; does not often occur more than twice within a short span of 

text. As I observed, there were some texts with clusters of two or three nominals and 

still other texts with clusters that included nominal and verbal forms. The only exception 

to this rule was lreneaus's Haer. 5:3:2.4 On the basis of expectation from the corpus 

patterns, the CREATION chain in Rom 8: 18-25 is a marked occurrence, the primary' 

function of which is cohesion. Besides the first instance of KTtc:n~ in the genitive 

modifying ~ anoKapaOOKta (the eager expectation), each occurrence appears in the 

nominative as the subject of its clause complex. The frequent nominal repetition then 

reminds the reader of the subject of each clause or clause complex in spite of the 

participant shifting throughout the pericope.5 For example, when Paul shifts to the first 

person plural OtOa)lEV he signals a shift in the primary participant. The subsequent 

repetition of ~ KTic:n~ keeps the CREA nON topic at the fore and continues to cohere 

Paul's discourse. While the CREATION primarily consists of the lexeme KTtc:n<;, I will 

argue below that this chain should include the lexeme O'W)laTo~, though for now I will 

leave it out of my chaining figures. 

1.2 Creation and Adoption 

The domain ADOPTION is arguably the controlling chain in this pericope.6 Adoption 

permeates this segment of Romans, extending beyond the scope of vv. 18-25. In effect, 

adoption is central to Paul's discussion in the latter half of the chapter, and included 

4 Interestingly, in this example three ofthe four occurrences of KTi<nS; are genitive, which is, statistically 
speaking, more expected. 

5 Later on, I will use the terminology of prime and subsequent to articulate the implications of this 
participant shifting. 

6 As far as Pauline soteriological metaphors go, adoption is one ofthe less common ones. Burke 
acknowledges this point in one of his many treatments of the adoption metaphor (see Burke, "Adopted as 
Sons," 259). Particular attention is often given to Paul's forensic metaphors, which include justification 
(see especially, du Toit, "Forensic Metaphors," 213--46). 
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within that discussion are comments that utilize other soteriological metaphors. 

Adoption language occurs with the greatest density prior to v. 18, where Paul writes 

affirmatively regarding the believer's adoption by God.7 Several lexemes are used in 

this chain including ui08Ealw; (adoption) itself. Other key terms emerge as well 

including uiol 8£013 (sons of God) and r8KVU 8£013 (children of God), which denote the 

child and the adopter, the adopter as nurijp (father), and finally those as adopted as 

KATjpOV6~LOt (heirs).8 Lexical repetition continues, though with less frequency, in the 

following verses, which signals the continuation of the adoption theme and, as will be 

seen, functions as connecting points with the other semantic chains. The lexical density 

in vv. 14-17 followed by the intermittent occurrences of adoption lexemes seems to 

establish adoption as a (if not the) central topic which is carried through the next 

paragraph. That adoption can function as a controlling metaphor does not entirely 

distract from the other metaphors employed throughout, allowing for diversity in Paul's 

expression. As Burke points out, "the global description given by Paul in this passage 

needs to be recovered but it is also important to bear in mind the manner in which the 

passage unfolds because it suggests that adoption is the dominant idea:,9 The semantic 

chaining bears out at least the latter of half of this observation. See below for a graphical 

representation of the ADOPTION chain, including how it relates to the CREATION chain. 

7 See Jewett, Romans, 506. Burke suggests that the VV. 12-17 represent the "now" aspect of Paul's 
articulation of adoption, while vv. 18-25 contain the '"not-yet" (Burke, "Adopted as Sons," 279). See also 
Scott, Adoption as Sons, 244-66, who argues for present and future adoption in this passage. 

s Also O"uYKA'lPOVO/!OI (co-heirs). Further on in the chapter, adoption language continues especially 
when Paul calls Jesus the rcpoHotOKOV EV rcoAAoiS aOcA<poir; (firstborn of many siblings). See especially 
Scott's comments regarding rcponowKov and its link with Paul's earlier adoption discussion and read 
against Davidic and Abrahamic messianic promises (Scott, Adoption as Sons, 252-55). 

9 Burke, "Adopted as Sons," 280. 
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Fig. 9 Semantic Chaining of ADOPTION 

The dominance of the adoption theme must be accounted for, despite the lack of 

interaction between the ADOPTION and CREATION chains. Rom 8: 19 contains the only 

clause in which tokens from each chain co-occur. Here, Tfj~ KTim::(O~, or more properly 

the eager expectation of the creation, waits for nov uimv wu 8wu (sons of God) to be 

revealed. 1O With only one point of interaction, these tokens remain relevant tokens and 

thus may not contribute much to the cohesiveness of the discourse. As Reed points out 

(following Halliday and Hasan), there should be at least two instances of such links for 

this these lexical items to be truly considered as central tokens. I I However, the tokens 

KTim::(O~ and TmV uimv lOU 8wu may be appropriately considered as central tokens in 

10 Eastman is of the opinion that Paul, in his use of the term "sons of God," has in mind the nation of 
Israel. Thus, he anticipates the redemption and adoption of unbelieving Israel, probably looking forward 
to his more extensive discussion of this issue in chs. 9-11 (Eastman, "Who's Apocalypse?" 270-72; see 
also Keesmaat, "Exodus and Intertextual Transformation," 39). The interaction ofK1icrtt; and 1WV uiwv lOU 
emu at this point in the passage help her to establish her "three-fold" view of K1icrtt;. 

II Halliday and Hasan, ''Text and Context," 57; Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 100-10 l. At 
that point, the central tokens add another element of cohesiveness to the discourse; thus, creation and 
adoption become coherent themes. 
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this instance if the ADOPTION chain is extended. 12 It may be permissible to extend the 

ADOPTION chain to include cruvw81w:t (groan together). This lexeme more obviously 

links with the other groaning words in the passage (crucr"[svuSct in 8:22 and cr"[CVUS0f.lcv 

in 8:23), forming its own semantic chain (GROAN) and thus contrasting variant Actors of 

the processes. Although, as many authors point out, this lexeme is often associated with 

labour pains and the process of giving birth. 13 The sonship language of Romans 8 

extends beyond the notion of adoption and includes birth language, suggesting a more 

complex web of lexical relations. Adoption language has already been seen to interact 

with suffering language in 8: 17 where heirs of God are expected to suffer as co-heirs 

Kat cruv80s,acr8&f.lsv). What is seen here is a complex interaction of adoption, birth, and 

suffering language brought together by tokens in the CREATION chain.l..J. 

Here, again, the adoption theme is dominant. While the birth language provides 

some sort of expectation as to what will be birthed, Gaventa insightfully points out that 

what results is not actually a birth but an adoption. IS Thus, the interaction of these 

semantic chains pictures a structure wherein the adopted children, as co-heirs with 

Christ, are to experience suffering-adopted children whose disclosure is expected by 

1:C See Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 100, where he distinguishes between central and 
relevant tokens (also ch. 5 n. 46 of this thesis). 

J3 See especially Gaventa, Ollr ,\/other, 56-57. Gaventa notes forcefully elsewhere in her monograph 
(32-34) that the W01VEtV word-group is used by Paul in Gal 4: 19 in a birthing context. See also Hahne, 
Corruption and Redemption, 202-205; Waeuen, Romans, 219; Hultgren, Romans, 325. This 
understanding is disputed, however, especially in Braaten, "All Creation Groans," 133-37, though his 
dispute is primarily with the attempt to link the '"birthpangs" with those promised in Gen 3: 16. 

14 Note also the function of the temporal particle vuv, which occurs in 8: 18 and again in 8:22. In the 
former verse, suffering is said to be associated with the 10U vUV KOlPOU (the now time/present time) and in 
the latter verse the creation is said to groan iiXPl10U vuv (until now). This particle solidifies the link 
between creation and the suffering/birth language. Notably, the suffering in 8:18 seems to be associated 
with the adopted children, while in 8:22 the groaning is associated with the KTi<n~. 

15 Gaventa. Our A/other, 57. 
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the created thing. 16 This suffering theme then continues, with overtones of expectant 

birth-pangs that the creation itself experiences before returning again to the suffering 

(crn::vasoj.tEV) of those who await adoption. 

1.3 Creation and Redemption 

The REDEMPTION chain is another cohesive element in this passage that first appears in 

8: 15 'Nhere the gift of the spirit of adoption (JrVEVj.tU DioeEcriu~) is contrasted to a spirit 

of slavery (JrVEVj.tU DODA-EtaS). This early reference hints at the slavery-adoption contrast 

that will continue on for several verses. 17 REDEMPTION is a domain that is realized with 

a number of different lexemes and contains within it important contrasting semantic 

relations.
18 

Thus, freedom and slavery are consistently contrasted with one another in 

Rom 8: 19-23 in concert with other redemption lexemes. The contrasting lexemes within 

the REDEMPTION chain (Le., slavery-freedom) and the additional relation between 

slavery and adoption, while hinted at in 8: IS, is overt in 8:2 I and 8:23. The delivery of 

the created thing from slavery (redemption) is into the glory of the children of God 

(adoption) and adoption as sons is placed in apposition to the redemption of the body-

16 From here I will primarily be employing the gloss "created thing" for the lexeme KTi<Jtl:;. Justification 
for this translational choice will be given in the subsequent chapter. [ begin to employ the gloss now for 
the sake of continuity. 

17 The lexeme OOUAOI:; will later be contrasted with freedom and occurs in the same semantic domains as 
some ofthe other lexemes in the REDEMPTION chain (according to LOllH'-A'ida). See domains '"87 E Slave, 
Free" and ""37 E Control, Restrain." Despite the debate regarding the exact antecedent to Paul"s 
redemption metaphors, there seems to be a consensus that redemption involves the purchasing of a slave' s 
freedom. Dunn makes note of several extra-biblical references to this effect (Dunn, Theology of Paul, 
227). On the other hand, Wright prefers to see slavery language in terms ofthe Exodus; thus, Paul now 
envisions a new exodus (Wright, "Romans," 596, see also Keesmaat, '"Exodus and Intertextual 
Transformation," 35--43). See Tolmie, "Salvation as Redemption," 247-51, for a recent and concise 
survey of important studies on the background to redemption metaphors in Paul. This social antecedent to 
the redemption metaphor further recommends the inclusion of OOUAOI:; in the REDEMPTION chain. 

18 Tolmie points to the lexemes uyJrpa~Elv, E~ayopa~Elv, UJrOAUrpwcnS, and 
EACU88piaJEACU88pOUV/EAEU88POI:; as important words in Pauline redemption metaphor (Tolmie, ""Salvation 
as Redemption," 247). The latter two lexemes appear in Romans 8 and are included in the REDEMPTION 
chain. Two lexemes that Tolmie does not include in this list are uJroruyw and OOUAO~ (which occur in 
Romans 8 as well), which, as I note above, I include given their semantic relationship as suggested in 
L0111 r-/I/ida. 
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freedom and adoption become (at least partially) synonymous. At this point, adoption 

and redemption metaphors become intertwined as they begin to interact with the 

CREATION chain. 

Fig. 10 Semantic Chaining of REDEMPTION 

The interaction of the CREATION chain and the redemption chain occurs at key 

intervals throughout this paragraph. The created thing (Kri<n~) is first subjected 

(u1t£ruY'l) to futility, and in the next verse the redemption metaphor is elaborated vis-a-

vis the created thing's delivery from slavery to decay (oouA£ia~ rij~ cp80pa~;) and into the 

freedom of the glory of the children of God (£i~ rilv 8A£u8£piav rij~ 06~11~ rillv rEKVwv 

rou 8£OU).19 Therefore, both the REDEMPTION chain and the extended ADOPTION chain 

come into contact with the CREA TlON chain. The CREA TlON chain is, therefore, integral 

in the interface of these two metaphorical domains. In 8: 15 the contrast between slavery 

19 Given this parallel, many commentators propose that subjection to futility and slavery to decay should 
be considered as almost synonymous concepts (Dunn, Romans /-8,470; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 413; cf. 
Fitzmyer, Romans, 507, who suggests that "'\[ataiotes is a broader concept than phthora"). However, the 
structure of the two clause complexes does not seem to allow for such close identification. 
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and adoption is brief and quickly passed over. However, as Paul moves on in his 

thought, these domains come together forcefully in a cohesive soteriological metaphor 

with token of the CREATION chain functioning as central tokens. 

The implication of this structure already suggests a shift in the reading of this 

passage. In his discussion of Romans 8 and the concept of new creation, Jackson 

suggests that in this passage creation and redemption become "coordinate concepts:·20 

This statement falls in line with his articulation (following many other writers) that the 

redemption of humanity coincides with the redemption of the sub-human creation (his 

understanding of Krimc;).21 However, the structure that I have identified seems to 

articulate the coordination of redemption and adoption. Rom 8:21 and 8:23 mark 

important points in this passage where the redemption and adoption metaphors coincide 

and are linked together by tokens from the CREATION chain; creation language provides 

the point at which adoption and redemption can coordinate. Therefore, contra Jackson et 

aI., it is not the redemption of two separate entities that are brought together in these 

verses by a single metaphor. but two different metaphors (adoption and redemption) are 

brought together with reference to a single entity (the created thing/body). 

1.3 Creation and Expectation 

The final semantic chain of relevance to this discussion is the EXPECTA nON chain. This 

chain is first realized in the lexemes vuv (now) and /lSAAOUcrUV (it is about to be) as they 

provide temporal contrast between present suffering and future glory. Thus, the 

suffering that is associated with being adopted children of God is only temporal and 

20 Jackson, Nell' Creation, 161, emphasis his. 
21 See. for example. Bullmore, "Christian Environmentalism," 161; Lawson, "Hope of Creation," 561; 

Lambrecht, "Ecocentric or Anthropocentric," 184; Vollmer, "Theocentric Reading," 791-92; Waeljen, 
Romans, 215 among others. Commentators often use the terminology of an "inextricable link." 
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passing in light of the future expectation of glory. This contrast is repeated throughout 

the paragraph, realized by two lexemeS-U1rEKDEXO/lEVOl and £A1ri~-which are exhibited 

in both nominal and verbal forms. The lexical tokens in this chain cluster at the 

beginning and end of the paragraph and occur in relation to the creation theme, as can be 

seen in the figure below. The positioning of these clusters with reference to the various 

other metaphors in the passage creates a sense of eschatological tension throughout. 

Fig. II Semantic Chaining of EXPECTATION 

It is probably best, at first, to view the EXPECTATION chain as it relates to the 

ADOPTION and REDEMPTION chains. As can be seen above, EXPECTATION extends beyond 

the boundaries of the REDEMPTION-ADOPTION collusion in 8: 19b-23. It is on the fringe 

of the EXPECTATION clusters that such interaction begins to happen. In 8:19, expectation 

first interacts with Kt:iGl~ and adoption, where the created thing is said to eagerly await 

the revelation of the sons of God (~ yap unoKapaooKia '"Ci1~ Kt:icrECO~ '"CT)v unOKUAU\lflV 

1"<DV ui&v LOU 8eou unEKD£XELal). With this statement Paul moves from a description of 

expectation into the adoption-redemption collusion identified above. As this complex 

theme develops in the next three verses, expectation language is noticeably absent until 

8:23. When the EXPECTATION chain picks up again, adoption and redemption language 
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is still present. Paul is then able to bring this paragraph to a close as he continues to 

describe the characteristics of hope. 

A noticeable shift has taken place in the span of the two lexical clusters. 

Whereas in the first cluster it was created thing that waited in expectation of adoption 

(or at least the disclosure of their identity), in the second cluster it is those who have the 

first-fruits of the spirit who wait for adoption (~W;ts KUt uu'tOt £v euu'tOts (HcvaSOllcv 

ui08cO'lUV u1rcK8cX6IlcVOl). With the recurrence of the EXPECTA nON chain, K'ttO'lS is 

conspicuously absent, an absence that is heightened in that the redemption-adoption 

collusion has continued on into this verse-K'tlO'ls had been the central token that held 

the chains together. 

Two alternative readings present themselves as a way to account for the absence 

of K'tiO'lS in the second cluster. The first reading suggests that a shift in focus has taken 

place around 8:22. which now marks believers as those expecting adoption and 

redemption. This shift functions as a means to identify the believer with the created 

thing through shared characteristics (Le., groaning, redemption, etc.) and future 

expectations. While not expressed in explicit linguistic terms, this explanation finds 

common acceptance among commentators.22 However, from a linguistic standpoint, this 

explanation affects the cohesion of the paragraph that results from viewing the tokens of 

the CREATION chain as central tokens. 

The alternative (and recommended) reading is that the cohesive structure of the 

paragraph can be maintained by extending the CREATION chain to include the lexeme 

22 This is usually expressed as some sort of inextricable link between the fate of humanity and creation 
that extends forward from the fall and now includes redemption. For this view, see especially, Bullmore, 
"Christian Environmentalism," 161; Lawson, "Hope of Creation," 561. 
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crcO~LUTO~. Thus, KTicrt~ has been functioning as some sort of metaphor for the body.23 

Westfall makes provision for such a phenomenon when she describes "grouping with 

metaphors, analogy, typology and word picture." Under this category, cohesion is 

created in chains that are realized by lexemes that do not occur in the same domain and 

may not have had connection with one another in the first place>:!-l Therefore, given that 

KTicrt~ consistently functions as a central token in the coordination of redemption and 

adoption metaphors, and has already provided a link between these metaphors and the 

EXPECTATION chain, the use of the lexical item crcO~LaTO~ is the final central token that 

relates adoption and redemption metaphors. 

2. Conjunctive Systems in Romans 8 

Semantic chaining is only one window into the cohesive structure of Rom 8: 18-25. The 

other window that I wish to look through is cohesion through organic ties, i.e., the 

conjunctive systems that hold the various levels of discourse together. 25 While there are 

several conjunctions and conjunction complexes even in Rom 8: 18-25, in this exercise I 

am concerned with the clauses and clause-complexes in which KTicrt~ occurs and the 

conjunctions that unite them. Generally speaking, the most common of these 

conjunctions is yap, while the transition from 8:20-21 is marked by on Kui,26 and the 

transition from 8 :21-22 is marked by yap on. Of greatest interest is the idiomatic phrase 

OU )..Lovov 6£, UAAa Kat, which marks the transition from 8:22-23. Several theorists are 

helpful in an analysis of the conjunction system including Westfall and Reed's work in 

23 This point will be argued in greater detail in the next chapter. 
2-1 Westfall, Discourse Analysis 0/ Hebrews, 54. 
25 Reed defines organic ties as "the conjunctive systems of language, such as particles which serve as 

markers of transition (e.g., yap, ana, 6£, Kuif' (Reed, Discourse Analysis a/Philippians, 89; Reed, 
"Cohesiveness," 32). 

26 Some manuscripts such as ~, D, F, G, have the conjunction complex 6t6n Kui instead. This is not an 
issue that has direct relevance for the role of KriO'l~ in Rom 8: 18-25 and thus will not be subject to any 
complex discussion. 
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discourse analysis.27 Further, Porter and O'Donnell articulate a conjunction cline, which 

accounts for the connections of different levels of discourse (vertical); continuity-

discontinuity (horizontal 1 );28 and similarity, proximity, and co-ordination (horizontal 

2).29 Moving from left to right, the conjunctions in these clines increase in their 

markedness values. 

2.1 The Role of the Simple Conjunctive Systems 

As noted above, the first two componential ties consist of the conjunction yap. Reed 

includes yap as a causal-conditional conjunction (specifically under the heading 

"reason") of enhancement, which '"'expands' the primary clause by qualifying it with a 

circumstantial feature of time, place, cause or condition.,,3o Porter and O'Donnell 

advocate that yap only operates at or above the clause level (including clause, clause 

complex, and paragraph) as opposed to wor.d or word-group.3l This appears to be an 

accurate description of how yap functions in 8: 19 and 8:20 where clauses and clause 

complexes are joined together. Thus, in this paragraph yap will most likely combine 

elements at or above the clause level and signify a causal relationship between the 

elements, suggesting causal progression as subsequent elements are joined by yap. 

Paul begins in 8: 18 with the explicit evaluation Aoyii;ojlUl (I consider). He 

continues with a declarative that the present sufferings cannot compare to the future 

glory. This declarative is then joined to a further assertion regarding the eager 

expectation of the created thing with the conjunction yap. Following this statement, yap 

27 See Reed, Discourse AnaZvsis of Philippians, 91; Westfall, Discourse Analysis of HebreH's, 66. 
2R This cline is established primarily according to frequency (Porter and O'Donnell, "Conjunctions," 

1 0). 
29 Porter and O'Donnell, "Conjunctions," 8-12. 
30 Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 92; Reed. '"Cohesiveness," 34. Enhancement is one of three 

subheadings (including also elaboration and extension) under the larger heading of EXPANSION. 

31 Porter and O'Donnell, '"Conjunctions," 9. 
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adds another clause complex regarding the futility to which the created thing has been 

subjected. The conjunctive system here seems to reflect a series of positive, causal 

enhancements of the main clause in 8:18. Each clause or clause complex adds to the 

prior clause with further information that provides the reason for the earlier clause. 

While 8: 19 seems to add information with respect to the apocalyptic glory (i.e., it is 

K'rtCHs that waits), 8:20 adds information regarding KtiCHs. The combination of organic 

ties (conjunctions) and componential ties (semantic chaining) provides a cohesive 

discourse that is able to build and develop in its focus. At the point of 8:20, KtiCHs has 

moved from simply functioning as a genitive restrictor (it restricts the content of 

unoKapaooKia) to the subject of the clause. While KTiCHs remains in focus in the 

development of the paragraph, the information surrounding is enhanced and built upon. 

Again, the succession of yap conjunctions implies a certain causal progression. 

From this point, the conjunctive system varies somewhat inasmuch as 

conjunction complexes are used: on Kai and yap on. Taking each conjunction by itself 

can be problematic as they operate at different levels and perform various expansion 

functions. According to Porter and O'Donnell's schematic noted above, besides the 

vertical axis signifying different levels of discourse, there are two horizontal axes. With 

regards to the conjunction complex in 8:21, each conjunction operates on a different 

horizontal axis. Thus, on fits on the axis of logical-semantic inference implying an 

inferential or casual relationship, while Kat fits on the axis of continuity-discontinuity 

and signifies the least discontinuous relationship.32 The clause complex in 8:21 seems to 

continue the "causal progression" brought about by the succession of yap since on can 

3~ See Porter and O'Donnell, "Conjunctions," 10-11. Note that olon also falls under this category. Thus, 
if olon is a better reading that on it does not affect the present reading with great significance. 
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perform similar causal enhancement that yap does in vv. 19 and 20.33 The relationship 

of elements separated by on is different than in the previous clauses, however, in that it 

seems to project the content of hope (£A1tiDt). It may be best here to view the phrase Kat 

aUT11 ~ Krim<; together. The inclusion of Kat along with intensive pronoun aiml adds an 

element of intensive continuity to the clausal relation, or perhaps more specifically ~ 

Krim<;. Thus, it seems as though the subjection of KrieH<; and the deliverance of Him<; 

from slavery to decay are seen on continuous terms. 

The transition from 8:21 to 8:22 is noticeably different from the causal 

enhancement that has developed thus far. In fact, 8:22 looks very much like 8: 18. In 

both these instances, explicit evaluation (signified by the first person verb) is followed 

by the postpositive yap on. This conjunction complex enhances the discourse. Here, it 

may be helpful to evaluate the conjunctions separately. While yap signifies mild 

discontinuity along the continuous-discontinuous axis, on implies an inferential or 

causal relationship, as noted above. 3
..\ Thus, yap relates the former and latter clause 

complexes in terms of their continuous and causal relationship just as it has done in the 

earlier verses. On the other hand, the on is used to introduce content of the "knowing:,35 

The significance of these componential ties in relationship to the role of Krim<; in 

the passage can be best expressed through enhancement and mild discontinuity. As 

Krim<; remains a prominent focal point in the discourse, the information given about this 

Krim<; develops from clause complex to clause complex. The relationship of these 

elements does not imply discontinuous propositions about Kricrt<; nor are these elements 

33 See Reed, Discourse Analysis of Philippians, 92. 
H See again, Porter and O'DonnelL "Conjunctions," 10-11. 
35 See Porter, Idioms, 238, where on with the indicative can be used to introduce particular content. This 

occurs in much the same way that on projects the content of hope in 8:21. 
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adverse to one another. Instead, Paul's comments stack upon one another and enhance 

one another, progressing with a degree of causality. The only break from this pattern 

occurs when the relationship of the subjected Kriat<; and the freed Kricrt<; is emphatically 

continuous and when the enhancement is made more explicit through evaluation. 

However, this pattern breaks down significantly with the final conjunction complex 

related to Kricrt<; in 8:23. 

2.2 The Role of the ou 1l0VOV O£, &.ua Kat Complex 

One of the most significant arguments against any sort of anthropological reading of 

Paul's creation language lies in what has been called a contrast between the Kriat<; and 

the "we" of the pericope. In vv. 22 and 23 Paul writes: oloallEV yap on m'iaa ~ Kricrt<; 

auarEVusEt Kat auvcooiVEt axpt LOD vDv OU 1l0VOV O£, aAAa Kai auwl. TllV anapXllV wD 

we know that every created thing has been moaning and groaning together until now, 

and not only that, but even we-who have the firstfruits of the Spirit-even we 

ourselves groan as we wait for adoption as children). There are several participants in 

the discourse that are identified by a variety of means. First, there is Paul, the author of 

letter, whose evaluation of the content of the letter breaks through occasionally. This is 

accomplished primarily through the use of first person singular verbs, such as in 8: 18 

where Paul uses the first person singular AoyisOllat (I consider). Of course there are the 

recipients of the letter, who are often referred to using second person forms, though they 

are occasionally included with Paul in first person plural forms such as in 8:22 

(oloaIlEv).36 Other participants enter into the paragraph through the use of nominal 

36 Thus, the use ofa first person plural '"editorial we" seems unlikely in this case given that Paul has 
already used first person singular forms in the same paragraph. 
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forms and corresponding third person verbs. Thus, the created thing, the sons/children of 

God. the subjector (i.e., the subject of \J1to'ra~oV'ra), and the body function as discourse 

participants. Given some of the conclusions drawn in light of the alleged participant 

shift from every created thing to "we," it is important to understand how the idiomatic 

clause complex ou ~6vov OE, UMa Kat relates the opposing clauses and, more 

importantly, what this implies for an understanding of the function ofKrl<Hs. 

Two participants appear in 8:22-Paul and his readers, who are said to know 

(oloa~Ev) something, and the Ktl<H<;, who is said to moan and groan together until now. 

In 8:23, then, the pronoun aUToi returns the participant reference once again to Paul and 

his readers. noted again in the next clause with ~~ds Kat aUTOt (even we ourselves). The 

phrase ou ~6vov OE, UMa Kat separates these clauses and thus the two participants and 

their corresponding processes. 

oloa~Ev yap on na(J~U<HEV<'iSEl Kat (JUVWOiVEl UXPl LOU VUV'OU JlOVOV 

()E, oJ ... :)...u Kat aUTOl ' , - , " T\~Ets Kat aUTO EV 
saUTols (JTEV<'iso~EV ui09wl ' no DTPW(}tV LOU (Jw~aLOs 
T\~W 

Fig. 12 Participants in Rom 8:22-23 

A "literal" rendering of the phrase might read "and not only, but also," which 

immediately highlights the adversative function of uAAa and 0£.37 Thus, the argument 

can be made, following Fitzmyer, that the "contrasting phrase makes it clear that Paul 

has been speaking of material creation in the preceding verses.,,38 If this argument stands 

37 See Porter, fdioms, 205, 208; Reed, Discollrse Analysis of Philippians. 91; Wallace, Grammar, 671; 
Runge, Discourse Grammar, 29, 55-56; Levinsohn, Discourse Featllres, 112-14, for the adversative 
function of these conjunctions. 

38 Fitzmyer, Romans, 509. See also Hahne, Corruption and Redemption, 180,205; Hultgren, Romans, 
321; Morris, Romans, 323 n.98; Murray. Romans, 305, who make similar statements or imply this sort of 
reading. 
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(which I do not think it does), it does serious damage to the reading I proposed above, in 

which KTicn<; is used as a metaphor for TOU O"cOl!aTo<; TJI!CDV. 

With reference to Porter and O'Donnell's cline, while Kat and 58 are able to join 

high ranks of discourse, UAAU tends to link middle to lower discourse ranks, suggesting 

that together ou ~l6vov 58, uUu Kat operates at a lower rank (i.e., clause level or below). 

Further, UAAU, 8£, and Kat appear on the continuity-discontinuity axis rather than the 

axis oflogical-semantic inference. Porter and O'Donnell suggest that UAAU displays high 

discontinuity and markedness, Kat displays low discontinuity and markedness, with 58 

appearing somewhere in the middle.39 What results is a conjunctive phrase with 

noticeable texture due to varying markedness values. There is a tension between 

continuity and discontinuity between the preceding and following clauses, and 

heightened by ou !-l6vov. 

A caveat to the comments above is the "idiomaticity" of this complex; ou 1!6vov 

58/~lij 1!6vov 8£ is an established idiom in Hellenistic Greek. Furthermore, the construct 

ou 1!6vov 8£ ... UUU Kat is well attested, appearing as a stereotyped idiomatic 

construction that places two clauses in some sort of contrastive relationship with one 

another.4o Two forms of the construct appear as follows: Proposition 1- ou ~l6vov 8£, 

uUu Kat - Proposition 2 (undivided); and ou 1!6vov 8£ - Proposition 1, UAAU Kat -

Proposition 2 (divided). Of primary importance, therefore, is to track the participant 

references and processes involved in the clauses that are linked through the ou 1!6vov 

58 ... UAAU Kat construct, the typical implied semantic relationship between the 

participants, and what sort of elements are being contrasted (i.e .. verbs, nouns, clauses, 

39 Porter and O'Donnell, "Conjunctions," 10. 
40 Porter, referring to the construction in Romans 5, calls ou 1l0VOV os an "elliptical contrastive 

construction reinforced here with aUa Kai" (Porter, "Argument of Romans 5," 222). 
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etc.). In the New Testament, this construct appears ten times (this includes the separated 

and attached constructs)-twice in Acts and eight times in the disputed and undisputed 

Pauline letters.41 

Acts 19:26-27 well exemplifies the divided construct in narrative, where each of 

the idioms introduces a propositional clause. Thus, in Acts 19:27, the speaker Demetrius 

places the phrases "Cou'tO KlVOUVE:UEl tl/l1V "Co /lEPO<; Ei<; Ct1tEAenlOV EA8dv (there is danger 

that our trade will be discredited) and "Co Ti'\<; /lEyUATj<; 8Ea<; AP"CE/llOO<; lepOV d<; ou8ev 

AOYlcr8~vm ([there is danger that] the temple of the great goddess Artemis will be of no 

account) in tension with one another. The first clause occurs in the midst of Demetrius's 

speech where he mentions the idol trade, which he suggests will be affected by Paul's 

anti-idol preaching. There appears to be an ellipsis of the verb K1VOUVEUEl (he/she/it is in 

danger) following ana Kat; both propositions imply the same process-a danger or 

risk. Although the two discourse participants (the temple of Artemis and the idol trade) 

in this case are distinct from one another, the construct ou /lovov 8£ ... ana Kai links the 

two participants together, yet with an element of contrast. Interestingly, the second 

clause ("Co "Cil<; ~lEyUAl1<; 8Ea<; AP"CE/llOO<; lEPOV d<; OU8Ev AOYlcr8ilvm) is further expanded 

OiKOU/l£VTj cr£~E"Cal (and soon she whom Asia and the whole world worship will be 

pulled down from her magnificence). This lexicogrammatical bulk that follows the latter 

half of the construct (aAAa Kat) implies an emphasis or escalation in the flow of the 

41 In Verbrugge's recent treatment of this construct (in the context of Rom 5), he provides a count of 
thirty-six occurrences of ou /lOVOV in the New Testament (Verbrugge, ""'EXOMEN in Romans 5: I," 562). 
He specifically leaves out the DE in his search because "the conjunction 8£ merely connects with the 
preceding materiaL" This is understandable, as Verbrugge is interested in contrasting the ou /lOVOV 
construct with a paradigmatic variant /l~ /lovov. Even so, I wonder if compartmentalizing the construct is 
not unhelpful when looking for consistent patterns associated with a particular construct. 
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discourse. Three features, therefore, are present with the OU }lOVOV 6£ ... UAAU Kat 

construct: continuity, contrast, and emphasis. Continuity is suggested vis-a-vis the 

ellided verb (KIV6uv£U£1), contrast is created between the two separated clauses, and 

emphasis is provided by the expansion ofthe second clause. 

Similar constructions appear in Acts 21 :13, 2 Cor 7:7, I Tim 5:13, and 2 Tim 

4:8. In the case of I Tim 5:13, for example, all three features (continuity, contrast, and 

emphasis) are present and it is the participant and the process that stays constant (the 

widow learns to be). Thus, the younger widows ou 1l0VOV 6£ upyat UAAU Kat <pAuapOl 

Kai 1t£pi£PYOI ([are] not only lazy, but even gossipy and prying).42 Note that it is the 

discourse participant that is elided in the construction (assumed from v. II) and that the 

lexicogrammatical bulk lies in the second clause, hence some sort of emphatic 

escalation. In these two examples and in the other instances there are notable consistent 

features: (1) the construct ou 1l6vov 6E; .. . uUU Kat introduces two discourse elements in 

contrastive relationship with one another; (2) continuity is suggested in the ellision of 

the discourse participant or process;43 (3) emphasis is generated by the increased 

lexicogrammatical bulk in the second clause (Le., following UAAU Kai). 

The undivided form of the construct operates in a slightly different manner, 

insofar as the two conjunctive elements, rather than being separated by the first clause, 

are placed together, separating the two clauses. Thus, rather than ou Ilovov 6£ 

introducing the first clause, it follows it. There are several examples of this combined 

construct in the Pauline corpus, four in Romans and one in 2 Corinthians, with no 

~2 This example reflects a relationship between elements at the level of lexis rather than clause, as in the 
previous example. 

~3 More often it is both. In 2 Cor 7:7 the participant 6 6£os and the process nup£KuA£<J£V elide into v. 7, 
while in 2 Tim 4:8 6 KUp\O<; and cmobw<J£l are elided. 
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examples found elsewhere in the New Testament.44 The first two examples of this 

construct appear in close proximity to one another in Rom 5:2-3 and 10-11. Both of 

these examples reflect the three features identified in the construction above: continuity, 

contrast, and emphasis. In 5:2-3 continuity exists between participants and process. In 

fact, the same verb is used in both c1auses-KauXcDl!~8a (we rejoice)-and thus he 

continuity is made explicit (rather than implicit through verbal ellision). It is the content 

of the rejoicing that changes from clause to clause; not only do Paul and his audience 

rejoice in hope of the glory of God (En' EAntot r~~ 06~I1~ rou 880U), they also rejoice in 

tribulation (tv rat~ 8Al\jfWtV). It is the entire clauses that are contrasted in this verse and, 

as is typical of this construct, there is additional information given in the second 

clause-in this case the notion of tribulation is expanded upon. Porter briefly suggests 

that in Rom 5:3 uAM., though it follows ou 1!6vov O€, retains an adversative sense.45 

Thus emphatic continuity is present, however the UMU is able to mark the contrast 

between the content of the rejoicing. Rom 9:9-10 follows the same typical pattern. Paul 

asserts the "word of promise" that Sarah will give birth to a son. Continuity is expressed 

in the following clause-complex insofar as the birthing process continues. However, the 

participants in this process are different and are thus the point of contrast; it is Rachel 

now rather than Sarah. The emphasis is realized in that Rachel conceives two sons rather 

than simply one. Again, the tension between continuity and contrast is seen as the 

argument progresses through the increase in the number of children conceived or born. 

Thus, even as there may be continuity in the process, the exact details of the process 

always shift. The elements separated by the conjunction complex are joined together, 

.j.j There is some attestation to this construct prior to Paul, though not much. Following the Pauline 
examples, most appear among the writings of the Early Church Fathers. 

45 As opposed to emphatic, Porter, Idioms, 205. 
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often through an ellided verb, but there remains a contrastive relationship between the 

two elements. 

From these examples, it is evident that the features of continuity, contrast, and 

emphasis are consistent when the ou Ilovov 8€, aAAU Kat construct is employed. 

However, the elements that are continued, contrasted, and emphasized vary from 

utterance to utterance. Thus it is not accurate to suggest that, say, the process is always 

constant while the participants vary, or some similar assertion. How, then, do these 

considerations affect a reading of the construct in Rom 8:22-23? As with the examples 

above, Rom 8:22-23 exhibits the standard features. Continuity is expressed through the 

repetition of the GROANING domain, realized by crUcrT£VCtS£l Kat crUVWOiv£l and 

crT£VCtsOIl£V. There is also significant emphasis as the discourse moves along; 

lexicogrammatical bulk increases after the complex.46 The first clause describes the 

simple groaning of nucra ~ KTiO"l~, while the participants and the process are heightened. 

The participants are now described as aUTol T11v anapX'lV rou 1tV£Ullaro~ EXOVT£~, ~Il£i~ 

Kat aUTOl (we who have the firstfruits of the spirit, even we ... ), while the second process 

is described as tv taDTot~ crT£VCtsOIl£v uioe£criav un£K8£xoll£VOt (we groan as we wait 

for adoption). Contrast is also seen in the shift of participants. 

There are two ways to interpret the identity of these participants and their 

relationship to the GROANING process. The first is to view the participants as distinct 

groups. In this case, Paul draws a distinction between the group known as mIcra ~ KTicrl~ 

(every created thing) and the illld~ (we, i.e., Paul and his readers). With this 

construction, Paul is able to join these two groups in solidarity with each another while 

they both groan together in the present age, similar to what Paul does in Rom 9:10. The 

46 So also Schreiner asserts (Schreiner, Romans, 438). 
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implication here is that Ktlcrl<; must be essentially non-human; thus, an anthropological 

reading of KricrtS does not reflect Paul's thought.47 

On the other hand, such a reading may not give proper consideration to the' 

thematization and information flow of the clauses and indeed the larger structure of the 

paragraph. In this way, a good reading of this section is aided by the interface of textual 

features: cohesion and thematization. Porter, as well as Dvorak, organize clausal 

structure in terms of "prime" and "subsequent," where "prime" establishes a scaffold 

from which "subsequent" elements develop.48 Dvorak notes that the "Prime orients the 

reader to the message of the clause, telling them how to understand the 'news' conveyed 

by the clause; the Subsequent is the 'news' (or 'newsworthy') part of the clause-the 

part that the writer wants the reader to remember. ,,49 In Rom 8: 19-21 Ktlcrts functions as 

the prime in each clause and "news" is provided about it (it eagerly waits, it has been 

subjected to futility, and it will be delivered).50 However, it is in 8:22 (not 8:23) that the 

participant structure shifts with 018allEV yap on. Kticrts is no longer the prime of this 

clause; instead, Paul and his readers (the implied subject of omallEY) become the prime. 

With this participant shift, nucra ~ KrlcrtS is relegated to the role of subsequent-the 

content of the "knowledge." Or better, the entire clause nucra t1 KtlcrtC; cr1)crtEVa~El Kat 

crUVO)OlVEl UXPl tOD vDv is made subsequent.51 

47 Michaels gets around this by seeing a shift in the sense of KTicrt~ in 8:22 based on the ltucra. Here Paul 
is seen to employ a common Greco-Roman metaphor ofthe travailing created order that serves as 
paradigmatic for the specific redemptive expectation of the bodY-Kticrt~ (Michaels, "Redemption of Our 
Body," III). Whether this reading is acceptable is not to be judged at this point, but in the subsequent 
chapter. 

48 See Dvorak, "Thematization," 19-20; Porter, "Prominence," 74. 
49 Dvorak, "Thematization," 20. 
50 The whole structure ~ ... altoKapa8oKia Tfi~ KTicrE(()~ makes up the prime element, which is almost 

longhand for ~ Kticrt;;. 
51 Lee articulates three classes of participant in this paragraph: divine, believers, and subhuman creation 

(Lee, Palll's Gospel in Romans, 406-407). He goes on to note that the participant reference gives cIues to 
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The identification of prime and subsequent elements implies a different reading 

of this construction than writers such as Fitzmyer have provided. It is better to suggest 

that the main verb oi:buj.l£V is ellided in the second clause.52 Contrast is thus being drawn 

between two propositions-the content of Paul and his readers' knowledge. Thus, Paul 

and his readers know that every created thing groans and they also know that "we 

ourselves" groan. Paul seems to be interested, not in contrasting believers with every 

created thing, but in the status of believers and their perceived relationship to KriatS' 

Paul takes the "we" from simple knowledge about KriatS to sharing in similar (if not 

identical) experiences, namely, expectant groaning. The role of the conjunctive complex 

joining these clauses is to enable this transfer where the main verb remains the same but 

the readers' relation to the groaning process shifts from external onlooker to immediate 

participation. To return to the issue at hand, the reading I have suggested here 

invalidates the suggestion made by Fitzmyer and others that Paul draws a marked 

distinction between believers and niicru ~ KriatS' While the reading I propose does not 

definitely substantiate any sort of anthropological reading, it does provide a better 

description of the information flow of the paragraph, suggesting a more profound 

relationship between KriatS and believers than one of simple solidarity. 

3. Conclusion 

Two important features of the textual organization of Rom 8: 18-25 have been identified 

in this chapter: semantic chaining and conjunctive systems. The lexeme KriatS plays an 

important role in both of these structures. Semantic chains permeate the passage, 

the structure, i.e., 19-22 (creation), 23-25 (believers) and 26-30 (God/Holy Spirit). However, according 
to my schema above, the shift actually takes place in 8:22 with 018UflEV thus blurring the lines between 
these two groups and the proposed structure. 

52 Rather than K1:i<H~. See, for example, Lenski, Romans, 539; Morris. Romans, 323, who make such a 
reading explicit. 
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especially those that participate in metaphorical expressions. In this passage, KTtmc; 

functions as a central token that links the REDEMPTION, ADOPTION, and EXPECTATION 

chains together in a coordinated and blended soteriological metaphor. One of the most 

significant observations is the inclusion of crwf1aTOC; within the CREATION chain, as it 

maintains the continued connection between expectation, redemption and adoption. The 

conjunctive systems reflect movement in the discourse that is characterized by causal 

momentum. This is primarily accomplished by the conjunction yap but at times by OTl 

Kat and yap OTl. The combination of conjunctive systems and prime-subsequent 

structure reveals a development in participant reference. Initially Paul uses K'rlmc; as the 

prime of each clause, while providing "news" about it. However, as he is concerned 

with the perspective of his audience, Paul shifts the participant reference to third person 

plurals. The conjunction complex in 8:23 enables the perspectival shift that links the 

experience of every created thing with the experience of the "we." 
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Chapter Seven 

THE ROLE OF K'ti<nc IN DISCOURSE TRANSITIVITY 

This final chapter of application will shift focus and explore the ideational components 

of Rom 8: 18-23. As many functional linguists have noted, ideational meaning is 

primarily carried by way of verbs, which is problematic inasmuch as the primary locus 

of the current investigation is a lexeme that is a noun. I However, the analysis of the 

ideational role of verbs is usually accomplished vis-a-vis the notion of transitivity. 

While verbs are central to the transitivity of a clause or clause-complex, other discourse 

features are necessarily part of that schema. Nominal forms such as K'ti<n~ therefore fit 

into the transitivity of a clause as an important feature of ideational meaning. This 

chapter will consist of several transitivity analyses that include within its scope the 

lexeme K'ticrt~ as the question is asked, how does KLi<n~ contribute to the paragraph's 

ideational meaning? Transitivity is the basic means of expressing linguistic content, the 

"what of the discourse:·2 In this type of analysis each constituent part of a clause is 

assigned a functional role, the basic roles are participant, process, and circumstance. 

The roles can be further specified depending on the type of process in question: 

material, mental, verbal, relational, existential, behavioural, etc. More specific types of 

participant and circumstance follow. 3 As noted at several points throughout this thesis, 

I See Thompson, Functional Grammar. 87; Ravelli, "Grammatical Metaphor," l34. 
2 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 86-87. 
3 See Thompson, Functional Grammar, 88-112, Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 170-

75, for a general overview of these principles. 
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Romans 8 involves a significant number of metaphorical features. Transitivity analyses 

have the benefit of providing a helpful rubric for detecting lexicogrammatical metaphor 

and, as such, will be applied to each main clause. These analyses will reveal that the 

meaning ofKTicrlC; is highly ambiguous throughout this paragraph; however, Paul is able 

to use this ambiguity to articulate his view of the redemption of the body. In this way, 

Paul can identify the redeemed body with the "created thing"-KTimc;. 

1. Initial Observations 

Before getting into specific clausal analyses, some preliminary observations must be 

made that will have a. bearing on the analysis of transitivity of each of the clauses, 

especially with reference to the earlier corpus analysis. A major observation of that 

analysis was the function of KTimc; as a nominalization. Thus, KTimc; realizes [PROCESS] 

meaning despite its nominal form. Nominalization causes the lexeme to shift roles in a 

transitivity scheme from process to participant. This shift has already had implications 

for how Paul is able to shape the discourse (see previous chapter), and now has further 

implications with respect to the transitivity of each clause. The primary consequence of 

this shift is that KTicrlC; can undergo adjectival modification (such as mIcra, and the 

intensifying pronoun aUnl) as well as take part in processes such as expectation, 

subjugation, etc. In addition, as a clause participant, the lexeme has a new set of 

functional choices from which the language user (Paul) can choose. Thus it may 

function as an Actor, or Senser, etc.4 

Nominalization is a criterion for ideational metaphor, which implies a choice in 

how the process meaning is to be realized. In the case of the nominalization KTimc;, this 

is a choice between the nominal form and the verbal form KTi~O). Two observations can 

~ This is dependent upon which type of process is in view. 
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be made here. First, the creative process implies a participant, Le., a creator. In each of 

these examples, Paul does not employ any of the collocational patterns that imply a 

human source or creation in terms of the founding of a city. Therefore, Paul seems to 

have his deity in mind as the actor behind the creative process. This is confirmed by the 

theological lexemes used in nearby clauses.s Second, the use of the nominalized form 

streamlines the communication. A lot of lexicogrammatical bulk would need to be 

added to construe the same information that is easily construed by the single noun. If the 

verbal form was used, an attendant subject and object would be necessary. Despite its 

bulk, such a construal would make one thing explicit: the semantic contribution of 

KTicn<;. The nominalized form certainly streamlines the flow of the clause, though that 

form creates a degree of ambiguity. Nominalization also recommends a particular 

translation of the lexeme. In the context of Romans 8, various schools of thought will 

choose between glossing KTicn<; as "creature" or "creation.,,6 These glosses often provide 

hints toward particular interpretations. In an effort to appreciate the lexicogrammatical 

nuance of KTicn<; and to adjudicate fairly between these polarized alternatives, I prefer to 

employ the gloss "created thing." 

2. Transitivity of Rom 8:19 

The first clause, Rom 8: 19, is a basic mental process. Mental processes are those that are 

characteristic of the mind and, according to Thompson, have four sub-types: emotion, 

5 Other theological language is used in the immediate linguistic context such as rrvEullu (spirit), as per 
the semantic association noted in ch. 5. 

6 For "creation" see NIV, TNIV, NL T, NKJV, NASB, MSG. HeSB, ESV. For "creature" see Wyc1iffe, 
Tyndale, Geneva, KJV. Douay-Rheims, Darby. Variant translations can also be seen in some German 
commentaries vis-a-vis the choice between using the gloss "Schopfung" (creation, see Michel. Der Brief 
200) or "Kreatur" (creature, see Schlier, De,. Romerbrief 256). Interestingly. Schlier's translation shifts to 
Schopfung in 8:22. 
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cognition, perception, and desideration.7 This final category, desideration, is the best 

description of what goes on in this clause, as U1CSKOEXStat (it eagerly awaits) expresses 

wanting or desire. In relation to this desideration mental process, the nominal complex 

~ ... U1CoKapaOoKia tii~ Kticrs(!)~ (the eager expectation of the created thing) functions as 

the Senser, while tilV U1COKUAu\Vtv trov uirov 8sou (the revelation of the sons of God) 

functions as the Phenomenon. Consider how this appears in a transitivity diagram. 

ij I yap I U)[OlCapaooJ-.ia !11S ni(n:cos tijv ct1tOKaAU'¥lV rwv uiciJv taU tl€Ou Um:lCOEXI.:tOl 

~ Sell\er PltelloIllfllOIl PrO{,f"~: IIlfntal 

Fig. 13 Transitivity of Rom 8: 19 

This transitivity schema is straightforward and does not contain any 

complicating embedded clauses or the like. The most problematic feature is what I have 

identified as Senser: the nominal complex ~ ... u1CoKapaooKia tii~ Kticrs(!)~. Many 

commentators make note of this peculiar idiom as a feature of the personification of 

nature.8 In this instance, an adjective (u1CoKapaooKia) is used substantively as the 

subject of the verb U1CSKO£XStat; both share semantic content, hence an element of 

redundancy. Furthermore, u1CoKapaooKia is modified by the genitive noun tii~ Kt[crSCO~, 

which restricts the range of the eager expectation to that particular "thing." Many 

commentators implicitly identify that ~ u1CoKapaooKia reflects a process even as it is 

grammatically a "thing"-a description of nominalization. Given that tii~ Kticrs(!)~ also 

functions as a nominalization, there appears to be a double nominalization in the clause, 

7 Thompson notes that desiderafion is not one of Halliday's original categories (Thompson, Functional 
Grammar, 94, cf. Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 208, where desiderative is now 
included). However, as Thompson defines desideration (wanting) it seems to accommodate a notable class 
of mental processes. 

8 See Adams, Constructing the World. 180; Cranfield, Romans, I: 412; Fitzmyer, Romans, 506; Jewett, 
Romans, 512; Murray, Romans, 302; LenskL Romans, 532; Morris, Romans, 320-21. Nelson calls this 
double personification (Nelson, "Groaning of Creation," 189 [155-58]). So also, Hultgren describes this 
as "anthropomorphic imagery" (Hultgren, Romans, 321). 
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which together make up the main participant-the Senser. This is indeed an emphatic 

construction since the process of eagerly expecting is realized in both verbal and 

nominal forms-as both process and participant. Paul could very easily have written this 

in simpler terms, without the substantive adjective and with the genitive Tfis K't"l01':cos in 

the nominative form. Thus the clause, ~ yap KTi0ls 't"11V unOKUAU\jftv TWV Dlwv LOU 8wu 

un£K8tX£Tat (for the created thing eagerly expects the revelation of the sons of God). 

Comparing these alternative modes of expression highlights the emphasis of expectation 

in this clause, rather than the thing that participates in the expectation. 

As noted. lexicogrammatical metaphor also occurs with the noun Tfis K't"icr£cos, 

since it is a nominalization of the verb K't"lsco. Thus, as Thompson suggests, a double 

transitivity analysis is useful for unpacking a congruent realization.9 Below I have 

provided a plausible congruent agnate for comparative purposes. Note that for the sake 

of simplicity I have not included unoKapa80Kia as it can be reasonably subsumed within 

the finite verb un£K8tX£Tat. 

Ii yap a:roKopa001\.ia Lll-: uia2W-'; TIl\' u:roKaAulvn' TO)V uiwv tOU 8cou U1t:EKO£XEWt. 

I ronj. I Sen\el' Phenomenon Pl'Ore~ .. : mental 

11 yap [nOIlH] fxtiaEh] Kai T~V orrOKaAmjflV Tet)\' uico\' rou (h::ou a1t:EKO£XEWL 
I conj. I 

Goal 
PI': I (onj. 

Pht'nomt'noll Prorr .. ~: mrntld 
matrrhtl 

Fig. 14 Double Transitivity of Rom 8: 19 

The most significant change with respect to the entire clause is the addition of another 

process. To be sure, this makes the clause slightly unwieldy (even more so if 

unoKapa80Kia is included somehow) and the processes are slightly disjunctive as one is 

material and one is mental. At the outset this reveals that the choice of employing 

grammatical metaphor helps to streamline the structure of the clause. 

9 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 225. 
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More specifically, the two elements on the right hand side of this table are 

identical and, as such, do not warrant much investigation. It is the left side of this table 

that requires some further inquiry. First, I should comment on some of the choices made 

here. The first process (8K"Ctcr811) is passive rather than active for two reasons. While it 

may be inferred that the Actor is God (6 8soC;), it adds unnecessary bulk to the analysis. 

Furthermore, the passive form is attested in (pseudo) Pauline literature as an agnate, 

congruent to the nominal form (see Col I: 14). Thus there is actual epigraphical evidence 

for such a construction. This agnate form reveals that embedded within the 

nominalization is a noun-the Goal of the material process (if the process is passive). 

Nominalization of this sort is lexicogrammatical metaphor at its clearest; there has been 

a shift in the grammar of the passage, yet there are lexical implications as well. The 

choice of the nominal K"ClcrSCOC; in this clause is metaphorical in the classical sense--one 

thing is being referred to in terms of another. While Paul may have had a more 

congruent means of expressing this "other," the notion of [DEPENDENT EXISTENCE], that 

is, the abstracted semantic value of K"CtcrlC;, is apparently more suitable to his purposes in 

Rom 8: 19 (and the following clauses). This metaphorical choice, therefore, has 

significant implications for a reading of this text-the use of the creation metaphor must 

have some positive experiential/ideational value with respect to the aims of this passage. 

In a similar vein, it is important to determine the embedded Goal of the agnate process. lO 

It is using this terminology that I will answer the question raised by many 

commentators: what is the meaning of K"Cimc; in Rom 8: 19-23? This Goal is not made 

explicit in these initial verses, which has probably led to the extensive discussion on the 

10 Given this present uncertainty, I simply inserted a place-holder in the transitivity table. 
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subject. I I I will argue below that the human body-expressed in 8:23 as 'Wu aCDj.luTOI; 

lij.lCDV (our body)--is the embedded Goal of the creative process. 

Two important considerations apply regarding the identity of the embedded 

Goal. First, my earlier corpus investigation has already revealed the meaningful 

lexicogrammatical patterns associated with the lexeme. These reveal, in generalities, 

how the lexeme can participate in the making of meaning. Second, these insights must 

interface with the particular lexicogrammatical structures in the immediate linguistic 

context. This latter step has been attempted by some commentators in the effort to arrive 

at the "meaning" of KtlO"l~ in Romans 8. So, for example, Hahne writes: "since KtiO"l~ 

and even 1tuau li KtiO"l~ have a wide range of possible meanings in the LXX and the NT, 

the context of Rom. 8.19-22 must determine the meaning of Ktlal~."12 The rigour of 

Hahne's approach in this regard is questionable, however. Oddly enough, except for in 

Rom 8:22, none of the frequent lexical patterns (collocation, etc.) appear alongside any 

of the occurrences of Kt[O"l~ in Romans 8, thus other constraining factors must be 

considered. 13 As shown in the previous chapter, this lack of common lexicogrammatical 

patterning is not uncommon. Thus, it can be inferred that in Geog. 5:3:3, Strabo uses TIjv 

KtlO"lV as a term for the founding of Rome because (a) an earlier topic sentence frames 

the subsequent discussion, and (b) the section occurs within a particular register that 

II Halliday suggests that grammatical metaphor and ambiguity are closely connected. "Grammatical 
metaphors tend to leave many semantic relationships implicit" (Halliday, "Lexicogrammatical Features," 
221). This aptly identifies what is occurring in these passages; the embedded Goal oft\:1'i<H<; is ambiguous 
due to the grammatical metaphorical construction. 

I: Hahne, Corruption and Redemption, 179, so also Adams, Constructing the World, 175-78. Hahne, 
and others, do not treat this issue in terms of a "range of meaning" but rather as a variety of options to be 
selected from. See especially Cranfield who provides such a list that is based on suggestions made by 
earlier commentators (Cranfield, Romans, 1; 411; cf. Witherington, Romans, 222-23; Murray, Romans, 
301-302; Hahne, Corruption and Redemption, 177-80). 

13 While it is not directly relevant to the present transitivity analysis, this implies that some of the 
particular stereotyped functions of K1'i<n<;-such as K1'iO'l<; as spatio-temporal deixis, and K1'{O'l<; as city 
origin--do not occur in this paragraph. 
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typically uses the term in such a way. The same principle can be applied in Rom 8: 19 

(and extended to the other clauses as well). 

As most commentators are willing to admit, Paul's main concern in this passage 

seems to be with the human race.l-l Indeed, the semantic chaining identified in the 

previous chapters suggests that the controlling metaphor in this section is adoption, a 

fundamentally anthropocentric (or at least anthropomorphic) metaphor. In fact, the topic 

sentence of this section, which I take to be located at 8:12, and the following clauses 

firmly establish the topic of discussion as the believer's life in the Spirit as adopted 

children. IS Human concerns permeate the paragraph, especially if the ou flOVOV 8t. aUb. 

Kat construction is meant to cause a shift in the readers' perceived relationship with the 

KrlO't<; and not to create a contrast of identity. These factors suggest a section of 

discourse that is governed by the eschatological human experience; by this I mean, the 

consistent contrast in modes of existence reflected in the binary categories of 

Spirit/flesh, slave/free, life/death, and suffering/glory, all of which are used with 

reference to the now-and-future experience of rois ev XptO'TCP '1110'011 (those in Christ 

Jesus, Rom 8: 1). This "register" controls how other elements in the discourse will be 

understood. 

At this point, with reference to Rom 8: 19, this is probably all that can be said 

regarding the Goal of the implied creative process. Paul uses two nominalizations 

(grammatical metaphors) to serve as the Senser in the mental process of desideration-

those who expect the revelation of the sons of God. The subject of the clause ~ 

1-1 See for example. Moo, Romans, 517n.50; Barrett, Romans, 165. However, Wright argues that while 
Paul's focus has indeed been on the humans race, in these verses Paul has ""turned a corner" and is now 
expands his view to the entire cosmos (Wright, "Romans," 596; see also Batey, Romans, 112). 

15 Indeed, this is established earlier in 8: 1-2. 
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anoKapai5oKia implies a redundancy of the process of expectation, while its modifier 

Til~ KTicn::co~ implies an embedded Goal. Moving forward, this latter nominalization will 

be repeated in three other clauses, which suggests that the embedded Goal of KT[0l~ is 

repeatedly interpreted in light of the additional information provided by Paul. A final 

note with respect to the mental (desideration) process is the ability of such to project. 16 

Thus, rather than labelling Tilv U1tOKUAU\jftv TON uiwv wu Bsou as Phenomenon. it should 

be labelled as Projection.17 This particular Projection is important to the transitivity of 

this paragraph inasmuch as it is the first piece of information provided about KTi0l~ and 

it is done so in terms of one of the major semantic chains EXPECTATION. Consequently, 

throughout the rest of the paragraph, it is important be attentive to (a) any repetition of 

that which is projected. (b) the continuation of the EXPECTATION chain, and therefore (c) 

how this may provide further information about KTi0l~. 

3. Transitivity of Rom 8:20 

The second section of interest is a complex made up of two clauses (separated by the 

conjunction una) and includes ~ KTi0l~, now as a nominative subject of the verb. While 

the former clause centered on a mental process, the first clause in 8:20 involves a 

material process (Um:::TUYll); the same process is ellided in the subsequent clause. 

Material processes make up the most basic type of transitivity and essentially involve 

physical actions. The participants in material processes are described as Actor and 

Goal-the Actor directs a particular action towards a Goal. 18 

16 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 117. Usually it is verbal processes that project, projections being 
the content of the verbalization, what may traditionally be called a quotation. 

17 Therefore, not technically a participant. 
18 Halliday and Matthiessen, Functional Grammar, 179-80; Thompson, Functional Grammar, 90. 
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In this case, tntc1UYll is a passive material process and thus the subject of the 

verb is the Goal rather than the Actor. 19 Passive processes of this sort can relate 

significantly to the preceding clause(s) based on the continuity of participants. 

Thompson uses as an example the complex: "Your son didn't kill himself. He was 

murdered,',20 An important feature of this example is the use ofthe third person singular 

pronoun in the second clause, which demonstrates the choice, available to language 

users, to use nouns or pronouns in their participant reference. Rom 8:20 falls into this 

genre as a passive process that follows an active process. Paul, however, chooses to 

repeat the noun rather than use a pronoun. This performs two important functions. First, 

it allows the reader to be clear as to which participant is in view. Paul wishes to continue 

discussion regarding the K1i<n~ itself and not the u1wKapa60Kia. Second, the repetition 

(continued throughout the paragraph) creates cohesive ties and hints at the topic of the 

paragraph. As for the Actor in this clause, it is implied in the grammar of the passive 

verb, though logically it is included later on in the clause complex with the substantive 

19 The Actor is implied within the verb. The identity of the Actor is hotly debated among commentators 
(though not in these terms). Several authors see God as the one who subjects Ktt<nS (see Murray, Romans, 
303; Fitzmyer, Romans, 507-508; Jewett, Romans, 513; Hahne, Corruption and Redemption, 188-89; 
Schreiner, Romans, 436; Dunn, Romans 1-8,470, who asserts that this understanding has reached 
consensus), while others have preferred to see Satan or Adam (cf. Cranfield, Romans, 1: 141; Bruce, 
Romans, 172-73; Jackson, Nell' Creation, 157, who suggests [contra Dunn] that the Adam interpretation 
is more common). Most frequently, these arguments stem from an understanding that lying behind Paul's 
statement is an interpretation of the Fall narrative often connected then with the curse of the ground. It 
was at that point that the natural order (Kti<nC;) was subjected (see Adams, Constructing the World, 175; 
Byrne, Romans, 257-58; Murray, Romans, 303; Cranfield, Romans, 1: 413; Batey, Romans, 113; 
Hultgren, Romans, 322; Moo, Romans 1-8, 552; Witherington, Romans, 223-24; Dunn, Romans 1~8, 
467; Eastman, "Whose Apocalypse?," 273; Gerber, "Rom. viii. I 8ff." 68; Fitzmyer, Romans, 505; Jewett, 
Romans, 513; Stuhlmacher, Romans, 134; Waetjen, Romans, 215-16; Michel, Der Brief, 202-203). Still 
others push against this reading and suggest a variety of alternatives such as Ecclesiastes, and Isaiah 24 
(see espec ially F ewster, "I ntertextual ity of ~atat6tlls." 3 9-61; Braaten, ., All Creation Groans," 13 1-59; 
cf. Moo, "Romans 8 and Isaiah's Cosmic Covenant," 78, 83-88, who, while accepting the presence of 
Genesis 3, prefers to emphasize elements ofIsaiah as intertext). At any rate. the identity of the "subjector" 
does not make any major impact on my investigation here and should be left for another study. 

~o Thompson, Functional Grammar, 91 (italics his). 
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participle TOV im:OTa~avTa. Even with the participle, the ambiguity of the Actor"s 

identity is not clarified in the least. 

Of greater interest to Paul is the status of ~ KTicn~ and the attendant process?' 

Here, ~ KTicn~ is joined with another token of the major semantic chains. REDEMPTION; 

however, this clause only expresses the "slavery" element of the contrast-relation that 

often makes up this semantic unit.22 An interesting caveat to material processes is the 

distinction, made by Thompson, between intentional or involuntary processes. 

Involuntary processes demand the question, "What happened to the participant?,,23 Rom 

8:20 reflects an occasion where the implications of this question are made explicit. In 

this instance, it is unclear whether the sUbjection of ~ KTicn~ is intentional or not. thus 

Paul adds circumstances and even another clause to make the intentionality clear. 

T11 yap flC1Wt6rl]T1 ti K1i(H~ o;(nO-fI] OOXE"OU(JU 

I~ Cire: 
Goal PI': matedal Cire:: quality product 

UJ.Ja btu rov onotue,crna £Q'iL'tiOI 

~ I Actor 
eire: condition 

eire: mean, 

Fig, 15 Transitivity of Rom 8:20 

Nominalization is, again, an important feature of this clause. However, unlike the 

previous clause, ~ KTicn~ is the only lexeme involved in grammatical metaphor, which 

makes this clause simpler to some degree. There is more clarity here regarding the 

primary participant of the clause, as I noted above. As with the previous clause. the 

nominalized KTicn~ has within it an embedded Goal, likely the same as the previous 

21 Paul has also fronted the product rfl .. ,lluratorT]T1 (to futility), which draws attention to the primary 
circumstance of the clause (see Fewster, "Intertextuality oflluratorT]t;," 49), 

22 Hahne acknowledges the conceptual relationship ofil7tEraYT] in 8:21 and 80UAEiUt; in 8:20, though he 
suggests that the enslavement to corruption is not identical to the subjection to futility ( Hahne. Corruption 
and Redemption, 196), 

23 See Thompson, Functional Grammar, 91. 
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embedded Goal. With this new clause, the identity of this Goal receives further 

description, as something that has been enslaved or subjected. Multiple circumstances 

(quality and means) appear throughout the clause-complex, providing additional 

content. which is informative to the process and how it relates to its main participant. 

With the inclusion of K'dcrt~ in this second clause, the lexeme has now taken part 

in two processes, in fact. two different types of processes. The result is that K'ricrt~ 

performs two different functional roles up to this point in the paragraph, that of Senser 

and Goal. If personification is a feature of the former process, it continues on with this 

next process (the enslavement of the created th ing) so that this particular understanding 

of the created thing is developing and multifaceted. Even with two of the clauses broken 

down into the different elements of transitivity, it becomes clear that a robust view of 

the created thing in the passage comes from the interaction of the lexeme with its 

processes. This second sentence helps to clarify the earlier clause. The involuntary 

subjection of the created thing helps to explain why that same created thing may eagerly 

await the revelation ofthe sons of God. 

4. Transitivity of Rom 8:21 

Rom 8:21 is very similar to the previous clause (complex) for a number of reasons. It 

involves a passive material process in which ~ KLi()t~ functions as Goal. This process is 

also part of the REDEMPTION chain, though the verb expresses the "freedom" aspect of 

the typical contrast-relation. In that sense, Rom 8:21 forms the antithesis to 8:20. The 

structure of the two passages is similar as well (compare Fig. 15 and Fig. 16). Both main 

processes are modified by two contrasting circumstances that help to clarify and provide 

detail with respect to the main verb; although, unlike in the previous clause, there is no 
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indication of the Actor of the main verb.24 The relationship of 8:20 and 8:21 is notable 

with respect to the conjunction complex joining the two verses. I noted in the previous 

chapter that the on Kat of 8:21 disrupts the repeated yap structure in 8: 19 and 8:20. This 

serves to link the conditional circumstance of the created thing's subjection-s<p' SA1tlOt 

(in hope)-with the content of that hope. Eschatological tension is thus created between 

the two material process, that of current subjection and future deliverance. 25 Two 

prepositional circumstances modify the process of deliverance, each restricted by a 

genitive, which explicate more fully the REDEMPTION contrast. There is then a sense of 

eschatological movement where KTlcrt~ is transferred from a state of slavery to a state of 

freedom. 26 The second circumstance is further modified by the genitive phrase TOW 

TSKVOW TOU 8£Ou (of the children of God). This clause therefore brings together three of 

the major semantic chains noted previously CREATION, REDEMPTION, and ADOPTION; 

adoption and redemption metaphors are synthesized in relation to KTicrt~. In fact, the 

modifier row T£KVCOV rou 8£OU brings the creation discussion full circle as the initial 

expectation of the created thing was with reference to TWV uiwv rou 8£OU (of the sons of 

God).27 Paul envisions a scenario in which the created thing awaits the revelation of 

God's children, only to be part ofthat same adoptive process. 

24 Interestingly. this issue has not engendered the type of debate present with the implied Actor of 
lJ7[l;raYl] in Rom 8:20. 

25 Dunn describes this as '1he eschatological tension of a liberation from the complex hegemony of sin 
and law, corruption and death, which has begun but is not yet complete" (Dunn, Romans 1--8,472; cf. 
Johnson, Reading Romans, 136). 

26 Dunn suggests that this is a deliberate rehashing of the theme of deliverance as previously presented 
in Rom 6: 18,22 (Dunn. Romans 1-8,471; cf. Lee. Paul's Gospel in Romans, 410). An important 
difference between these sections is that in Romans 6 Paul draws a contrast between the kind of slavery, 
whereas in Romans 8 there is envisioned an actual deliverance from slavery. 

27 This assumes that the two phrases can be considered paradigmatic variants of one another. 
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Fig. 16 Transitivity of Rom 8:21 

A notable feature of this clause is the use of the intensive pronoun aiml in 

predicate relationship with KriCili;?8 This construction is emphatic, especially when 

compared to the previous use of KriCitC; that does not have the pronoun.29 In this way, 

Paul emphases or intensifies his use of the lexeme. On the other hand, Cranfield sees 

this emphasis as a means for Paul to (implicitly) contrast the created thing and the 

children of God, with Paul's main interest on the "certainty of the coming glory of 

believers.,,3o This reading seems to push against the function of the intensive pronoun, 

which draws attention to the noun and implies that ~ KriCitC; is of central focus for Paul. 

It is preferable to see the emphatic structure aiding in the contrast between the created 

thing's SUbjection and its deliverance. The fact that KriCitC; will be redeemed from its 

former slavery is evidently a significant piece of information amid the descriptive 

momentum that is building throughout these verses. In the contrast between the two 

material clauses, the prediction of the created thing's liberation is timely and worthwhile 

information and thus it is marked with the intensive pronoun. 

While it may be getting redundant to mention the use of the nominal KriCitC; as 

grammatical metaphor, it is, yet again, an important structure in the clause. The use of 

the nominal KriCitC; allows for the addition of the pronominal intensifier, enabling the 

:8 See Porter. Idioms, 130; Moule. Idiom Book, 121 for brief discussions of such a construction. 
2q The presence of Kat may also aid in the intensive structure (cf. Moo. Romans, 516n.46; Hahne, 

Corruption and Redemption. 194; Nelson, "Groaning of Creation," 207). 
30 Cranfield, Romans. 1: 415. 
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momentum described above. Further, the use of the nominal form in both 8:20 and 8:21 

provides clarity in the contrast between the two material processes. In both cases, the 

nominalized form has an embedded Goal, which is not made explicit by immediate co

textual features in these verses. 

5. Transitivity of Rom 8:22 

Rom 8:22 requires a multi-level transitivity analysis given that it contains an embedded 

clause. The primary clause involves a Mental process of cognition followed by a lengthy 

Phenomenon that consists of another full clause. For the purposes of this chapter, it is 

the embedded clause that is of interest since it contains the lexeme KTiO'l~. Interestingly, 

this is the first place in the paragraph that KTiO'l~ itself is an active participant in the 

clause; previously it has functioned as a genitive modifier or the Goal of a passive 

material process. In spite of this shift. the active participant role of KTiO'l~ is still 

minimized, to a degree, by its being embedded within the Phenomenon of the 

controlling mental process. The embedded clause that contains KTiO'l~ involves yet 

another type of process: behavioural. Behavioural processes wend the way between 

mental and material processes and are usually identified on semantic, rather than 

grammatical, grounds. 31 In this case, KTiO'l~ is assigned the functional role of Behaver, 

who engages in a particular behaviour (or set of behaviours): O'vO'r.sva~.st Kat O'vvwDiv.st. 

This clause does not include a Range but simply adds the Circumstance, the extent to 

which the behaviour takes place. 

31 Thompson, Functional Grammar, 103. 
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Fig. 17 Transitivity of Rom 8:22 

Probably the most significant feature of this embedded clause, with respect to the 

role of K1icrl~. is the addition of the adjective mIcra (every, alI), a significant collocate 

according to my earlier corpus analysis. However KTicrl~ is functioning in this clause, the 

modifier mIcra consistently signifies that the entirety of that subject is in view. Paul is, in 

this clause, describing the behaviour ofthe whole of KTicrl~, not simply a portion of it. In 

light of the inclusion of the adjective 1tucra in this clause, some writers have suggested 

that KTicrl~ has a different sense at this point. While Michaels argues forcefulIy for his 

reading ofKTicrt~ as "body metaphor" in 8:19-21, he suggests that it cannot be sustained 

in 8:22.32 Instead, following Dunn, Michaels considers that the shift from ~ KTicrt~ (the 

creation) to 1tucra ~ Kricrt~ (all creation) marks a shift to include the entire created order 

including the human and non-human creation.33 As a result, Michaels articulates a 

position that maintains his metaphorical reading, yet allows for a brief cosmological 

"truism" reflected by 1tucra and the exclamation oloaj.lEv (we know).34 Two comments 

can be made in response. First, these judgments draw a false distinction between what is 

32 In fact Michaels distances himselffrom Whitehouse and Williams (two early commentators on which 
he relies, cf. chapter I), suggesting that their attempt to maintain this position is not as successful 
(Michaels, "Redemption of Our Body," 110, cf. Whitehouse, The Redemption a/the Body, 49; Williams, 
Romans, 206). 

33 Michaels, "Redemption of Our Body," 110-11. Dunn writes: "However widely encompassing was 
Paul's earlier use ofK!(at~ (see on 8:19), here certainly it is nonhuman, and, as we would say, inanimate 
creation which is primarily in view" (Dunn, Romans 1-8,472). As noted above, [ would prefer to use the 
glosses "created thing" and "every created thing." 

3~ Thus, Paul is able to move from a generalized truth-the groaning creation-to a more specific 
application, i.e., the plight ofthe body (Michaels, "Redemption of Our Body," Ill). 
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seen as ~ KTiatr; and 1t(XCYa ~ KTicrlr; as if these are the only two "creation" participants in 

the paragraph. 35 In fact as the transitivity analyses have revealed, each clause that 

lexicalizes the "created thing" exhibits slightly ditferent features. Rom 8: 19 uses the 

genitive, Rom 8:20 uses the nominative, and Rom 8:21 uses the nominative and the 

intensifying pronoun. Thus, none of the occurrences of creation language in Rom 8: 19-

22 are precisely identical. From this standpoint it becomes problematic to draw a 

distinction in sense between the ~ Krtatr; in 8:20 and 1tucra ~ KTlatr; in 8:22. Second, it is 

not appropriate to draw such a distinction based on the presence of 1t(xcra. As noted 

previously, the collocation of 1t(xcra and KTiatr; does not necessarily correspond to the 

"entire created order" but simply to the entirety of the group whatever it may be. 

Instead. it is better to see this collocation as a further means of intensification beyond 

what has been done in 8:21 with the pronoun. Paul is able to highlight the universality of 

the processes associated with KTiatr;. particularly the cruv-compound words (crUcrTEVUSEt 

and cruvw8ivEt). In fact the use of 1tucra in relation to the cruv-compounds is important. 

The relationship of 1tucra and the cruv prefixes articulates a plurality of participants. 

K Tiatr; is cast in such a way that it is seen to experience a particular set of processes as a 

collective group. The addition of 1tucra, therefore. does not imply a different participant 

but enables Paul to speak of a common experience of suffering. 36 

This is the final occurrence of KTiatr; in this paragraph; and as such. here is a 

good place to recount how KTiatr; has participated in the ideational structure of the 

passage. Including the present construction, KTicrlr; has been a participant in three 

35 This is a critique also raised in Moo, "Romans 8 and Isaiah's Cosmic Covenant," 76, directed 
specifically at Michaels. 

36 This probably relates back to Rom 8: 17 where Paul makes reference to common suffering 
(aulmUaXO/l£v) of God's adopted children. 
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different types of processes and, as a result. has also performed three different functional 

roles-as Goal, as Senser, and as Behaver. On a functional level, the meaning of KTi<n<; 

shifts slightly depending on its immediate linguistic environment. Co-textual features, 

especially verbs, enable the noun to function in diverse participant roles. With these 

subtle shifts, the reader is able to experience the created thing in a variety of ways, 

which facilitates a robust understanding of KTi<n<;.37 In addition, KTicrl<;, as a 

nominalization of the verb KTiSCO, participates in lexicogrammatical metaphor in each 

instance. Embedded in each nominal form is the passive material process of "creating" 

and the subject (Goal) of that process. One of the important aims of this chapter, then, is 

to discern what that implied Goal is. Stereotyped collocational patterns have not been 

helpful in this regard; thus, other features in the immediate linguistic context must 

provide some constraints.38 

Variant participant roles (including the attendant processes) give some important 

clues regarding KTicrl<;. K Ti<n<; is an entity that functions as both subject and object of a 

verb; it can act and be acted upon. KTicrl<; is able to exhibit certain behaviours (groaning) 

and cognitive processes (expecting) while it also has the ability to be subjected, 

enslaved, and subsequently released. As noted, this seems to imply that a running 

37 This reveals an important feature of systemic functional monosemy that I am defending and 
employing in this thesis. Monosemy, as a lexical semantic theory, enables the analyst to view a text 
through the lens of a particular lexeme, while appreciating this lexeme in light of its immediate co-text. 
The systemic functional element provides particular constraints as to how this lexeme-co-text relationship 
works, here in terms ofthe ideational structure of the paragraph. A lexeme is able to have unique meaning 
in unique contexts. In this case, KTicn~ means or functions differently based on the type of process it is 
involved in yet maintains semantic grounding in the form itself. I propose that these functional variations 
would not be so apparent without the perspective I have suggested. 

38 This is not entirely accurate. It is important to note what patterns do not appear in these co-texts and 
therefore the functions that are not performed here. For example, the patterns characteristic ofK1icn~ as 
spatio-temporal deixis are not present, though they are in Rom 1 :20. This occurrence also reflects the 
KTi(n~-K6(jflO<; collocation, a pattern that is conspicuously absent here, in spite of attempts at 
""cosmological" readings of this text. For a more extensive discussion of divergent uses of creation 
language throughout Romans based upon an analysis of Ie xi cog ram mati cal patterning, see Fewster, 
""Functional Monosemy," in preparation. 
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metaphor is taking place-personification. These are actions that are typically acted out 

by or upon human beings. In fact, Paul goes on in the subsequent verse to attribute the 

same processes (groaning, adoption, redemption) to those who have the firstfruits of the 

Spirit-believers. Therefore, based on repetition ofthese three processes, there is a close 

relationship between the created thing and the believer. As will be seen, however, it is 

not precisely the believer (i.e., those who have the firstfruits) that is the focus of 

adoption and redemption. but the body (rou O"wf.1u'WC;). The connection between the 

redeemed body and the created thing is one that needs to be teased out further. 

6. Transitivity of Rom 8:23 

At this point I am only concerned with the latter half of Rom 8:23. I have already dealt 

with the phrase ou f.10VOV oE, UMU KUt in the previous chapter and the extended 

participant reference uu'Wt Ti]V U1tUpxi]v 'WU 1tV£uf.1UTOC; EXOVT£C; (we who have the 

firstfruits of the Spirit) can be colluded into TJf.1£iC; ... uu'Wt (we ourselves) as a participant 

in the transitivity analysis. 39 This verse is probably the most syntactically complex and 

involves several clauses and sub-clauses. Besides the complex participant reference (it 

functions as a Behaver), there are two processes that make up the core of this sentence 

o"T£Va~of.1£v (we groan) and U1t£KO£X0f.1£Vot (as we wait). These two processes are 

intertwined, one being a finite verb and the other being a modifying participle. Thus, the 

main verb m£vaS0f.1£v is constrained by the participle U1t£KO£X0f.1£vot.40 Interestingly, 

these processes are from different classes; O"T£vaS0f.1£v is a behavioural process and 

3q Jewett calls this firstfruits formula "a unique Pauline combination of the concept of the firstfruits of 
the harvest to be dedicated to God and the Christian concept of the Spirit as the identifying mark of 
believers" (Jewett, Romans, 518; Jewett. "Corruption and Redemption," 43-44). 

40 Porter notes that in general, when the participle follows the finite verb it will tend to refer to 
simultaneous or subsequent actions (Porter, Idioms, 188). This comment is only relevant if indeed 
unC:Koc:xo/lCVOl provides temporal constraints. I would further argue that this participle is complementary 
to the verb (it completes the idea of groaning) rather than providing causal, instrumental, or some other 
sort of inference (see Porter, Idioms, 192-93). 
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an£KO£x6!l£VOl is a mental process. This combined idea thus captures a particular 

behaviour and its corresponding mental state. I have labelled the two objects as 

Phenomenon I and 2 (rather than Range) since they correspond more closely with the 

mental element of the process rather than the behavioural process. The Phenomena 

appose one another so that they are seen to be equivalent, i.e., Paul views adoption and 

the redemption of the body to be equivalent or defining concepts in this context. This 

has already been hinted at in Rom 8:21 where the creation' s freedom is characterized by 

the glory of the children of God. 

lipe!..:: KUl crUTCH tv zuuwi.; crrt:va;O~le\' uio68muv u;reKoexop EVOI 

~ nrc: lo{"ation PI': Beh:niouul Phenomellon 1 PI': mental 
BehavH 

'tllV U1tOAlhpulOlV lOU 
cr(i)~lUTOS ~W;)v 
Phenomenon Z 

Fig, 18 Transitivity of Rom 8:23b 

The purpose of this analysis is to demonstrate the relationship between the body 

(rou aW/luro<;) and the created thing (~ KTial<;) in the paragraph vis-a-vis the redemption 

and adoption metaphors. Both items function as participants in the discourse and are 

related to particular processes. However, the relationship of KTial<; to the redemption 

metaphor is, in the first place, as a participant in the process of redemption (Rom 8:20-

22); adoption is a circumstance cast in terms of redemption. By the time Paul comes to 

8:23, both metaphors are nominal Phenomena. This is particularly interesting with 

respect to rllv anoAl)"cpcoalv (the redemption); while redemption was previously a 

process to be experienced it is now a thing to be expected. The body fits into this 

schema as that which is to be redeemed and is thus a part of Phenomenon 2. The shift 

from a redemptive process to redemption as a thing suggests that grammatical metaphor 

vis-a-vis nominalization is underway again. While the formal agnate of anOAVrpCOal<; is 
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urroAUCO (I redeem, release), the various other synonymous verbs in this paragraph can 

function as semantic agnates.41 Phenomenon 2 thus implies a process meaning with the 

body (crCO!.lU) functioning as the embedded redeemed subject-in the same way that 

K'ricrt~ does in 8:21. 

I propose that given the repetition of Kticrt~ throughout the paragraph and its 

connection especially with redemption and adoption metaphors throughout, the addition 

of taU crcD)lato~ in 8:23 is surprising and actually is placed where K't'icrt~ might be 

expected. Therefore, this serves as a means for Paul to disambiguate the embedded Goal 

ofK't'icrt~; it is the body (crco)la).42 In other words, crco)la is the embedded Goal of the 

creative process implied in the nominalized form K't'icrt~ (and Kticrcco~). 

It is appropriate here to invoke the criteria proposed in ch. 4 for the identification 

of lexicogrammatical metaphor in discourse. Of the five criteria proposed, four appear to 

be present. The first criterion that is fulfilled in the passage is synchronic incongruity. 

Notwithstanding the collocation mIcra 11 K't'icrt~ in 8:22, many of the stereotyped patterns 

associated with K't'icrt~ that were identified in the corpus are not present in Rom 8: 19-23. 

Thus, the use of the lexeme by Paul in this context is incongruous in relation to typical 

usage. An important implication of the fulfillment of this criterion is the presence of 

neologism, or dynamic metaphor. The second criterion that is met is semantic junction. 

Junction occurs when two different semantic domains are realized in a single 

lexicogrammatical construal. If K't'icrt~ here is a construal of "our body" then there is a 

juncture of meaning in play. Such a junction is implied by the sharing of other 

41 EA£1J8EPOW (I set free, release). and EAEu8Epia (freedom) are, according to LOltH'-;Vida, found in the 
same semantic domain as cmoAvw - J. Release, Set Free. 

42 Michaels suggests that creation is being used as a metaphor for the body (Michaels, "Redemption of 
Our Body," 93) but this may be too imprecise a designation. Instead, a better designation would be 
h)ponymy (see below). 
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metaphorical elements, particularly redemption and adoption language.43 Junction of 

this sort necessarily demands a reconstrual of experience, thus fulfilling the criterion of 

concreti=aNon. The readers' experience of 'tOD crcO!-lu'tO~ is changed given the juncture of 

domains so that the body is understood in terms of its created status-the Goal of the 

creative process. Finally, a fourth criterion that is realized is semantic resonance. A 

requisite of successful metaphor is a resonance between the semantic domains. In this 

case resonance is created by the hyponymous relationship between KTicrt~ and crW~lU. As 

I have argued, KTicrt~ is a super-ordinate term that, at its most abstract, simply implies 

dependent existence. On the other hand, crWfJU can be viewed as a subordinate term 

under the rubric of created things.44 Semantic resonance is present in light of this 

hyponymous relationship. In light of the fulfillment of these criteria it is reasonable to 

suggest that KTicrt~ functions to metaphorically reconstrue the body as the object of 

redemption and adoption. 

As this paragraph unfolds, Paul envisages a created thing that awaits redemption 

and adoption and that groans as an expression of the expectation. In the same way, Paul 

and his audience groan with a similar expectation. This latter expectation, however, is 

not focused on Paul and his audience in a broad sense, but upon their body. With the 

repetition of redemption and adoption metaphors, but with an alternative subject, the 

created thing is identified as the body. This explanation helps to clarify the 

metaphoricity of the paragraph somewhat. The body is indeed something that can 

43 It is interesting that despite his cosmological interpretation, Fitzmyer draws a connection to the 
bondage to decay in his discussion of the redemption of the body (Fitzmyer, Romans, 510). This 
connection is not warranted unless the body and the created thing are seen to be equivalent, since it is only 
the creation that is said to be corrupted in this passage. 

44 In fact, this sort ofhyponymy is attested in the corpus. See especially Test. JI/aph 2:2-5, where the 
author uses the metaphor of the potter and the clay to describe the relationship between the creator and the 
creation, particularly the body. 
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exhibit personified activities such as expectation and groaning. In conjunction with the 

thoroughgoing soteriological and eschatological metaphors in this paragraph 

(redemption, adoption, etc.), another is added, that of creation or perhaps even new 

creation. 

7. Lexical Choice and its Exegetical Implications 

An important question to ask then is-why does Paul make the choice to employ the 

lexeme Kti(jl~ in this way rather than using (j(DflU throughout? As Hasan points out, 

lexical choice between related lexical items such as synonyms can be motivated by 

particular metafunctional goals.45 This is especially relevant in metaphorical 

expressions, where metaphor is often selected on the same basis, i.e., to fulfill particular 

aims. In this case, the question is with reference to two lexemes in hyponymous 

relationship: are there textual, experiential, or interpersonal reasons for this choice? On 

the textual level, I have shown that that an important function of Kti()l~ is its role in 

creating cohesion in this text. Of course, the repetition of (jCOflU could accomplish a 

similar task and the cohesion between 8:22 and 8:23 would be more explicit. However, 

where Kti()l~ does not typically function in such roles (Le., lexical repetition), (jco}1u 

does. Thus the repetitive use of Kti()l~ in this text is less expected and more marked than 

the use of (jco}1u. While this may provide some motive for Paul's lexical choice, there is 

probably greater significance in terms of the ideational metafunction. With the use of 

Kti(jl~ throughout Rom 8: 19-22 and its subsequent identification with tOD (jcOflULO~, 

Paul is able to reconstrue his readers' experience of the body in his letter. Michaels has 

aptly noted how Paul employs body terminology throughout the letter to the Romans. 

While it is important not to overstate this case, it is interesting how Romans 8 marks a 

45 See Hasan. "Grammarian's Dream," 99. 
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shift from negative to positive connotations associated with the body.46 Notwithstanding 

Romans 8, it is remarkable that Paul can shift from denigrating the body as 'COD crwllaT0s 

'COD 8uvcnoD 'COU'COD (this body of death, Rom 7:24), to later employing the body as a 

positive extended metaphor with reference to the proper functioning of the church (cf. 

Rom 12: 1, 4-5). In fact, throughout the first chapters of Romans, crcollU is consistently 

associated with sin and/or death. 47 It seems that the concept of the redeemed body serves 

as a point of transition that allows what was fonnerly dead and sinful to be used 

positively. The use of K'C1CJls, a lexicogrammatical metaphor, transfonns the readers' 

experience in two ways. First, the implied process within the nominal construal allows 

the reader to concretely experience the transfonnation of the body. Second, the use of 

the lexeme K'C1CJls provides unique semantic content with reference to Paul's 

eschatological programme that otherwise would not be present, thus transforming the 

readers' experience of the redeemed body. As the corpus analysis revealed, the created 

thing implies someone to create it; in the case of Jewish and Christian writers this 

someone is God. For Paul, the created status of the body provides the means and the 

justification for the body to be redeemed. Metaphor-specifically the dynamic creation 

of new metaphor-is an exceptional resource in the propagation of new ideas.48 Such 

dynamic metaphor creates a novel path through the system network and the reconstrues 

the language user's experience of the world. The transfonning power of metaphor is 

foundational and essential to arguments such as the one made here by Paul. 

46 See Michaels, "'Redemption of Our Body," 98-'-99. Some authors who give a more cosmological 
reading also draw a connection to Rom 7:24 (cf. Fitzmyer, Romans, 510; Waetjen, Romans, 219). 

-17 See Rom 1:24; 4:19; 6:6,12; 7:4, 24; 8:10,11,13. 
48 See, again, Halliday, "On Language," 420, where he notes the importance of dynamic metaphor in the 

propagation of theory in scientific discourse. 
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From an exegetical standpoint this is a stunning moment for the author. 

Throughout the paragraph, Paul has demonstrated that expectations are consistently 

overturned in light of the present reality in Christ. On a micro scale, this is exemplified 

in the waiting of KTi01~ for the revelation of the sons of God. In Rom 8: 19, this is cast 

only as expectation for a class of people to be disclosed. However, by 8:21 this 

expectation is overturned so that the expectant party is one and the same as the adopted 

and redeemed party. On a larger scale, this overturning is seen in the experiential shift 

with respect to the body. Paul makes a striking petition in 7:24 when he asks who will 

deliver him from (SK) the body of death. This appeal colours the way in which body-

language is read in the subsequent chapter; it is put away and discarded as a useless and 

ultimately harmful thing. In spite of this overtly negative evaluation of the status of the 

body, there is room in Paul's mind for its redemption.49 The use of the lexeme KTicrt~ 

plays a pivotal role in this shift. There is clear tension, therefore, between the dead and 

sinful body, and its redeemed counterpart. However, the eschatological tension in Rom 

8: 18-25 bears this out well. It stands to reason that the dead and sinful body which the 

believer should be redeemed from (Rom 7:24) may groan for redemption and adoption. 

In fact, the suffering that characterizes God's adopted children (Rom 8:17) is precisely 

the impetus for the created thing, and indeed Paul and his audience, groan. 

8. Conclusion 

By carrying out transitivity analyses for each of the main clauses in Rom 8: 19-23, 

have demonstrated how the lexeme KTim~ participates in the ideational structure of the 

paragraph. The lexeme is involved in a variety of processes throughout the paragraph 

49 This is not a new concept in Paul and has been expressed, in slightly different terms, especially in I 
Corinthians 15 and 2 Corinthians 5 (cf. Jackson, iVell' Creation, 164-66; Jewett, Romans, 519; Jewett, 
"Corruption and Redemption," 46). 
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and thus participates in a variety of participant roles such as Goal and Senser. It 

becomes clear at that point that the functional contribution of a particular noun has much 

to do with the process (verb) it is involved \V ith. Lexical meaning is inherently 

lexicogrammatical. an important perspective to maintain when doing an analysis such as 

this one. Noting that Kri0t~ performs different functional roles within a single paragraph 

helps to develop a more robust and structured understanding of the lexeme's overall role 

in the meaning making process and, as a result, in interpreting the passage. 

Grammatical metaphor is an important feature of this paragraph, most 

importantly vis-a-vis the nominalized form K!i()t~. The nominal form reconstrues a 

passive material process of [CREATING] along with the Goal of that process. A valuable 

perspective to take is to understand Kti0t~ with the gloss "created thing." As the 

paragraph unfolds, additional information is provided with respect to that created thing; 

this provides the reader with a robust understanding of that created thing. Kti0t~ is 

described in personal terms, able to expect and groan and be acted upon in terms of 

adoption, subjection, and deliverance. These characteristics are eventually placed in the 

context of the believers in 8:23. However, the experience of the believers is turned on its 

head when Paul reveals that these processes-particularly redemption-take place with 

reference to TOU ()WllaTO~ ~Il&v. This assertion intimately links the body and the created 

thing and, given the lexemes' hyponymous relationship and the overarching language of 

personification, suggests that the body itself serves as the embedded goal of Kti0t~. 
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Chapter Eight 

CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS 

By way of conclusion, this study requires some additional comments that draw together 

the theoretical and applicational insights of both the linguistic model and the function of 

creation language in Rom 8: 18-23. In addition to summary I will provide comment 

regarding the implications of this project and directions for further study. 

1. Evaluating Theory and Method in Greek Lexical Studies 

I suggested in my second chapter that the current state of biblical lexical study demands 

a revisiting of the basic assumptions brought to such investigations. While lexicography 

has developed significantly since James Barr, an overemphasis on context-sensitivity 

(even when context is ill-defined) and polysemy continues to create problems for 

lexicographers, especially where metaphor is concerned. Adapting Charles Ruhl"s 

theory of monosemy is a significant tool in this re-modeling. A monosemic bias 

suggests that the basic assumption for lexical semanticists should be that lexical items 

possess a single (not multiple) abstracted meaning that is constrained and specified in 

particular contexts. This is a theory that implies descriptive simplicity and functional 

precision. In light of its (occasionally unhelpful) cognitive beginnings, I have shifted the 

notion of the monosemic bias into a systemic functional framework. In this light, 

abstracted semantic values are understood as meaning potential which is realized in the 

lexicogrammar of discourse. Systemic functional monosemy thus appreciates lexis as a 
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feature that contributes to the metafunctions of discourse (ideational, interpersonal, and 

textual) as it relates and interacts with othe'r discourse features. Corpus linguistics makes 

up a significant part of systemic functional monosemy. It allows the researcher to 

observe a lexeme as it occurs in actual discourse along with the generic 

lexicogrammatical patterns that co-occur with that lexeme. The patterns come to bear on 

textual analysis when these patterns and their attendant functions mayor may not appear 

in the portion oftext in question. 

A final theoretical issue in this thesis was the notion of metaphor. As noted 

throughout, it is widely asserted that Romans 8 contains many and significant 

metaphorical features. Systemic functional monosemy, therefore, must be able to 

account for such metaphorical variation, if indeed KticnC; participates in this manner of 

expression. Adapting SFL's grammatical metaphor theory is ideal to this end as it 

already fits within the rubric of systemic functional linguistics and has the ability to 

account for a wide but robust definition of metaphor. Here, metaphor is not simply 

viewed as a lexical or conceptual phenomenon, but is fundamentally Iexicogrammatical. 

Thus, metaphor can be understood to have ideational, interpersonal, and textual 

implications, which fits easily into the systemic functional monosemic rubric already 

developed. 

Corpus-driven, systemic functional monosemy provides an overarching 

paradigm for entering into lexical analysis. It adopts a monosemic bias, which 

establishes a stable abstracted meaning in accordance with a robust definition of context 

mediated especially through corpus linguistics. This theory also appreciates the 

functionality of lexis in that lexis is able to contribute to different types of meaning (i.e., 
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metafunctions) at and above the level of the clause. Furthermore, systemic functional 

monosemy is dependent upon language··in-use, thus providing viable and practical 

insight into the analysis of text and recommending itself as a worthwhile hermeneutical 

tool. 

2. The Function OjKTiuu; in Rom 8: 18-23 

The above theory is an important contribution to the study of lexis in the Greek New 

Testament. Lexical meaning IS frequently debated among New Testament 

commentators, not least with respect to the meaning of K''Clcrl<; in Rom 8: 18-23. This 

model was adapted to engage this question, in light of the interpretive debate that has 

raged since the time of Augustine. While most scholars simply seek to define the sense 

(or whatever other term they use for "meaning") of Kricrt<; in Romans 8, my concern has 

been to approach this question using a wider net: how does K'Cicrt<; function in the 

meaning-making process in Romans 8, particularly vv. 18-23. As such, I have been able 

to demonstrate that the lexeme is integral in the cohesive structure of the paragraph. The 

semantic chain ('REA nON interacts with se:veral other semantic chains, aiding in the flow 

of information and the organization of the paragraph. The CREATION chain is 

fundamental to the blending of soteriological metaphors attributed to Paul and his 

audience. This insight I believe, is important for a reading of this passage, and an 

insight not offered by commentaries and other studies, especially under the rubric of 

traditional lexical study. I have also been able to analyze the role of Kri<Jl<; in the 

ideational structure of the paragraph. K rl(jl<; participates in a variety of functional roles 

with respect to the various processes it is involved in. Functional variability is 

demonstrated here, as well as the close relationship between lexis and grammar. 
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With these analyses underway. I have been able to address what is traditionally 

understood as the meaning of K'ti<nC; in Romans 8. While the majority of interpreters 

understand K'ri<nC; as sub-human creation (i.e., nature), and a smaller contingent argue 

for the entire created order, my analysis has allowed me to argue for a minority position: 

that Paul maintains an anthropological focus throughout this passage and uses KTi<nC; as 

a metaphorical construal of the body. Insights from the corpus have been helpful in this 

regard, even when particular patterns are not present in Romans 8. For example. none of 

the spatio/temporal deixis patterns are present in the paragraph, and KOGJ-lOC;. a common 

collocate implying a natural or cosmological reading, is lacking as well. Textual and 

ideational insights also aid in this conclusion as they help to focus the relationship 

between K'ri<nC; and the body vis-a-vis th,~ soteriological metaphors of redemption and 

adoption. 

3. Implications and Directions for Further Study 

In light of the work that I have done in this thesis, several open questions remain. both 

on the side of lexical study and on the side of creation language in Romans 8. First to 

the lexical considerations. Operating with a monosemic bias in Greek lexical study is 

still very new in New Testament studies. l As such, it has yet to stand the test of time and 

work out any weaknesses in the theory. There is a great need for revitalization in New 

Testament lexical semantics, especially from the perspective of the monosemic bias. 

Particular studies like this one would be a welcome means of providing further 

sophistication to the theory and provide a service to New Testament scholars who wish 

I To my knowledge this is the first sustained piece of work of this kind, not withstanding two 
forthcoming book chapters of mine (see bibliography) and the essays by Stanley Porter mentioned in 
previous chapters. 
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to inquire into lexical meaning in a particular passage.2 In addition, New Testament 

scholarship could benefit from a new type of lexicon, one that does not hold to such an 

extreme polysemic bias and one that does not rely so much on intuition in the selection 

of senses, such as BDAG and LOllw-Nida. A monosemic lexicon would employ insights 

from corpus research providing insight into patterns associated with variant functions, 

enabling the interpreter to make rigorous and informed decisions when doing translation 

and exegetical work. 3 Baxter's thesis (se:e note 2) and the present work on creation 

language demonstrate that perspectives on lexis in text, and particularly interpretation, 

do not reflect many linguistically informed decisions-an unfortunate situation in a 

discipline that is centered around the meaning of texts written in an ancient language. 

Monosemy, especially from a systemic functional perspective, is a clarion call to revisit 

the way that lexical research is understood and accomplished in New Testament studies. 

Despite the potential for unique and valuable insight from corpus studies as, 

demonstrated in a number of volumes including this thesis, the use of corpus techniques 

still remains under-developed with reference to Hellenistic Greek. Tools for corpus 

annotation and analysis abound for the investigation of English texts, while their use for 

Greek is less than satisfactory.4 Collocation is certainly an important and somewhat 

accessible phenomenon to be attentive to; however, it is more difficult to identify 

semantic associations, colligations, and es.pecially higher-level lexical patterns. It would 

serve the New Testament scholarly community greatly to have tools that can readily 

2 This is true especially in light of Baxter's thesis (Baxter, "In the Original Text," ). 
3 New Testament scholars could take their cue from such works as the Collins COBUILD project, which 

uses collocation and other statistically relevant features in the division of variant senses or functions. 
4 KWIC analyses are possible using specialized and expensive programs such as BibleWorks and 

Accordance but even these are only available for biblical and related texts. Other freeware programs 
generally do not handle Greek characters well (even when in Unicode) and can often do little more than 
simple collocation tables. Furthermore, detailed corpus annotation is extremely time consuming. 
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appreciate these phenomena. In addition, fully annotated texts including and certainly 

not restricted to New Testament documents would add another dimension to corpus 

analysis, not readily available at present. Development and sophistication in the 

annotation of Hellenistic Greek documents and the tools to analyze them would make 

studies like this one far more rigorous and insightful. 

As for the proposed reading of Rom 8: 18-23, several considerations remain. The 

thrust of my proposed reading is by no means radical or new, as the literature review 

revealed. Anthropological perspectives have seen acceptance since Augustine, while 

viewing Kricrts as a metaphor for the body has been defended by Zyro, Whitehouse, 

Williams, and most recently Michaels. However, these voices have made almost no 

impact on contemporary readings that continue to push the cosmological or "nature" 

perspective.s If my reading can be sustained on the linguistic grounds presented in this 

thesis, it deals a devastating blow to the theological "spin-off' readings associated with 

this passage, i.e., new creation theology, a:nd ecological hermeneutics. 

Jackson has been helpful enough to include Rom 8: 18-25 in his study of Pauline 

New Creation theology.6 However, his attempt to balance an anthropological and 

cosmological soteriology in Paul is sevl;:rely weakened if Paul's concern rests with 

humanity and the redemption of the body and not the redemption of the cosmos. His 

proposal that there is a cosmological focus as well in Galatians 6 and 2 Corinthians 5 

may also need to be reconsidered in light of a rereading of Romans 8. 7 Similar attempts 

5 Another feature revealed in my research was the absence of these works in creation language 
discussions, or, if present. they were used sparingly and in passing. 

6 Jackson. Nell' Creation. 150-69. Jackson's inclusion of Romans 8 in his discussion of the Pauline 
concept of new creation is juxtaposed to previous works which do not incl ude any sort of sustained 
discussion of the passage (see Hubbard. New Creation; and Mell, Nelle Sch6pjimg). It is curious that 
Hubbard ignores this text given his treatment of portions of Romans 6 and 7. 

7 See Jackson. Nell' Creation, 83-149. 
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to argue for an eschatological renewal of the earth that appeal especially to Romans 8 

are revealed here as questionable.8 There is room, therefore, for further study that delves 

into Pauline eschatology and especially his understanding of new creation in light of 

Romans 8 and the emphasis on the redemption ofthe body.9 

Perhaps a more significant implication can be seen with reference to the 

burgeoning field of ecological hermeneutics. Since at least 1987, with Rimbach's 

exploratory article on Romans 8, the use of this passage in Christian ecological critique 

has exploded. 1o Efforts to reread Paul and other portions of the New Testament in light 

of an alleged environmental crisis consistt:ntly return to Romans 8, which functions as a 

"mantra text." This interpretation rests firmly on a particular reading of Romans 8 that 

sees, with the majority, Kri<n~ as sub-human creation. Consistent with my comments 

above, my proposed reading abruptly removes the foundation of an ecological reading 

based on Pauline cosmological sentiments. Attempts to elucidate such sentiments from 

this passage must begin again at square one. It is not my place at the current juncture to 

adjudicate the legitimacy of ecological re-readings or of the movement itself, but as 

Michaels points out, the proposed interpretation "does less than some might wish to 

further the cause of ecology.',11 My hope is, however, that, in both the areas of 

ecological hermeneutics and new creation theology, a rigorously defended 

interpretation, such as my own, can rein vigorate these discussions beyond the present 

8 See especially Wright. Resurrection. 224, 258. 
9 This may take place along the same lines as Moyer Hubbard's work on new creation. except that, as I 

noted above. his work did not give any sustained treatment to Rom 8: 18-23 (see Hubbard. :Vell' Creation). 
10 Rimbach, "All Creation Groans," 379-91. For the most recent treatments see especially Byrne, 

"Ecological Reading," 83-93; Horrell, Hunt, and Southgate, Greening Palll. 63-86. 
II Michaels. '"Redemption of Our Body," 112. Though Michaels appends the caveat that other texts may 

redeem ecological readings. 
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state of affairs. At the very least, this may cause a reassessment of first-principles that 

are often needed in stagnant and recapitulated dialogues. 

This thesis has attempted to develop and sustain an approach to lexical analysis 

that is theoretically rigorous and hermeneutically relevant. It has implications for the 

way lexis is understood and lexical study is undertaken, seeking to ask different 

questions of lexis in text. Furthermore, it presents alternative and fresh perspectives in 

the debate over the role of KT{CHs in Romans 8. While work still may be done to 

strengthen or overturn these conclusions, it is my hope that this work can further the 

conversation in both areas. 
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ApPENDIX 1: OUTLINE OF SPECIALIZED CORPUS 

TEXT AUTHOR GENRE STYLE LENGTH 
Historiae Polybius History lit. 327805 
Letter of Aristaeus ? Letter non.lit. 13551 
Judith ? History non.Iit.ftrans. 9736 
Tobit (Vatt/Alex) ? History non.lit.itrans. 5853 
Sirach ? History non.lit.itrans. 18760 
Wisdom of Solomon ? Wisdom non.lit.itrans. 6985 
Psalms of Solomon ? Poetry non.lit.ltrans. 4969 
3 Macchabees '"J History non.liUtrans. 5484 
Fragment Menander History 987 
Muller Fragment Apollodorus Grammar 12901 
Theiler Fragment Po sidon ius Phifosophy 106815 
Sibylline Oracles ? Apocalypse non.lit. 29475 
1 Enoch ? Apocalypse 8642 
Testament of the 12 
Patriarchs ? Apocalypse non.lit. 21042 
Bibliotheca Diodoms Siculus History non.lit.llit. 419934 
Ad Nicomedum 
Regem Pseudo-Scymnus Geography non.lit.ilit. 5676 

Dionysius 
Roman Antiquities Hallicamassus History AtHeist 295833 

Geography/ 
Geographica Strabo History lit. 299833 
Fragment Antiochus Astrology 2970 
Matthew Matthew? Biography non. lit. 18346 
Mark Mark? Biography vulgar/nonJit. 11304 
Luke Luke? Biography non. lit. 19482 
John John? Biography vulgar/non.lit. 15635 
Acts Luke? History non.liUlit. 18450 
Romans Paul Letter non.lit. 7111 
1 Corinthians Paul Letter non.lit. 6829 
2 Corinthians Paul Letter non.lit. 4477 
Galatians Paul Letter non.lit. 2230 
Ephesians Paul? Letter non.lit. 2422 
Philippians Paul Letter non. lit. 1629 
Colossians Paul? Letter non.lit. 1582 
1 Thessalonians Paul Letter non.lit. 1481 
2 Thessalonians Paul? Letter non.lit. 823 
1 Timothy Paul? Letter non.lit. 1591 
2 Timothy Paul? Letter non.lit. 1238 
Titus Paul? Letter non.lit 659 
Philemon Paul Letter non.lit. 335 
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Hebrews ? Letter non.lit.llit. 4953 
James James? Letter non .lit.llit. 1742 
I Peter Peter? Letter non. I it.ll it. 1684 

2 Peter Peter? Letter non.lit. 1099 
I John John? Letter vulgar/non. I it. 2141 
2 John John? Letter vulgar/non.lit. 245 
3 John John? Letter vulgar/non. lit. 219 
Jude Jude? Letter non.lit. 461 
Revelation John? Apocalypse vulgar 10244 
Antiquities Josephus History lit. 322394 
Cato Minor Plutarch Biography Atticistic 17099 
Romulus Plutarch History Atticistic 9727 
Epistle of Barnabas ') Letter non.lit. 7057 
Acts of John ? History non.lit. 12788 

Claudius 
Apotelesmatica Ptolemaeus Mathematics non.lit.llit. 39745 
Dialogue with 
Trypho Justin Martyr Dialogue non.lit. 53732 
Shepherd Hermas Apocalypse non.lit. 27917 
Against Heresies Irenaeus Letter non.lit. 22657 
Ad Autolycum Theophilus Apology non.lit. 21963 
Oration to the Greeks Tatian ApoJogy non.lit. 16694 
TOTAL 2287436 
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ApPENDIX 2: COLLOCATION CHARTS FOR K't"lcnc; 

Chart for the lemma: 

Freq 
Freq Freq Collocate 
(L) (R) 

5 1 4 
7 

ou 
5 3 2 out'ro<; 

284 171 113 article/demonstrative 5 1 4 wuro 
90 43 47 Kat 4 4 0 <i1T.ouciac; 
46 38 8 1T.ac,hcfiaahcuv 4 1 3 yavEa8U\/Ero.; 
40 25 15 6£ 4 0 4 Et< 
40 14 26 milo.; 4 1 3 ~v 
26 20 6 nEpi 4 1 1 t<riatalvra 
25 14 11 tv 4 0 4 Kupiou lov 

16 13 3 ano 4 1 3 ASyOY"C~ 
14 4 IO nOM:ro<; /1T.OAEWV 4 1 3 !liiVE<; 
13 10 3 yap 4 2 2 

T 
ow 

12 4 8 tE 4 3 1 napa 
12 8 4 'PW!ll1<; 4 3 1 1T.pO 
11 7 4 ~tv 4 3 1 npww<;lv 
10 7 3 apx~(<;) 4 4 0 1T.protOtOKOc;!OU!OV 
10 6 4 KaLa 4 2 2 n; 
9 7 2 !lEta 4 3 I uatSpov 
9 6 3 on 3 2 1 ana 
8 I 7 61a 3 3 0 aXP! 
8 5 3 em 3 2 1 paatAEia.; 
8 3 5 8EOU 3 2 1 

,. 
ElVat 

8 2 6 t<oaJ.tolJ 3 2 1 "E<popov 
8 2 6 aou/ao! 3 2 I 'HPUt<AEta 
7 3 4 cic; 3 2 1 imopBi 
7 3 4 nOA\<;Iv 3 3 0 Koptveirov 
7 2 5 al1YYEVEia<; 3 1 2 M£yapEwv 
6 2 4 £an(v) 3 2 1 f.tEXpt 
6 0 6 em 3 2 1 vuv 
6 1 5 uno 3 3 0 lt€>O<; 
5 1 4 <iv8pm1T.olJ 3 0 3 tOiauta 
5 1 4 8EOU 
5 5 0 KaPXI]ooyo<; 
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Chart for Krlmc;: Chart for Kriaswc;: 

KTiGl<; KTiGEO><; 

Freq Freq (L) Freq (R) Collocate Freq Freq (L) Freq (R) Collocate 

20 16 4 ~ 37 34 3 tfj.; 

19 8 11 Kat 31 13 18 Kal 

8 8 0 nuau 16 12 4 m;pi 

6 6 0 yup 16 5 11 TO\) 

5 3 2 1"fj.; 15 13 2 mlall'; 

5 1 4 n; 11 10 1 altO 

5 2 3 £V 11 2 9 1"WV 

4 1 3 TOU 9 7 2 Ot 
7 3 4 £an(v) 8 2 6 Koa~ou 

8 2 6 S8 6 4 2 iJ 
3 1 2 1"0 6 2 4 1"a 
3 2 1 n.; 5 3 2 Ctpxtl 
3 2 1 n6AI'; 5 1 4 uvmu 
3 3 0 ptv 5 2 3 £V 
3 3 0 Koplv6iwv 5 0 5 £1"T\ 
3 2 1 'HpUKA£la 5 3 2 emu 
3 3 0 on 5 5 0 KUPXllbOVO'; 

5 2 3 6 

4 1 3 Asyovn:.; 

4 I 3 f.liiw:.; 
4 1 3 

.,. 
ou 

4 1 3 tfjv 

4 3 1 tfj.; 

3 0 3 avf)p<.OltOl} 

3 3 0 iiXPI 

3 2 1 ~(l(nA.ei~ 

3 2 1 yap 

3 0 3 ". T}v 

3 2 1 ~SXPI 

:) 3 0 ltpO 

3 0 3 1"fi 
3 0 3 TOlau-ru 

" 1 2 mum .) 

:) 2 1 tip 



ApPENDIX 3: CONCORDANCE CHART FOR UtaH; 

lr, too~ao8~oav, Kal untp nav (00v tv In KlloEl AOap. 
tvoo~~ ~ouAn nEpl8Elr, I~V EunptnElav In KlloEl aUloG, Kal 1~ lOXUp~ p~pall n~~ar, 1 
on 13 line 1. YnolaY~IE naon av8pwnlvn KlloEl Ola 10V KUPlOV ELIE ~aolAEl wr, unE 
UPEOlV, navIEAwr, a')O~loV' lWV yap tv In KlloEl Aa~OVIEr, IlVa ouvt8~Kav Kal npoount 
UOEl, Kal tOE~a08~oav Kal tAalpEuoav In KlloEl napa 10V KlloaVla, or, tOllV EUAOY~1 

eEoG, Kat 10 nVEupa 10 nEpltxov OUV In KlloEl nEpltXElal uno XElPOr, eEOU wonEp 0 
3IKar" wr, 32 lal\~8tr, E[XEV 6x80pEval In KliOEl IE Kat aU~~OEl 1~r, Pwp~r, Ol' ol\lyou 
ou OU ~KouoalE, lOG K~puX8EVI0r, tv naon KlioEl In uno 10V oupavov, OU tYEVOP~V tyw 
chapter 67 section 1 llne 1. Ev ot In KliOEl 1~r, nOAEWr, 8aupa ptYlOI0V l\tYElal y 

OWPEV lWV OVIWV aya8w') Kal Xp~owpE8a In KI10El wr, tv VEOl~ll onouoalwr, OLVOU nOAu 
oal0r, a ~3WKEV 0 8EOr, Elr, (WOyOV~OlV In KII0El, Ka8anEp av8pwny .UX~v, 
v anavla K~pu~alE 10 EuayytAlov naon In KII0El. a nlOl2uoar, Kal ~anll08Elr, OWe~OEl 
nEVln~plKOUr, Hpwo~r, tnl In KCiloapEiar, KII0El. npEO~Ela lWV ano Kup~v~r, Kal ~olar, 

yvw08w, Il r, yap ~ .UX~ pOU tv apnp~l~ KII OEl; loou a oupavor, Kal 0 oupavor, IOU 0 
Eva KaTEOKEuaOlal, Lva p~otv tAA.lnn In Kll0El lWV tVOEXoptvwv YEvt08al. ouot lau 
chapter 5 section 4 line 1. ri la vuV'~~ Kl'.OElr, yoGv noA.Ewv Kal tnwvuplal A.tyovlal 

v nOl~oaptvour" tcp' c:ivnEp Kal npwlov al Kl~OElr, tytvOVI0, A.tyw ot lWV nEpl MlA.~10v 
Ola oupnEnEloptvOr" Ecpop~ IE Kal 10 lar, Kl.0Elr, Elp~KOll tv ntvIE ~l~AOlr, XaA.KloEl 
pa tv Ba~uA.wvl tytvEI0 aUlwv Kal Kalval Kl.0Elr, tK 1~r, noA.Ewr, KaL Ol' aUlriv acplSlr, 

yap t8vwv ELP~K2V olKlopour, KaL nOAEwv Kl.0Elr, tnEA~Au8E, ~aolAtwv IE ~lour, Kal 1 
lon 8 llne 3. lWV yap E'\A~VWV nEpl lar, Kll0Elr, EUolox~oal paAlola oosaVIW'), all K 

Iriv OOsa\' EK lWV nEpl lar, cmOlKlar, Kal KILOE lr, Kal OUYYEvElCXr, cmO<paOEWV tv yap 1 
VCX KaL nEpl110V a nEpL lar, anOlKlcxr, KCXL KIl0Elr, Kcxl OUYYEvEiCXr" Ka8a nou KaL ncxp' 

LOOV all tv aUI0lr, tKOOp~OEV naocxr, lCXr, KlloElr, Kal 10V 8EptAlOV 1~r, y~r" Kcxl 10V 
~OEICXl. Tplywvl(ouoa ot 10Ul~ KCXA~ npor, Kll0Elr, KaL CPUIELCXr, otvopwvKal ouvouoLar, K 
npor, WV~OElr, navlolar, KCXl aKpoaOElr, Kal KILOElr, Kal CPUIEUOElr, 3tv3pwv Kal onElpElV 
scxptv~v lOUr, Eu8tl0Ur, 10nour, Elr, nOAEWV KlloElr, olKooop~oal nAELour, nOAElr" Kal 10 
OltoWO! la nA~8~ Kcxl lar, nOAElC; 'Hpwo~r,. KTiOElr, nOAEwv EAA~vlowv ar, Hpwo~r, tnol~ocx 

AOYEl1l.00aV OE ot aYlol aou KexL n&acn cd Kll0El<:; Gau, Ked rro:vIEC; ot aYYEAOl aou Ked 
UAo~oalwoav OE 01 oupcxvol Kcxl naoal al KlloElr, oou. au tnoL~OCXr, A3cxp Kcxl ~OWKCXr, CX 
uycxC; Kcxl Muoour" EnEl1a LllOVUOlor, a laC; KTiOElr, ouyypa.ar" or, la KCXla XCXA.K~OOVCX KCX 
9. ts~r, IE lWV OUVE~{Ur, ~OL? KElptvWV, KILOElC; IE nOAEWV lWV tv aUICXlr, CPEPOptvwv, 
7. tv tnll0pn OOl ytypacpa lar, anolKLcxr, KILOElr, IE nOAEWV, 1~r, OA~r, IE y~r, 0XEOOV 
ptvou pou Elr, Koupcxr, Kal oosa~ovIor, lar, KILOElr, IOU 8EOU, wr, pEyaAcxl Kal tKnpEnElr, 
OlOV. Kcxl yap al0nov lar, ptv lWV nOAEwv KILOElr, lOUr, ouyypcxcptcxr" Kcxl nOlE Kcxl nwr, 
Epl lar, anolKLcxr" Ell ot OUYYEVElcxr, Kal Kll0Elr" AOlnov ri la aA.A.olplCX OEl A.tYElV W 
pEval tnl IOU 01EvwnoG AEO~lwv 0' OUOCXl KlloElr,. Ell' EOll KPl8wl~ nOAlr, IE ITCXKIU~ 
ACX~ElV' WalE Olllar, ElvCXl 1~r, Pwp~r, lar, KILOElr, 
ACX~ElV WalE Olnar, ElVCXl 1~r, 'Pwp~r, lar, KTiOElr, lriV \ltv oALYOV UOI1:POV lWV TPWlKW 
line 3. Kcx8' c:iv tv lalr, Kalapxalr, lWV KILOEWV aUlwv wr, tnl YEvtOEWr, a IE riAlOr, K 

\lal OU\l~aAElv. nEp! \ltv ouv lWV naAalWV KILOEWV LKava 0yoG\lal 10 npOElp~\ltva. 
I noo~r, OUva\lEWr, Kcxl a~(tAwv navtwv Kcxl KlloEWV AEyO\ltvwv Kal CXLWVWV OAWV npEo~uIE 

[6 ~poaKonoGv t~' ~v 5~ ai Xp6VOl l~V KlioEWV o0X E0pioKOVIQL, 
~ov, KaAAlolcx 0' Ecpopov tS~YEl08cxl nEpl KlloEWV OUYY2VElWV \lElaVaOlaoEWv apX~YEIWV 
MEvEKpal~r, yoGv a EAall~r, tv 10Ir, nEp! KlloEWV cp~o! lriv ncxpaALav lriv vuv IWVlKriV 

SOV, KaAAlola 0' Ecpopov tS~YEl08al nEpl KlloEWV, OUYYEVElWV, \lElavaOlaoEWv, apX~YE 

~L~AOlr, O~AOUPEVCX nEpL IE 1~r, KOO\llK~r, KlloEWr, <Kal> 1~r, lOG av8pwnou nAaoEwr, Kcxl 
hapter 3 sectlon 2 llne 1. ITEpl ot lrir, KlloEWr, ~vlloxor, Atywv cp~olv all IOU MEOO~ 
Sav, all IPlCXKoololr, EIEOlV UOIEPOV lrir, KILOEWr, antoovI0 IOU Alptvor, la ItA~, 
OV UOIEPOV lrir, KPOIWVOr, Kcxl ~upaKOUOOWV KILOEWr, anOlKlo8tVIEr, uno Euav80ur,' Ecpopor, 
pter 10 sectlon 6 line 1. ano ot apxrir, KlloEWr, apoEv Kal 8riAu tnoL~oEv CXUI0Ur, EV 

aouvEIE. a \l2V ulor, IOU 8EOU nao~r, lrir, KlloEWr, CXUI0G npOYEvtOlEPOr, tOllV, WalE au 
WV a naVIW') KUPlEUWV Kal EXWV nao~r, lrir, KtlOEWr, aUI0U lriV tsouolcxv OU \lv~olKaKEl 1 
E OUp~OUAOV CXUI0V YEvt08cxl 10 ncxlp! lrir, KILOEWr, CXUI0U' Ola 10UI0 Kcxl nCXACXla 0 ntlp 
, Kcxl tK lWV aYLWV typ~yopwv 0 apxri lriC; KtlOEWr, CXUIWV Kcxl apxri 82\lEAlou' nVEU\lCXla 
I EK lWV ayiQv IWV EYP~YOPWV 0 opxri 1~r, KILOEWr, CXUIWV Kcxl apxri 8E\lEAiou nVEU\lCXICX 
tlon 2 line 2. ou \lriv aAAa Kcxl npo lrir, KILOEWr, ~OI~PlK~ Ilr, ~v cxul0IC; tOPlri KCXla 
sectlon 3 line 5. anop8~10V ot ano lrir, KlloEWr, YEYEV~ptv~v, nAouolwlal~v ot 0XEOO 
02 t\lnlOlEuoavlcxr, tnl 001 10 lrir, anao~r, KlloEWr, ouvaOtEuovll owour, OlEKO\llOCXr" OL 
1 section 3 Ilne 1. EI Kal tnl I~V 1~r, KlloEW~ ~VlQ ptv &vaKEllal 10 8E0, fVla ot 
r, OlKOOO\l~OEWr, lOG vcxou aXPl KcxpX~60vor, KlloEWr, El~ EKal0v lEoocxpaKOvta IpLa, PriVE 
lrir, IOU vcxoG oIKooO\lrir, \ltXPl KcxpX~oovor, KlloEWr, El~ ppy , \lrivEr, ~'." 
o lrir, Elpwpou ~CXOlAElcxr, aXPl KcxpX~oovor, KlloEWr, El~ PVE' PrivEC; ~ . EnEI 02 owoEKal 

lrir, IEPW\lOU ~aolAElcxr, \ltXPl KcxpX~oovor, KlloEWr, El~ pVE, \l~VEr, OKIW. 10 02 OWOEK 
EVtEU8EV lar, acpop\lar" 010l nEpl KOOpOU KlloEWr, ~ nEpl ~UOEWr, av8pwnou, Kcxl OU02 1 

8A1Wlr, OLCX ou ytyovEV 10lCXUl~ an' apxrir, KlloEWr, riv EKll0EV a 8EOr, EWr, IOU VUV Kcxl 
Ola ITVEU\lCXI0r, aylou. Elnwv yap la nEpl KlloEWr, Kal Y2vtOEWr, KOO\lOU, IOU npWI0nAao 

ot nOAA~r, OUo~r, Kcxl nEpl IOU Xpovou lrir, Kll0EWr, Kcxl ITEpl lWV OIKlOIWV lrir, nOAEWr, 
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~ xPOVOV 0 ~aoLAEU" EnELO~ ta nEpl t~V KtlOLV t~, O~WVU~OU nOAEW, OUVEttAEOE, Otp 
L~~, &vtypa$E, tex ot &pxa!a tex ~Et& t~v KtlOLV t~, nOAEW, YEVO~EVa KE~aAaLW O~, tn 
2LA~<pSw Kal TaUta, OtL 'PW~a!OL ~n& t~V KtIOL\! t~, 'PW~~, ~aoLAEUO~EVOL OLnEAEOaV 
e 2. TpLaKOOty ot UOtEPOV EtL ~Et& t~v KtlOLV tou naouLvlou noALv EtEpav o[Kl(EL 
6Alya, nap20XIlKtvaL nap' autwv El, t~v Ktl,OLV twv eouplwv, t~V tnLypa<p~v t~, emoL 

OtEPOV ~Et& t~V uno MEyapEwv XaAK~06vo, KtLOLV Xp~Ot~PLa~O~EVOL, npOOtexE;aL nOLrjoao 
, t lVE, twv noAEw'J ri10 L EK 1~, Ka1ex 1~V wpooKonlc<, Kc<l cpwocpoplc<, ri tK 1ri, 1 K1 I.OLV 

EK pl(~, ~AC<016, VEO, o~~atC< cpuon, *1~V ri n012 nooL tpocp~v oltOWKE nEpLoorj Kt .OlV* 

SEt t~V nooav OLC<KU~EPV~V tv O[KtlP~O!, EnlOE tnl A~pc<c<~ ontp~a, tnl rjYLC<O Kt .OlV, 

OYOOriKOV1C< EVtEUSEJ ot EnL 1riV Twvla, ET~ 2E;riKOVta' tex ot tOUTOl, ts~s' Kt .OlV, 

to aYlOV to npoov, to Ktloc<v nooc<v t~v Kc<t0KLOEV a SEa, E[, OexPKC< riv rj~ou Kt .OLV, 

III 78), Os OOKE! npwtos tKOOUVC<L 'Pw~Ils unontov ~tv EvloLs EOtL to OpC<~C<tl Kt .OlV, 

ion 1 line 1. TE1expt~ OE ~~vL ~Etex 1~V Ws ¢ex~Los [OtOpE!, 158. Plutarc K1 .OL v, 
Line 214. Tl~aLo, outWs [OtOpE! ot 1~V EltEV ~Etex 1C<UtIlV TaupoEls KC<L nAIl K1.0lV. 

3 sectlon 1 line 1. 2[, noAEWs ~EyexAIl, KtLOlV. EnlcpaVE01exta, y&p npexSEls tWV npo 
LoSE!oa yexp t~s 'HpC<Ki.Ela, EAc<~' TWVLK~V K1lolV. Katex t~V nOAlV taUtIlV ot 1~, 1\ola, 
L OUVC<tov OE~O~EVOl nap' oAIlV t~V nooav KtlOlV. USEV O[ A[yuntlWV KaSIlYE~oVE, lEPE 

WOtE ~lc<v dval KaL OUYYEV~ t~V nooav Kt cOLV. ts 0& ~exALOtC< oElKVUtal d, WV 6 
pyov (tou 0' C<UtOU KaL t~V 1\AESavopElc<, KtlOlV' tOV 0' autov unooXE08C<l 1\AESexvop~ 
Book 1 sectlon 5 line 15. outW, ~ nooc< KtloL, nEplEX2taL uno nVEu~a10, SEOU, KaL 

OtOlXE!C< KEAEuo~a1L n2lSEtO ty oy, KaL KtLOl, &lOlO, OUVEtexOOEtO nAexo~atL SVIlty, 
ter 4 section 13 line 1. KC<L OUK EOtlV KtloL, &cpav~, tvwnlov autou, nexvta ot yu~v 
tov KOO~OV oAov ~a01ex~El. El o&v nooa rj KtloL, OL& tOU U[OU tOU 8EOU ~aOtex~EtC<l, 
er 8 sectlon 21 line 1. Otl KaL aut~ ri KtloL, tAEU8EpwBri02tC<l &no t~, oouAEla, t~ 

!VOl ot Shov EUPWOl Sexva10v. oAIl yexp ri Kt lOl, tv lol~ YEV2L nexAlv avwSEV OLEtUnOU 
OWOlV ou nlSavriv, OtL ri ~tv t~, KuprjVIl, KTlol, tv XPOVOl, cpep2Tal ~VIl~OVEuo~tvols' 
~vIloa OLKc<lws tOU10U yexp *cpavtVtO,* oAIl KtloLs EE;EtlvexXBIl KC<L ~aoLAE!, wAovto, Ka 
t~olol 1E I1tpoaL,. KaL 10tE 0' a& 'PW~Il, KtlOls EoonaL lxyAc<OtEUKTOU Xpuoy riAtKtP~ 

tOUTWV OUK anw8Ev K2L~evIl v~OO, I1aplwv Ktlol, EOtLV ri TE AEyo~tVIl MtAalva KOPKUP' 
~tv O&V ri ~exAlota nLOtEUo~tvIl tii, 'PW~Il, KtloL, EOtLV. aAArl ot tl, npottpa Kal ~u8w 
line 1. OUt2 u$w~c< OutE ~exSo, OutE tL, KtloL, tttpc< ouvrioEtal ri~o, xwploal Ixne tii 
603. EX!vo, 0& noAl, tOtL, tOU Znc<ptou Ktlol, EXlovo" KaL MaAltwv aAAal noA2l,. 
pouola KaL ri uno 6apoexvou tii, 6apoavla, KtloL, ri tE tK ¢olvlKIl, tii, EupwnIl, El, t~ 
ter 12 section 1 line 1. D1l ~tv o&v ri Ktlol, rj~tp~ ytvOltO tn npo EvoEKa KaAavow 
ection 1 llne 75. 1\AKl~lexoOU cpuyrj, KaL Ktlols etp~wv tv ZLKEAl~. Nau~axla ZupaKoo 
.) Line 1016. ('HpexKAE La noAL,) Bo lwtWV Kt lOL s KaL MEyaptwv, EVtO, ot tautIlv Kuavt 
al Sau~&ola Epya, nOlKlAla navto, ~00u, KtlOL, KIltWV. OL' aU10v EUOOO! aYYEAo, aU1 

OV Oc<l~OVE, IxKOUOV1Es cpplt10UOlV OV ri K1loL, oAIl KC<1C<~C<Souoc< ~EtPLex~EL 00sa08rit 
629. Alv2LC<v ti, npLv Y2vo~tvIl KOPLVBlwv KtloL, I10tLOC<l' tOtL, 6WPlKrj noAl" ~Etex 
L 1ii, lolc<s EnlAtAIlotC<l OUVex~EW'. B yexp K1l0L, oOL ty nOlrjoaVtl unIlPE10Uoc< EnLtEl 
UL, Ixvuntp~AIltOs. oOL OOUAEUOextW nooc< ri KtloL, OOU OtL Elnc<s, KC<L tYEvrjSIlOC<V 
tion 22 line 2. oloa~Ev y&p Otl noaa ri KTlols OuOtEVex(21 Kal ouvw6lvEL aXPl tou v 
v, Evl OU, 02 erj~as. IxPCPlO~IltE!1C<L 0' ri KtlOL, tii, noAEWs 1C<UtIls ou ~OVOV napex to! 
OOU, 0& ~OC<v a[ noAAC<L nIlYC<L Kc<l noaa rj KtlOLs tou Kuplou tn01l~EtO tK twv nIlY~v, 

Ixne Kl~~2plwv ~EV ~ap~expwv KEKAIl~tvIl, Ktlol, tupexvvwv 0' o&oc< tWV tv Boonop~, Kii 
section ~O line 2. tn yexp ~C<tC<lOtIltL ri Ktlol, UnEtexYIl, OUX EKouoa &AAex Olex tOV un 
EtO, tn, E~OO~Ils 6Au~nl&00s C<VtIl yexp ri KtloL, UOtEpE! tWV TPWLK~V E1Eol tPLOL nAE 
" 01C<S~y yexp Kc<t ~ttP~ Kat KC<VOVL noaa KtlOL, u$lotou. Kc<t KaSexnEp oloEv 6 KEPC<~E 
OU Z~OOvtC<l ty BEY; Dtl, CPIlolv, nooc< ri KtlOl, cpO~E!tal tov KUPlOV, tlx, ot tvtoAex, 
pc<, AtYEL OV ECPO~~SIl no, apxwv KC<L nooc< Ktlol" ouva~l" a~uooos tE KC<L OKOtO, anc< 

465. nEuKex, ~tv tv npwtC<L" KOPLVBlwv KtloL" EIB' ri KEcpaAArivwv, TSexKIl ot nAIlolo 
Line 440. KopKupc<lwv t2 Kat KOPLVBlwv KtlOL s , EAAIlvt, QPLKO, 1E nc<pexALo, noAL,' 

lne 578. ri 0' EotlaLa YEYOVE I1EppaL~wv Ktlols. KE!VtC<l ot KaL VIlO!OEs c<utii, nAIlol 
Line 67. aUtIl ot Xlwv tytVES' UOtEPOV K1loL,. I1tpc<v Za~oSP0KIl 0' E01l viioo, TPWl 
~~ tl tOtLV OUtE IxKPO~uotlc<, IxAAex KC<lV~ KtloL,. KaL OOOL ty KaVOVL tOUt~ OtOLXriOOU 
EV. (17.) WOtE d tLs tv XPlOty, KC<lV~ KtLOL, tex IxPxa!a napiiA8Ev, loou ytyovEv K 
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